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l irk Olson, Chair
NPPMC
(,OS West 4lh Ave, Suite 30{)
Anchomgo, AK 99501
Dear c:haimum Ol~on:

I want to urge 1he Council to get scrjous about locttl dcplc~tk,n as you work 011 lh<.~ JlHlihu1
Ct1lch Sha1jng Phm. Jfow can y<>u fulfill your mandate 10 pmtt!Cl halibut ~t<,d; if, ouc·
afler anothei grounds available and impor(11nt to local llC-,<>ple ·for home u~c ilnd s1mlll
scalc Gommercfal use be<.~omc doplcted'/
1

lcy Strait is the casu in pojnt that maUcrs mosl to Jll(!. All ofus ju 1hc snuill towns
tu.ljaccnl tu it depend ho11vil)' <-.nits 11bund1111cc. l ))Ol'Z'OUitlly bawc livtlt ht1(: <.1vc1 ·10
ycan~. and htwc depended on hulil>ul ove1y year lo Jbed my Htmily. lu the last dcc:1tdc~ (11
~o, it "g()ld rush,> n,cntalil)' has hit hem, rcsulling iu unwh thllfC~ pressure OH th<~ slue J:
Sincu we ~tjJJ have big fi~h (au in,~rcu~iugly rare thiut) tn,Jlhy imd n1ca1t cluu <er fishini~ i~
addiug to the ,already ~ub~hauti,ll c~m111,crcit1I catch. Wl1eu Yl'U add this (c., the~ HhtnHii1t
stock sraristics for the ~uoc~k over its gencutl range, the pmgnosis for Jcy Strnit is prnH)
bleak, Maoa~ement is litr behiod the <;urve, aud if Hust doesn'l chauge, it is ,-.rctt)'
predictable that we wilt be stJatd1ing for fo;b soon. Please don•t fol that happonf 'J'hir,, ii,.
goin~ tu take Sl,me real action on thu CC1uncil'~ i,1ui, nut hcsiltmt 1111,t pie,;eme,,1 ;1c.;tio11,.
Despite whut Yl'll nu,y have he.urd, Gushtvu8 m.sidcnls (u8 disti11<;1 from the sc~1~onnl
opcralon that ~hc.,w up when the fish dl1 and leave whcu they urc gone) arc mostly ht~IJiud

such ac1 ions.
The charter fleet is doing it~ best to find crncks in your management sdlc•m~.
Unforlunatcl}\ such cracks 1,rc obvious and easy fll use. The rnnsl im1,orlaut uu<.~ is 1(1
pm;e as seu:.guided facilital<>J', which gets lhon1 mostly around the r(?sf.riclion.s you put
inlo phace iu the Jus1 couplo of ycuni. A~ u J>crsomtJ use fisherman, l w,,,dd bt~ ghul Iu Jin
wi1h severe rcshfoli<,n~ 011 my catch if that would J,cli, t<• cl(t$C tlu.11 lc,ophof<~.

l watched lhc vulumt- of1i8h going out of h~re and Elfin Cove last $Umm(~J . Fl icmd:,;
describe sin1ilar things frum Uoum,h a11d Hxc:ursiou lnfot. 11 i~ lmrd tu imagine thttl lhul
volurne can be su~tained from out smaU area. It has the foci to it of ut;hootitt!~ buffalo
from the train,,.

1n closing. l pJcad with t)l(~ (:ounci1 tt., take strong ticlin11 un this i~stm bcfow we au:. iu ,1
position oftiyiug to tcbuihJ stockg in thi~ imJ>tl1'tcml ~•·0,1. AE: )'OU dr.HbcraW on the
Halibut Catch Sh1:1ri11g Pltiu. hike~ 1he flnnt~~t H(~tious tt\12tilablc to you.
---·

t

·7

Sinccr·cly,
Cire~ S1 reveler
~ox 94, Gu~tavu8 AK 9%;'Jc,
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Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific: Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

We understand NMFS has delayed publfcatlon of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to obtain policy
guidance from the Councll and strengthen parts of the analysfs.
We urge you to:

1. Give dear dfrection to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their GHL In 2012
using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questforu; raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the final catch sharing
plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low abundance) management measures
and propose a trailing amendment, if needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing
amendment is a long standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an accurate of
method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide clients to access larger fish if desired.

My family has been halibut longlining for the past 60 years. My father was in it for 40 years and my
brother and brother-in-law are currently longllnlng. My family is dependent on this for a significant
portion of our Income and it is Important to our community to resolve allocation wlth the charter sector.
The Council acted correctly in October 2008 and it is well past time to·publish the final catch sharing

rule.

Sincerely,

.,(I/ -j"/ / /

~ [J~

·;J..~9-~0//

Steve Thorkildsen
19730 82nd Lane NE
Kenmore, WA 98028
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C38
November 29, 2011

Chris Oliver, Executive Director
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK 9950)-2252
Dear Executive Director Oliver,
I am writing to you about an emerging charter halibut fishing business model which may impact
your efforts to properly manage this important fishery. This past summer, National Park Service
staff observed several charter vessel operators offloading clients into skiffs they had towed out to
fishing grounds. Once in the skiff, without a guidei the cUents evidently become "unguided
anglers" under 50 CFR 300.61, which :lllows them to each catch two halibut of any siz.e (rather
than the "guided angler" limit of one 3 7 inch fish). After fishillg for a whiler the clients re-board
the charter vessel with their expanded catch of halibut and continue on with their charter fishing
activities or return to port.

It is unclear whether this activity is an. unintended ".loophole" in 50 CFR 300.61, but it never-the-
Jess appears to circumvent the intent of the 2011 halibut bag and size limits for guided anglers as

it seems likely that the clients are still benefiting from the expertise and experience of the guides,
even though they are temporarily "on their own." Further. it seems likely that th.is business model
will grow as charter operators and clients realize there is an opportunity to retain more and larger
halibut. We intend to continue to monitor these activities, but also encourage the Council to
carefully consider the potential impact'-l of this new activity as you address the multitude of issues
related to the proposed catch sharing plan.
Sincerely,

Susan L. Boudreau
Superintendent
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North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Eric A. Olsen; Chairman

RECEIVEGi

fax 907-271-2817

NQV:2: 1 2011

Dear, Council members
I am a current and longtime charter boat owner/operator In area 3A. I have many concerns
with the current CSP.

1: It does not follow our GHL which already stalr steps down with abundance, simply takes
allocatlon from charters, puts it in the CEY, then gives 85% to Commflsh and 15% to us. Does
not save a single fish for conservation, This alone will sent this proposal to the courts as the GHL
allocation has been deemed "fair and equitable".
2: GAF fish proposal is fundamentally flawed, our customers pay to go fishing, weather they
catch a fish or not, they do not pay by the pound or they would go to the fish market and buy it,
No matter what weight fish you say is the GAF fish weight ts, our customers will only keep a fish
if they see it as a deal.

IE.. If GAF weight Is 20 pounds then If they catch a 401b or even bigger they would pay to keep
it (20Ibs x $5 = $100 extra), let's say next year the GAF weight Is SOlbs, now they won't keep a
fish unless its huge say 7S lbs or over (50fbs x $5 =$250) because It's too expensive and that's
more than the cost of an entire new charter. Our customers pay for the experience and they
quickly figure out what's a bargain when it comes to paying extra. Myself I will never lease a
single pound of fish from commfish, it's a waste of money, now I would support a plan to buy,
transfer and pool lFQ for charters, that makes sense.
Change the CSP to match the GHL and trash the GAF fish idea altogether,

Thanks,
Frank Casey
Alaska Wildrose Charters
POBox343

Clam GuJch, AK, 99568

907...252-4525

Nov 23 11 07:19a

Bill Connor

13608666941
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Mr. Eric Olson, Chair

NPFMC

605 W 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage Ak 99501
Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item c-6 Halibut catch sharing Plan
I understand NMFS has delayed the publication of the halibut catch haring plan finale rule to obtain guidance
from the council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
'
earnings bought more IFQ and still in
I have made my living from haUbut since 1975 raised a family With
debit to the loan, staying current on payments. even after losing mo then 50% of my annual fishing pounds.
My kids are now invested in haftbut TFQ and have 1ess the 1/3 of the IFQ pounds purchased they are
however subsidizing their payments from other jobs. AND NONE O US 3 HAVE EVER GONE OVER OUR
IFQ ALLOTMENT.
My family and I urge you to :
1. Give clear direction to rPHC to hole the charter sector in both 2C nd 3A under thetr GHL in 2012.
2. Fix policy questions that concern NMFS from publlc comment an publish the finale catch sharing plan rule
by June 1 for 2013. Review Ta 1 -low abundance- management measures and propose a trailing
amendment, if needed, for implementation In 2013.

I

~\

3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of commercl IFQ for guided angler fish. so the charter
group has ·no reason to exceed their GHL, and please adopt an ace -rate method for calculating the weight of
the GAF. This allows for the take of larger fish.

Please resolve the charter abuse of the halibut resource.

;;:-i-

p, t) is~~

II;Lu

/J-e~c b"J
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Wednesday~ November 23. 2011 10L: CRF BC

---

RECEIVED

Mr. Eric Olson, NPFMC Chair
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

11/23/2012

NOVJ a2011

Mr. Olson,
With historically annual reductions to our IFQ catch, I trust NPFMC to hold the charter
fleet to no more than the GHL.
I fervently hope, also, that at long last NPFMC will expeditiously implement the catch
sharing plan.

Further, I strongly favor making IFQ poundage available by lease to charter operators
in order to allow the charter fleet access to larger halibut on an equitable basis.

I'm an original IFQ holder for area 3A, having just recently purchased, for the first
time, an additional IFQ block n area 3B.However, I also ran a charter business (Alaska
Fjord Charters) from 2001 to 2010, so have been involved in both camps. Over the
years, I watched the Seward charter fleet expand with many operators adding more
·ves~ets·and hired· skippers ·,fo·r their· charter operations whiie· ever/year the
comme'rdal 'fleet was ·cut back. It never seemed very fair, even to me as a charter
operator. :Please expedite your attempts to an equitable resolution I
.. '

Thank you for the honest and fafr ap.proach that your office seems to be trying to
make.
Sincerely,
--~~

Cfiarles~tfe .
seepv@att.net
907-283-4199
Halibut IFQ permits: #00001638 & #00136766
Cc:
Governor Sean Par·nell, State of Alaska
Senator Lisa Murkowski

SE!i'tator'-Mark Begich ·· ·< .: : · · · · .. ; .. :, _.
CongressmarfDon· You·ng :· · .:• :· .·
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Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

·REce1v1:0
Nov a 8 2011

November 23, 2011
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
We understand NMFS has delayed p~blication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to obtain
policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:
1.
Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their
GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.

Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the final
catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low
abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if needed, for
implementation in 2013. The use of a training amendment is a long standing procedure for
the Council to modify
2.

3. . Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt
an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide clients to

access larger fish if desired.
My family is dependent on halibut longlining for significant portion of our income and it is important
to our community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council acted correctly in October
2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing rule.
Sincerely,

y~w-~
Dan Miner
1406 34th St
Anacortes, WA 98221
Copy : Senator Lisa Murkowski
Senator Mark Begich
Commissioner Cora Campbell, Alaska Department of Fish and Gmne

(""..,

NOU-29-2011 11:03 FROM:COPYCATS

4069941990

TO:907 271 2817

November 2011

SENT VIA FAX to (907) 271-2817
Mr Eric Olson, Chair

North Pacific Fishery Management Couneil
605 West 4th Ave. Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C--6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
We understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to
obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish
the final catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier
I {Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment. if
needed:- for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided ang1er fish and
adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow
guide clients to access larger fish if desired.

My famjly is dependent on halibut longlining for signi1icant portion of our income and it is
important to our community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council acted
concctly in Q<.,1ober 2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing rule.

Ryan Nichols
305 Islander Drive

Sitka AK 99835

North Pacific Management Council
Eric A. Olsen, Chainnan.
605 W. 4 th Ave. Suite 306

Anchorage, AK. 99so1 ..22s2

Subject: Halibut Charter management, area 3A.

Mr. Chainnan Olson,
My name is Tony .Arsenault My wife and I run Falcon Charters out of Homer. Falcon
Charters has been in Business opemting out of Homer since 1991. Prior to that I ran
several other boats out of Homer starting in 1984.
Falcon Charters has 1 boat, the "Falcon". lt is a 6- passenger vessel that I run myself.
I feel the vezy first thing that needs to be done is limit halibut charters to 1 trip per


vessel per day.
In 2011 there were between 10-14 large charter boats (18-20 passengers) running 2 trips
a day out of Homer. The problem is that these boats are operating within a 25-mile iadius
of Homer, and are going to deplete near coastal stocks. They are restrict.ed by time so
they have to stay inshore therefore ov~- fishing the areas closest to the port of Homer.
Last year we were issued Halibut charter permits. I qualified for a 6. .penon permit,
When these were issued, it was my understanding that it limited the fleet by 30 %. So
what I don't understand is how someone with an 18 or 20 pusenger permit can use it
twice in one day? This does nothmg to conserve the resource and esseDtialJy has not
limited the fleet size. It just eliminated some boats (and good people I might add), but
gave the fish to the boats that a mnoing 2 trips per day.
These Permits that were issued should only used once a day. Instead of a 20-passenger
permi~ it is essentially a 4()..passenger permit. Or even 60 if they decided to try and use it
3 times. This is going to devastate our fishery in Homer if left the way it is. Also these
10-14 boats are ronoing up the G~ numbers for the rest of the fleet in area 3A.
Once we are all limited to the number on the permit, THEN we are all on the same
playing field.

If this were to be placed in effect, it is my conservative estimation that over 15,000 fish
would be allowed to swim and grow towards maturity at the end of the 2012 seuon, and
every year thereafter.
Thank you for your •
Capt. Tony Arsena:-~~ --··

Falcon Charters
2277 Aspen Ct
Homer Alaska, 99603
907 299 2169
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Monday, November 28. 201 J

99524-0449
Dear Mr. Eric Olsen:

907/7'l6-0941
(Fax) 907/726-56.41

I am writing to issue my concern on die lack of action by the North Pacific Management Council to finalize
and implanent the agreed plan fur over capitalization and harvesting by Charter Fleer. Operators ultimately
threatening the stabilization of halibut fisheries.
The line was drawn once ten years ago for the charter fleet, and a plan tonnuJated. Yet since then there has
been much debate on how it was to be accepted. I urge you to end the debate. Take action and implement the
original plan before it is to late to have a sound biomass to fish.
l.

2.

3.

Give c!car direction to IPHC to hold the chm1er sc:ctor in both 2C and 3A under their
GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
Addre.,s policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the rmat
calch sharing plan rule no later than June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review ner 1
(low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment if needed for
implementation in 2013.
Publish an interim rule for 2012 aJlo\\ing charter operators to lease commcrcieJ quota
and use as Ouided Angler Fish (after identifying an accurate method of calculating the
weight of OAF). This wil I allow guided clients to access larger fish if desired.

Kettneth M. Simpson
Co-Owner/ Operator
FN Lady Sim~on

CC:
Senator Lisa Mlll'kowskl
US Senate
709 Hart Senate Building
Wmhington, DC 205 I0

Scaator Mark Begicb
144 Russell Sen. Office Bldg
Washingron. DC 20SIO

FAX(202)224-5301

Toll free. 877.SOl.6275*
From Area Code 907 only

Governor Sean Parnell
Slate of Alaska
P.O. Box 1 IOOOJ

Juneau, AK 9981 J..0001
Fax:(907)46S-3S32

Phone: (202) 224-3004

Coagreaaman Dou Vou.ag
US House of Representative

2314 Ra)'bum House Office Building
Washingto~ DC 20S1S·020l 224-2354
PhDlle (202) 22S·576S

11/28/2011

16:17

9072355525
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SENT VIA FAX to (907) 271-2817

Mr. Eric Olsqn, Chair
North Pacitic=Fishety Management Council
60S West 4tJi= Ave, Ste 306
Anchorag~ AK 99501
Re: Hahout Catch Sharing Plan
Dear Mr. Chairman,

I am a second generation IFQ holder who lives in Homer. After worldng as a crew mexnb4!r for
15 years I haye slowly accumulated some JFQ's of my own. In investing in the halibut ffliJJurce
I was aware of the volatility of the stock and accepted the risks. Living in Homer I have h:d
firsthand expi,rlenee witnessing the growth of the charter industry. I appreciate their role i11 the
economy and! understand the need to share the resource. The only thing I ask is that the
professional eharter industJy be held accountable to a defined and enforceable limit.
Thank you f« your dedication to the Cotmcil Process. Please make sure the Council takes u.ction
in time for implementation by 2013. The council acted in 2008 and we need to publish a fittal
catch sharingrule.

Sincerely,
George Malcolm Milne

PO Box 1846,·

Homer, Alash 99603

NOV-28-2011(MON) 16:39

DEEP SEA FISHERMAN~S UNION

(FAX)206 783 5811

P.001/001

Deep Sea

Fistiermen's

Union
of the Pacific
5216 Ballard Avenue N.W.
Seattle, WA 98107
Phone: (206) 783-2922
•~
Fmc (206) 783--5811

~ www.dsfu.org
Eafa!)&aned 1812

November 28, 2011

Mr• .Bric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West4thAve, Ste306
Anchorage, AK 9950 I

Dear Mr. Olson
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
The Deep Sea Fishermen ·s Union under$tands the National Marino Fisheries Service (NMFS) has delayed publication
of the halibut aitch sltarlng plan final rule to obtain policy guidance from the Coune1l and strengthen parts of the
analysis.
~~~~

1.

Gh,e clear direction to tho International Pacific Halibut Coalition (lP.HC) to hold the charter sector In

both·2C aud 3A under thoir OHL in 2012 using management tools con.~idcrcd in the catch sharing plan.
. 2. Ad4rcss policy questions raised by NMFS from public: c:omme.nt and publish the t1nal catch sharJng
plan rule by June 1 for implemenr.ation in 2013. Review Tier J (Low abundance) management measures
and propose a lnliling amendment, if needed, for implementadon in 2013. The use of a ttallhtg
amendment is a long standing procedure for the Council to modify.
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an accurate
method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide clients to access larger fish if desired.
The.members of this Union believe in sustainable harvesting method.~ and comply with TPHC commercial harvest
guidelines despite considerable reduction in their harvest levels. 1"he Council acted correctly in October 2008 and it is
well past time to pub ·
tc
• g rule.
S.in

CC:.
Governor Sean Parnell, State of Alaska
Senator Lisa Murkowski

Senator Mark Begich
Congressman Don Yollllg
Comm~~oner Cora. Campbell, Alaska .Department or Fish and Gmnc

~

·

•

Nov 28 11 02:33p

Suzanne Gemmell

Nov~ 1107:21a

(907)586-4016

BillConnor

13608666941
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Mr. Erfc Olson. Chair

NPFPAC

.

605 W 4th Ave. Ste 306
Ancho119e Ak 99501

Mr. Otson,
Re: Agenda Item o-8 Hafibut catch sharing Pia
I understand NMFS has delayed the publicatio of Che halibut-catch sharing plan finale rule to obtalB guidance
from the council and slrengthen parts of the a lysis.

l

I have made my llvfng from halibut since 1975 ransed a family with
earnings boug~t more IFQ and still in
debit to the loan, staying current on paymen1s, even after losing ffl0f8 then 50% of my annual fishing pounds.
My kids are new invested tn tlaUbut IFQ and h
less the 113 of the IFQ poundS JJWdlased they are
however subSidizlng their payments from 01lle jobs. ANJ) NONE
US 3 HAVE EVER GONE OVER OUR
IFQALLOTMENT.

or·

My family and I urge ]IOU to :
1. Give clear direction to IPHC kl hole the Ch

er sectm:• In both 2c Iiand 3A uneler their GHL in 2Q 12.
:

;

2. Fix policy- questi0J1s that ooncem NMFS fro public ~mment an4'.I publish the finace can::h sharing plan rule
by June 1 fer 2013. Review Tfer 1 - low abun ance- management,measures and p-opose a trailing
amendment. if needed, farimplemenlation in 13.
I
3. Publish an interim ruie for 2012 alowing lb leasing of mmmerc· tFQ for guided angJerflSh, so the charter
group has nc reason to exceed their GHL, an please ~pt an a
rate method for calculating the weight of
the GAF. This allows for the lake of larger fl
·

Pfease resolve tt,e charter abuse of the hall

Wednesday,. ovember.23~ 2011 OL: CRFBC

Nov 28 11 02:33p

Suzanna Gemmell

(907)586-4016

p.2

November27,2011
Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Co ci'
605 \Vest 4th Ave, Ste 306

Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sh
We understand NMFS has delayed publi tion of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to

obtain policy guidance :from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold he charter sector in both 2C and 3 A under their GE-a in
2012 using management tools considere in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by
S from public comment and publish the final catch
sharing plan rule by June 1 for impleme ation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low abundance)
management measures and propose a tr. ing amendment, if needed, for implementation in 2013.
The use of a trailing amendment is a lo standing procedure for the Collllcil to modify their
actions.

3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allo · g for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an
accurate of method of calculating the w ight of GAF. This will allow guide clients to access
larger fish if desired.
My family, Uke many others in our smal SE Alaska communities, is very dependent on halibut

longlining for significant portion of our come and it is important to our community to resolve
allocation with the charter sector.
The Council acted correctly in October 008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch

sharing rule.
Sincerely,
Otto Florschutz

FNNephi
Box 547

Wrangel~ AK 99929

•

Nov 28 11 02:34p
11/27/11

Suzanne Gemmell
22:1,

Fields Vild Salmon

907 486 8387

(907)586-4016
p.02

November 27, 2011

Mr Eric O1son, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management

uncil

60S West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re; Agenda Item c. .6 Halibut
delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing
ce from the Council and strengthen parts of the
analysis. l ask the Council to give c
d~tion to JPHC which will hold the charter
sec.tor in both 2C and 3A under the· GHL in 2012 by using management tools
considered in the catch sharing pJ In addition I would ask the. Council to address
policy questions raised by NMFS m public comment, publish the final catch sharing
plan rule by June 1 for implementati in 2013, review Tier 1 (Low abundance)
management measures, and propose trailing amendment, if needed~ for implementation
in 2013. And finally, publish an in · rule for 2012 a11owing for leasing of guided
angler fish which adopts an accurate method of c.-aleulating the weight ofOAF. Th.is will
aJlow guide clients to access larger sh if desired.

I have fished commercially for hali
and brothers and fishing for weeks
Halibut fishing has always been •
to purchase larger fishing vessels
years my catch limits have declined
accept the declines as necessary for
requiring all commercial users to s

since 1971~ beginning·in a skiff \Vffh my father
a time. Over the past :forty years income irom
rt.ant to my family. I "have taken on substantial debt
quota for my halibut business. These past four
S% and burdened us with financial hardship, I

nservation; howe"·er, what I cannot accept is not
in this conservation.. It is time to publish the final
catch sharing rule to resolve aJlocati with the cluuter sector and require they share in
the conservation burden as well.
Sincerely,

'41"~.£~
Wallace Fields
PO Box 1691,.Kodiak,.AK 996J5
Copy: Governor Sean Paine) , State of Alaska

Senator Lisa Murkowski
Senator Mar.k Begich
Congressman Don Young

Commissioner Com Campb I, Alaska Department of Fish and Game

p.3

Nov 28 11 02:34p

Suzanne Gemmell

11/28/2011 10:13

(907)586-4016

9077724190

ALPINE DESI~

p.4
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Date: November 28, 2011
Mr. Erle Olson,. Chair
North Pacific Rshery Management Coundl
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306.
Anchorase, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,

Re: Agenda item C-6 Halibut 0rtd, Sharing

n

I understand NMFS has delayed publicati of the HallbU1 catdt Sharln1 Plan final rule ta obtain poltcy
sukfance from the COuncH and strengthen arts of the analysis.
1ureevouto:

1. GIVe dear direction to IPHC to h Id lhe charter SeclDr In both 2C and 3A under lhelr GHL In
2012 using mana.gement tools ca
ed In the c:atch sharing pt.an..

NMFS from public cornment and publish the final catch
entation In 2013-. Review Tier 1 ,Low abundanceJ
management measures ;md prop
a tramns amendment, If needed, for implementation in
2013. The use of a trailiqamend ent Is a rons standiAB procedure for the eouncU to modify.
3.. Publish an lnterlm rule fot 2012 llowlng for leastng of guided angter fish and adopt an

accurate method of calculating th we1&ht of GAF. This wlll allow pide clients to access laraer
fish If desired.
I have been a long llne Halibut IWterman nee before lFQ's existed.. I currentty operute my Halibut
fishery at a defldt because of the reductlo s in our quota. 11 is extremely Important to me. my famlly
and our community to resolve this altoc:aU problem with 1he charter sectar. The Coundl acted
correctly In October ~008 and It Is well p time to publish the final catch sharing rule.

Sincerely,
Gary Aulbach
Box726
Petersburg, Ar< 9 9 8 3 ~

~)

~

Nov 28 11 02:34p

Suzanne Gemmell

~ov. 28. 2011

9: 25AM

Mr Eric 01son, Chair
North Paci& Fishery Management Co
605 West 4th.Ave,, Ste 306

p.5

(907)586-4016

No. 5690

P. 2

.

Anchoxage7 AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olso~

Re: Agenda Item C-6 HahDUt Catch

•

PJa:o.

·on of the halibut catch sharing plan final mle to
We understand NMFS has delayed pub
obmin policy guidance from the Co • and strengthen parts of Om analysis.
We urge you to:

1.. Give clear direc:ti.on to
C to hold 1he charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their GHL m2012 usmg man•ement toots considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy quest1.0DS1raised byNMFS from public comment and pnblish the
fiDal catch sharing planmle June 1 forimplemerdation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low ab11mJaoce) mm:JSK1:me:nt mcasmes and propose a 1railing amendment, if
needed, for implem,:ntatiqn · 2013. The use ofa trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the mcil to modify

/'-'\

3. Publish an intcr.i.m mle
adopt an accurate ofmethod

2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and
ealoulating the i.veigbt of GAF. This will allow guide

clients to access larger fish · desired.
My family is dependent on halibut Ion
important to our community to resolve
correctly in October 2008 and it is ,ivell

~ )1.
Name/address f. O. ~ '0 f /

• for $ipifir.an1 portion of our income and it is
ocation with the cbarter sector. The Coum;il acted
time 1D publish the final cateb sharing rule.

Sim:crel.y,

~itt.O\, ·AX. ?'I 35

Copy:
Governor Sean Pi
Senator Lisa Murkowski
Senator Mark Begich
Congressman.Don Young
Commissioner Cora Campbell, A.lll!Slm. Department of Fish and Game

Nov. 28 201111:25AM P1

FAX NO. : 907 345-5557
FROM: Ric Ursalovic
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From:Cordova Dist. Fishermen United

907 424 3430

11/28/2011 11:35

#768 P. 001

Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave> Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

I understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to obtain
policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.

I urge you to:
I. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their OHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the
final catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if
needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and
adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide
clients to access larger fish if desired

My family is dependent on halibut longlining for significant portion of our income and it is
important to our community to resolve aJlocation with the charter sector. The Council acted
correctly in October 2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing rule.
Sincerely,
John Stack
P.O. Box 1983, Cordova, AK 99574

11/28/2011

13:17

2088520158

C,07-
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Mr Eric Olson, Cbair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306

Anohorage,AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C--6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

I understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to obtain
policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis. Please resolve these issues
without further delay as to allow 1he status quo to continue is ruining the longline fishery for

halibut . It is also causing a lot of very hard feelings among sectors in the conµnunities as well
as severe economic impact on the longline fleet.

I urge you to:
1. Give clear direction to lPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their OHL in 2012 using management tools considered mthe ~atch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the
final catch sharing plan rule by J1DJe l for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if
needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and
adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide
clien~s to access larger fish if desired.
My familyhas been Jn the longline fisheries since 1985 and is dependent on halibut Jonglining f-or
significant pc>rlion of our income. The impact that the overfishing by the charter sector has had
on us is economically huge. The Council acted correctly in October 2008 and it is well past
time to publish the final catch sharing rule. This is an 18 year allocation problem that you have
delayed and delayed on I urge you to not delay on this and to stand up and address the above
issues and get this done.
Sincerely,

~

Carolyn Nichols

111 Knutson Drive
Sitka, AK 99835

~

01/01

p.1

Nov 27 11 01 :22p

November 2011
Sent via Fax to (907) 271-2817

Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
We understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to
obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen pans of the analysis.
We urge you to:

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their OHL in 2012 using manaFment tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by Nh,fii'S from public comment and publish the
final catch sharing plan mle by June l for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) maDagement measures and propose a trailing amendment, if

needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and
adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide
clients to access larger fish if desired.

My vessel, the Ambassador, has been based in Kodiak for the past 30 years and is operated by
my- son John Ed Boggs and his family {John Ed is a Kodiak resident). Our operation there is
dependent on halibut long lining, which is a significant portion of our income. It is important to
the community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council acted correctly in
October 2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing rule.
Sincerely,

9::!:i~~
3900Railway Ave
Everett, WA 98201

.Jan 14 11 06:02p

Steve Daniels

3605460725

p.1

November 2011

~-

SENT VIA FAX to (907) 271-2817
Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave
Ste306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Re: Agenda Item C-6 Hahout Catch Sharing Plan
Dear :Mr. Olson,
We understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule
to obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.

We urge you to:
I. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
their OHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the
final catch sharing plan rule by llllle 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if
needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and

adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow
guide clients to access larger fish if desired.
My family is dependent on halibut longlining for significant portion of our income and it
is important to our community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council
acted correctly in October 2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing
rule.

7~~
James S. Daniels
Till W. Daniels
3507 Halibut Point Road
Sitka, AK 99835

~

HOV-27-2811

06:26 PM

KRAXBERGER.EHArn

368 385 6798

SENT VIA FAX to (907) 271-2817
Mr Eric Olson, Chair North Pacific Fishery Maiu¥ement Cot111cil 605
West 4th Ave, Ste 306 Anchorage_ AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson, Re: Agenda Item c. .6 Hahbut Catch Sharing Plan
We lDlderstand NMFS bas delayed publication of the halibut catch
sharing plan final mle to obtain policy guidance from 1he Council and
strengthm parts of the analysis.
We mge you to:

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector
in both 2C and 3A under their OHL in 2012 using
management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from pubic
comment and publish the final catch sharing plan rule by
1wie 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low
abundance) management measures and propose a trai1ina
amendment, if needed, for implementation in 2013. Toe use
of a trailing amendment is a long standing procedure for the
Co\Dlcil to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of

guided angler fish and adopt an accurate ofmethod of
calculadng the weight of GAF. 'Ibis will allow guide clients
to access larger fish if desired.
My family is dependent on hahbut longtining for sipificant portion of
our income and it is important to our cODllllJDiw·to resolve allocation
wi1h the charter sector. The CoUDCil· acted correctly in October 2008
and it is well past time to pubtish 1he final catch sharing rule.

Sincerely,
Randv. Kraxbemer
.....
2832 Hancock St.

Port Townsend Wa. 98368
Ph. 360-531 ..065S

......

....
"•'"'.

P.81

Nov 27 11 06:06p

907-235-4336

todd hoppe

p.1

Dear
Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
d NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to obtain policy
from the Council and stamgthen parts of the analysis.

1. Oive clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their OHL in
2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS :from public comment and publish the final catch
sharing plan mle by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review 1ier 1 (Low abundance)
management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if n ~ for .implementation in 2013.
The use of a trailing amendment is a long standing pro<:edure for1he Council to modify

3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an accurate
of method of calculating the weight of OAF.. This will allow guide clients to access larger fish if
desired.
My fami y is dependent on halibut longlining for significant portion of our income and it is important to our
comm r.y to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council acted co.aectly in October 2008 and it is
well p time to publish the final catch sharing role.

1
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907-235-4336

todd hoppe

p.2

FAX to (907} 271-2817

da Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

una1etS1rana NMFS bas delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan :final rule to obtain policy
ftom the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis..

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their Gill. in
2012 using managmient tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
·
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the :final catch
sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low abundance)
management measures and propose a trailing amendma,\ if needed, for implementation in 2013.
The use of a trailing amendment is a long standing procedure for the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an accurate
of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow guide clients to access larger fish if
desired.

My

ly is dependent on halibut longlioing for significant portion of our income and it is important to our
·ty to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council acted COireCtly in October 2008 and it is
time to publish the final ca1dl sharing rule.

l
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Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
NorthPacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306

Anchorage. AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

I understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to
obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.

I urge you to:
1.

Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A
under their GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch
sharing plan.

2.

Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the
final catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation In 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if
needed for Implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long
standing procedure for the Council to modify.

3.

Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing og guided angler fish and
adopt an accurate of method of calculating the weight of GAF. This will allow
guide clients to access larger fish if desired.

I am a commercial halibut longliner. My family is dependent on halibut longlinlng for
significant portion of our income and it is important to our community to resolve
allocation wtth the charter sector. The Council acted correctly in October 2008. Its time
to publish the final catch sharing rule.

Sin~fJj_ 7?~
Revelle Russell
PO Box 1227
Homer, AK 99603
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Mr Eric Olson, Chair

North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut catch Sharing Plan
We understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to
obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:
1.
Give dear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector In both 2C and 3A under their GHL
In 2012 using management tools considered In the cat.ch sharing plan.
2.
Address policy questions raised by NMFS from public comment and publish the final
catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for Implementation In 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low abundance)
management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if needed, for Implementation In
2013. The use of a trailing amendment Is a long standing procedure for the ·Council to modify
3.
Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an
accurate of method of calculattng the weight of GAF. This will allow guide dlents to aa:ess
larger fish If desired.
I am an Alaska resident, born and raised. My family is 1000/o dependent on commercial fishing
including halibut longUning for the significant portion of our income. I have been fishing
haUbut since 1983 and I have invested in IFQ's since they were Implemented. It Is Important
to the resource as well as our community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The
Council acted correctly In October 2008 and Jt Is well past time to publish the final catch
sharing rule.
Sincerely,

--71'~~

Norman Mullan
PO Box92

Kodiak, AK 99615

Page 1

Nov 26 11 12:58p

Bill Macnab

907-772-3849

Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99S01
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
We understand NMFS has delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule
to obtain policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:

1. Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their
GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the catch sharing plan.
2. Address policy questions raised by NMFS ftom public comment and publish the final
catch sharing plan rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1 (Low
abundance) management meuures and propose a trailing amendment, if needed, for
implementation in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long standing procedure for
the Council to modify
3. Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and adopt an
accurate method of calculating the weight of G~. This will allow guide clients to access

larger fish if desired.
I have been fishing halibut since 1983 and my family as well as many families in Petersburg
are dependent on halibut longlining for a significant portion of our income and it is
important to our community to resolve allocation with the charter sector. The Council
acted correctly in October 2008 and it is well past time to publish the final catch sharing
rule.
Sincerely,

William Macnab
Box 711 Petersburg,Alaska 99833
Copy: Governor Sean Parnell, State of Alaska
Senator Lisa Murkowski
Senator Marlc Begich
Congressman Don Young
Commissioner Cora Campbell, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
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11:48 HOMER CHARTER ASSOC

North Pacific Fishery Management Council

907 235 2282

November 25, 2011

Eric Olson, Chairman

60S West 4th Avenue, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK. 99501-2252

Dear Mr. Chainnan,
As an active charter owner/operator with 27 years in this industry I wish to advise
the council of the following.
.
To correct the CSP for secretarial review the NPFMC must address the following
two issues,. first the CHP was issued to the participants with a historical angler
endorsement, the CSP must restrict the total daily bag limit or harvest to equal but not
exceed the Angler Endorsement bag limit. The second issue is to allow CHP holders to
pwchase the necessary commercial IFQ to use as GAF instead of allowing the CHP
holder to rent the IFQ.
The CHP was issued to all qualified participants with an historical angler ·
endorsement, for each vessel. under the OHL ot the CSP there are no restrictions to how
many trips a charterboat can make in a day so now the large boat fleet has modified their
busine$s plans to include providing 2 trips per day, doubling their harvest numbers.
How can this council justify kicking out some 300 fully capitalized charter

businesses in the ll8D'le of placing harvest controls on the indusfly and then allow any and
all remaining vessels to make multiple trips in a day and es~ntiaUy double their previous
harvest? We will now need enough fish for all CHP holders to make 2 trips a day!
Every time this council makes a restriction the industty is already figuring ways
around it. We need to create a level and manageable standard within the fleet if the
proposed management plans are to be beneficial to all permit holders. Please consider
restricting all charter vessels to a daily bag limit not to exceed their Angler
Endonement Bag Limit. This will allow multiple trips but places a total daily harvest
limit that is based on the vessel's Angler Endorsement number.
We all know that the charter industry participation in the current commercial IFQ
plan on an equal basis will be the only viable solution for the allocation division between
the commercial and charter industries, with each participant responsible for their ow11
allocation needs through the free market just like everything else we encounter in life.
There are still many members ofmy industry that believe the IFQ is the only rational plan
for the future. Under the CSP we request the council consider allowing CHP holders
to purchase commercial IFQ for use as GAF in the charter business.
We know that ownership develops responsibility and until we: have that
ownership in our halibut resource there will never be that level responsibili1y for the
resoutee, the resource managemen~ or even industty concerns as evidenced by the lack
of charter owner participation in the council process... The proposed compensated re-
allocation plan is burdensome and costly with more controls and oversight than is
justified when a successful progtam is altqdy time tested and ready to be modified to
accommodate both user groups in an equitable manner. We want to be treated fairly and
equally to the commercial fieet, ma]dng our own individual business decisions based on
ot1r own individual needs. We believe the constitution make reference to this very right in
many statements as the very foundation of this CO\Ultry.. Treat us fairly.
Please incowy s ~ns·
as you address the CSP. Thank you
Captain Robert W:
· ~~
P. 0.Box631
Anchor Point, AK. 99556
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Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
NPFMC
605 West 4th Ave. Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
I am writing concerning the delayed publication of the halibut catch sharing plan.
We have been in this allocation battle for way too long a time. My wife and I were
rejoicing over the fact that something would finally be settled. It was not to be again. I
think the environment has lost at least one large 1ree tumed into pulp and then paper since
I first started "'Titing about this issue. There has been way too much foot dragging by
those responsible for solving the hahout allocation problem.

I have seen my IF'Qs go from a high of 18,000 pounds to 4000 pounds this last year.
Since I used my retirement savings to purchase 2 blocks, I am not in the situation that
some of my young friends are in-trying to pay off loans on IFQ without the remaining
pounds to generate the income, but my future plans and retirement are sure suffering.
My family bas been in the fishing business since 1967. The golden years were right
around the comer. Now we struggle along like so many fishers, hoping to finally see the
end to the halibut wars so we can once again do some planning without the allocation
monkey on our backs.
Our need for this coming season is to have the council work with lPHC to formulate regs
to keep the charter group under their GHL. I believe the catch sharing plan has the
ingredients to do this.
The points brought forward by NMFS need to be addressed now! The final rule needs to
be published as soon as possible in order for 'the plan to be in effect by 2012. If possible,
publish an interim rule for the coming season that would allow for leasing of guided
angler fish.

~Jud.D~
~.Sci1ell
Box 1367
Sitka, AK. 99835

alfaye@gci..net
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November 291 2011
Eric Olson, Chair
NPFMC
th

605 West 4 Ave, Ste 306

Anchorage, AK 99501
Subject: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sha ing Plan

Dear Mr. Olson,
Please do not throw out the baby w th the bathwater just because there was political
intervention at the last minute on the catch sharing plan. The Council and importantly, the public, has
spent vears developing this program and N FS should have moved it forward well before now. Stalling
is not an acceptable management tool whe we have fish to protect and livelihoods to consider.
Please keep the catch share plan m ing forward, it is common for the council to lmprove issues
whUe their amendments are implemented nd working. Consider the numerous tweaks to the
commercial IFQ program. A trailing amend ent will work if there are changes needed to the approved
tier system in low abundance years.
Clearly allow the IPHCto hold the c rtersectortotheirGHls in both 2C and 3A using the CSP
management measures. Although last year t would appear the charter sector in 2C was below their
allocation, this is the FIRST time in the histo of their allocation that they were not significantly over
and it is not appropriate to veer too far off ath because of one low year. If they were managed like
commercial fisheries they would have been docked this amount in overages in any event. For the first
time in years lcca I personal use and subsist ce fishermen have remarked that their fishing is
improving. It would be wrong to have this t end reversed if management action was liberalized just
because the charter sector didn't get their f II allocation one year out of 9 years in 2C - 89" of the time
they have exceeded their allocation.
I supported I FQ for charter years a when they got a percent of the allocation as IFQ and don't
understand the reluctance to allow f FQ or J asing of guided angler fish now. Let the fair market provide
more options for charter dients that "have to have meat as opposed to a fishing opportunity.
I have been a commercial halibut fi hermen since 1976, starting as a deckhand and working my
way to owner and operator of a 55' longlin vessel. f only long6ne and depend heavily on a well
managed halibut resource as one of my key target species. Please lead the nation in fisheries
management and move this Catch Share Pl n forward at this meeting.

Sincerely,
~I

Jl (.______

Dick Curran
608 Etolin Street

Box 1336
Sitka, AK 99835

cc

Campbell, Pamelf, Murkowski, Begich, oung

•
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29 November 2011

Mr. Eric OlsonJ Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management C uncil
605 West 4th Ave., Ste. 306
Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch

haring Plan

I understand NMFS has delayed pub ication of the halibut catch sharing plan final rule to
obtain policy guidance from the Cou cil and strengthen parts of the analysis.

I urge you to:
1. Give clear direction to IPH
their GHL in 2012 using manageme

to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under
tools considered in the catch sharing plan.

2. Address policy questions r ised by NMFS from public comment and publish
the final catch sharing plan rule by J ne 1 for·implementation in 2013. Review Tier 1
(Low abundance) management mea ures and propose a trailing amendment, if needed,
for implementation in 2013.
3. Publish an interim rule for 012 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish and
adopt an accurate method of calcul ·ng the weight of GAF. This will allow guide clients
to access larger fish if desired.
I have fished Halibut in 2C and 3A fi
quota cuts in the current population
commercial fleet. It is time to bring
protect the resource for all users so
Thank you for considering my comm
Sincerely,

Matthew R. Metcalf
2999 Joshua Court
Holland, Ml 49424

23 years and have suffered financially as the
wntrend have been primarily shouldered by the
management plan to the charter industry that will
e can end this 18 year process and move forward.

nts.
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Mr~ Eric Olson. Chair
North Pacific Fishery Ma.nagement Council

November 24. 2011

SOS West.-4th A~e. sune306
Ancharage. AK 99501

Dear Mr.. Olsen:
Thts letter i6 in regard to Agenda Jtem c-6 Halibut catm Sharing Plan (CSP}.
RecogniZing that NMFS has delayed publication of the CSP final rure to abtein polloy
guidance from the Couna1, I respectfuly request that you glve dear guidance to the
IPHC to keep the d1arter sector In both areas 20 and 3A within their Guideline Harvest
Limits in 2012 using tools outlined in the CSP.
In addition, I ask that youam a lifelong Alaskan and a resident af Cordova I have fished
c:ommerdelty for salmon for over thltty years. and after purchasing halibut q.,ota shares
in 1997. began fishing for halibut in adcfition to salmon.
I am writing to ask you to 5upport the halibut catc:11 Sharing Plan (C5f'} developed by
the North Pactfio Fisheries Management Council (NPFMC). You are probably aware that
this plan has been deve1oped over a period of many years through an exhaustive
Council process induding mar,y days of testimony by hundred's of stakeholders_
anal~ rand scientifio expens.

While no plan is petted:, the CSP presents a fair and reasonabte method for aJlevtattng
what J see as the bsggest problem wfth the a!rrent halibut allocati0n system: Its lade of
equitable conservation burden on the two ccmmerdal user groups; sport/charter and
oommerda1 longline. Since I began halibut fishing. I have endured the annuaJ
ffudUstlons in my quota as it rose and then fen dramatically in relation to the halibut
biomass a; measured by the lntematlonal Padff c Halibut Commission (IPHC). During
this time.. the statewide catch by the chatter fl-8et has grown cterm;ticall~ resulting in a
further reduction of my c:atch. and that of the lcngtfne sector as a whole.
It is essential that the sport/chatter sect0r be held to the &ar1e conservation $tandard as
the commerdel longline sea0r, and equitably share the burden of conservation of the
resource, while also sharing in the beneffls d fishery Elbundanoe.

I realize that damping down on the relatively unregulated sport/dlarter sector may be
poli1iQally cftstastefuJ. fn fact. if I were a aisrter operetcr, I would probably be
compJalnfng about the CSP or any other regulation that would rrmit the profit potential of
my business. There is no doubt the CSP wm have en economic impact en the charter
sector. Faimess, however. demands thrat the eurrent system be corrected. The sport/
charter sector must not be allowed to continue to inaeaae their catdl at the expense of
the (onglfne sector, and they must share the burden af resource conservation.

Pagel.of1.

It has been very frustraling watching ar,d partidpsting in a very thorough and inclusive
NPFM C process for too many years that has tried to solve issues regarding growth cf
the charter sectcrr onty to see all the work and compromises be thwarted by political
forces at some higher level. I ask that you do your be&t to see that thfs does not happen
again.

Sincerely., Bijl Lindow
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November 29, 2011
Eric A. Olson, Chairman
North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
605 W. 4th Avenue, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK 99501-2252
Chairman Olson:
We are a family owned business, Tall Tales Charters, which has been in operation for the last
twenty plus years; as such we feel we have a vested interest in this fishery and would like to
make the following comments on the proposed Catch Sharing Plan for Guided Sport and
Commercial Fisheries for Pacific Halibut

We do not support the CSP and do not support the GAF leasing.
The CSP as designed is not about limiting the charter industry to stay within their
allocation but rather to destroy the industry and the tourist industry along with them.
Leasing GAF is unworkable! To take fish from the guided allocation and redistribute
it to the commercial sector and then rent it back to the guided angler is ridiculous. A
large percentage of our clientele are Alaskans and military personnel, the remainder are
ordinary Americans from all parts of our country; not only is it not right to ask them to
pay an extra $150.00 to $200.00 to catch a fish which is a public resource, but they
cannot and will not pay the extra amount.
We do Support:

I) Area 3A and 2C being regulated separately. The halibut fisheries are vastly different
in fleet size, business structure, and client base and should be regulated
accordingly.
2) Status Quo under OHL with ceiling removed. Since 2003 Area 3A did not share in
the rising abundance of the resource due to the OHL caps but now that stocks are
declining we are told we did not do our part for conservation; we would like to
re.mind the council that our harvest of the resource has declined and we are
indeed contributing to the conservation of the resource. Since 2008 Area 3C
catch has dropped by approximately 21 % thereby leaving at least 2.8 million
pounds of fish in the water.

Nov 29 11 01:2?p

Joanne and Chuck Collins

(907) 235-62?1
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Ta£( Tales C fiarters -_.o;i\~.
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Page2of2
3) Guided and wiguided anglers should be treated equally. A plan that tightly regulates
only the guided recreational sector will result in harvest movement to the
unguided sector especially in 3A with the end result being a decrease in overall
safety for recreational anglers and little or no reduction of recreational harvest
The one fish rule discriminates against the guided angler and creates a class
system of allocation.
4) Steps towards true conservation which we feel should include:
A) Addressing by-catch by all fishennen.
1) All commercially caught fish should be brought in, processed, and
come off the allocation.
2) Sports regulations should not encourage the catch and release of fish
to obtain one of a larger size.
B) Crucifers should be outlawed on all vessels.
C) In times of low abundance charter vessels should be limited to one limit of
fish per angler CHP per calendar day.
Respectfully,
., f •

~~C::,~,,dd..,.~
Charles E Collins and Alice J Collins
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November 28, 2011

Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Managem nt Council
605 West 4 th Ave., Ste. 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

RE: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Ca ch Shoring Plan
Dear Mr. Olson:

I am a 2C IFQ Halibut holder.
purchased shares because I beli
sustainability to the halibut fis
the charter fleet erode my inve
concern for the resource which
protect.

did not qualify for initial issued shares, but
ved the IFQ Program offered stability and
ries. For eighteen years I have watched
ent and exceed their GHL, with no
II user groups should be responsible to

The lobbying effort the char~
publication of the Halibut Catch
the charter fleet's effort to st
protecting the halibut resource.

fleet used to .convi nee NMFS to delay
Sharing Plan final rule is a continuation of
II any effort to make them responsible for
They cry economic hardship. I fished
halibut prior to the implementa ion of the IFQ system, but did not qualify
for initial issue of quota. I pur ased the quota I fish and have watched
those shares decrease by 76 %.
The Catch Share Plan is more t an fair for the charter fleet and needs to
be implemented as soon as possi le. I urge you to:

* Give clear direction to IPHC t hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A
under their GHL in 2012 using
sharing plan.

anagement tools considered in the catch

*Address policy questions raise
the final catch sharing rule by
Tier 1 (Low abundance) manage
amendment, if needed, for impl
amendment is a long-standing p

by NMFS from public comment and publish
une 1, for implementation in 2013. Review
ent measures and propose a trai Ii ng
mentation in 2013. The use of a trailing
ocedure for the Council to modify.

p.1
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-2*Publish an interim rule for 201 allowing for leasing of guided angler fish
and adopt an accurate method o calculating the weight of GAF. This will
allow guide clients to access lar r fish if desired.
longlining for a significant portion of our
My family is dependent on hali
income and it is important too community to resolve cdlocation with the
charter sector. The Council a d correctly in October 2008, and it is well
ch sharing plan.
past time to publish the final
1

Sincerely,

JayM. Haun

4055 Sweetwater Road
Bow, WA 98232
.~

JH/bkh
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November 28, 2011

Erle A. Olson, Chainnan
North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
605 W. 4th Avenue, SUite 306
Anchorage, AK 99501-2262

I, my wife Gerri and our two sons, Ben and Ethan own North COuntry Hafibut Charters in Homer.
We have been In the halibut charter industry in Homer for 33 years.

The Catch Sharing Ptan as written cannot work and allow me fl) stay In business. Several
0hanges have taken pla<:e since the Plan was developed In 2008. We now have ln place a
working limited entry program for charter boats which may reduce the catch somewhat in 3A.
The national economy has declined and this has forced some marginal operators out of business
which may reduce the catch further.

The GHL has worked in SA. Since its implementation the charter fleet has only been over its
quota on0e by any noticeable amount and that was back in 2007. According to ADF&G, 3A was
under the GHL by 950,000 lbs in 2010 and 840,000 lbs under in 2011. Those are substantial
reductions. Together those 2 years represent a 25.% reduction in the charter catch in 3A under
the current GHL. Keep the airrent GHL but uncap it It makes no sense that commercial catches
can float upwards with abundance but we cannot.
I am not saying that the charters should not share in conserving the resource. The facts are that
even though the charter GHL floats it doesn't float above 3.65m pounds. It Is capped. When the
TAC rises. only the commercials enjoy access to that greater abundance. If you start at the 3A
commercial quota of 20m pounds in 95 and 96 and watch it e><ceed that amount by milfions of
pounds 12 years out of the last 15 and at the same time see the charters held to their fixed GHL
then you can see how it is hard for me to see why we are being called out about not sharing in
the pain of reduced catches. From the time the GHL went into effect in 2003 thru 2011
commercials in 3A had access to an overage of 25 milffon pounds of hatibut during the time that
charters were excluded from that increase. Now that the CEY is being reduced they are crying
foul that we are not doing our part to conseNe the resource. I might feel responsible if • had been
reaping the same benefits they were. But I was exduded not induded. I don't like fingers pointed
at me when regulations like srow Up Fast Down resulted in ovemarvest.
What I see the CSP doing is reducing the amount of halibut available to charters and reallocating
it to commercial$ theh charters being forced to rent it back from commereiats. I see that as just
another way for long ttners to get someone e1se to do their work for them. Just another way for
them to stay at home. As mueh as I want 2 fish I resent giVing up the fish then being forca1 to
pay long Hners to get them back. No matter how much I sharpen my pencil there is no way I can
make renting fish tum a profit Possibly if someway were found to have some fish allocated and
some bought But we all know there will never be enough quota tD rent or own even if we could
afford it.
Right now we are close to 1 million pounds under our GHL If 1he CEY dropped under 2.65
millfon pounds for charters in 3A, rather than a one fish limit. I would like to see in the 8hort term:
A partial closure in retention of CffNI fish or reduced bag limit for Crev/8 or partial ctosure
such as no crew fiSh in June, July and August
2. A complete reduetion to zero of uew fish
3. The minnow rule - one fish of any size and one fish of a maximum Size
1.

4.

Revisit stakeholder committee recommendations

~
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November 28, 2011

Eric A. Olson, Chairman
North Pacific Fisheries Management Councll
605 W. 4th Avenue, Suite 308

Anchorage, AK 99501-2252
I, my wife Gerri and our two sons, Ben and Ethan own North Country Halibut Charters in Homer.
We have been in lhe halibut charter industry tn Homer for 33 years.
The catch Sharing Plan as written cannot work and allow me tQ stay in business. Several
changes have taken place since the Plan was developed in 2008. We now have in place a
working limited entry program for charter boats which may reduce the catch somewhat in 3A.
The national economy has declined and this has forced some marginal operators out of business
which may reduce the catch further.
The GHL has worked in 3A. Since its implementation the charter fleet has only been over its
quota once by any noticeable amount and that was back in 2007. According to APF&G. 3A was
under lhe GHL by 960,000 lbs in 2010 and 840,000 lbs under In 2011. Those are substantial
reductions. Together those 2 years represent a 25% reduction in the charter catch in 3A under
the current GHL Keep the current GHL but uncap it It makes no sense that commercial catches
can float upwards with abundance but we cannot

I am not saying that the charters should not share in conserving the resource. The facts are that
even- though the charter GHL floats it doesn't float above 3.65m pounds. It is capped. When the
TAC rises. only the commercials enjoy access to that greater abundance. If you s1art at the 3A
commelCial quota of 2Om pounds in 95 and 96 and watch it exceed that amount by mlllfons of
pounds 12 years out of the last 15 and at the sarne time see the chatters held to their fixed GHL
then you can see how It is hard for me to see why we are being called out about not sharing in
the pain of reduced catches. From the time the GHL went into effect in 2003 thru 2011
commercials in 3A had access to an overage of 25 million pounds of halibut during the time that
Charters were excluded from that increase. Now that the CEY Is being reduced they are crying
foul that we are not dOing our part to conserve the resource. I might feel responsible if I had been
reaping the same benefits they were. But t was excluded not included. I don't like fingers pointed
at me when regulations Hke Slow Up Fast Down resulted in overharvest
What I see the CSP doing is reducing the amount of halibut available to charters and realloc:atln9
it to commercfals then charters being forced to rent it back fn:,m commercials. I see that as just
another way for k>ng liners to get someone else to do their work for them. JY&t another way for
them to stay at home. As much as I want 2 fish I resent giving up the fish then being forced to

pay long liners to get them back. No matter how much I sharpen my pencil there is no way I can
make renting fish turn a profit. Possibly if someway were found to have some fish allocated and
some bought. But we atl know there wm never be enough quo1a to rent or own even if we could
afford it.
Right now we are close to 1 million pounds under our GHL If the CEY dlOpped under 2.85
milllon pounds for charters in 3A, rather than a one fish limit, I would li1ce to see In the short term:

A partial closure in retention of crew fish or reduced bag Omit for erews or partial elOSUre
such as no crew fish in June, July and August
2. A complele reduction to zero of crew fish
3. The minnow rule - one fish of any size and one fish of a maximum size
1.

4.

Revisit stakeholder committee recommendations
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In the long term I would like to see:
1.

Get control of tbe. trawler bycatch. There should be 100% observer coverage on all
trawlers .that have halibut bycatch. The haftbut charter fleets have 100" observer

coverage every day. If charter captains are operating Hlegally irate clients don1 seem to
tr.we any problem tefUng ADF&G. Why Is the charter fleet in 3A facing a 50% reduction
in catch but the trawl and hook and line fleet is facing only a posslble15% reduction in
halibut bycatch? It wouldn't take very much of that byeatch to keep the charter catch at
2 fish per person, being as how the bycatch In the Gulf was 5 million pounds and the
entire Charter catch in 3A and 2c was only 3.2 mHtion pounds in 2011. Personally I like
the Canadian model, Individual Bycatch Quota for each vessel and 100% observer
coverage. When each vessel reaches i1s Quota they stop fishing.
2. An analysis of stacking of permitB. An example: if we were reduced to one fish per
angler then we could purohase another pennit stack them and each angler could take 2
fish. Currently each 6 person permit can take 2 fish per angler. 12 fish ff then. are 6
people on the boat In a one fish scenario it would take 2 - 6 person permits to equal 12
fish.
3.
An analysis of splitting permits. If we were Nt<tuced to 1 fish per angler then a vessel
with a 22 person pennit could take 8 people fishing for 1 fish each and 7 people fishing
for 2 fish each. We could price our trips accordingly.. Or a 22 peraon permit could be
fished 1o people flshfng for 1 fish each on an l111pected vessel and 6 people fishing for 2
fish per pen;on on a 6 pac boat
4. An analysis done on annual angler bag limits.
AH halibut sport anglers should be regulated the same. I know the current way of spUtting the
guided and ungUlded angler in 2C is not proper for 3A The vast majority of guided angfels Who
fish for halibut In 3A are from the population centers of Anchorage and Fairbanks who are looking
to put fish in the ~ - The guided angler that.fishes from a charter boat should not be
.
discriminated againstjuat because he does not have access to a private boat I also know ff they
are discriminated against there wlD be an increase In illegal operators faking people out for 2
halibut without the proper Ucensing or safety equipment

Finally I would llke to see an analysis done on what percentage of the guided angler harvest Is
U32 fish. The IPHC cturently manages removals of 032 exploitable bioma8s according to
abundanoe while not managing U32 removals. Given that the average fish caught in area 3A is
15.2 Iba would Indicate that a large portion of the catch is U32 and should not be managed under
the 032 exploitable biomass restrictions. Although the exploitable biomass of halibut has
decllned by 50% since the late 1990s, the total biomass of halibut has continued to increase.
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Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific J."isbcrlcs Munagement Council
605 West 4th Ave, Suite 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Gustavus, Alaska

Nov. 2811201 l

Re: Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
Dear Chainnan Olson and Members of the NPl-"MC:
·11ic JPHC and NPJ."MC seem willing to have area.c; of inshore abundance of halibut
severeJy reduced or even decimated on the premise thal ~uch reductions are irrelevant fot
a "coastwidc" Pacific halibut stock. l>araphrascd from Counci1 literature, the line js 'JI :"
a migratory population and ifan area Is over-fished ii will evenluully.fill in again with
new fi~·h. llowever, continued heal')' explolta/Jon can maintain a ~·iluutirm "/local
depletion. But 11'/JC.: re.s·earc:h is not adequate to manage on the b~·is ~lsmul.ler area1,·. ·
So nothing need nor can be done!

I wish to speak for Icy Strait and nearby Cross Sound and Glacier Day in northern
Southeast Alaska, one of those abundant insJ,orc areas undergoing heavy exploitation and
a dt."Clining halibut stock. "Inc decline is likely greater than shown by catch statistics,
since fishennen, es~ially in the charter fleet, are using greatly improved fishing
technology in the past decade. Among the improvements arc more precise 11avigatiou
equipment and ultra-thin, super-strength "supcrlincs" that enable sport flshcrmcn to use
heavier weights and fish dee~r than older tcclmology allowed (some charter fishcrmlm
alsu use electric fishjng reels.) Consequently many places that formerly constituted
halibut refuges are now heavily fished. A rc..~t could be what is called 'scrial depletion/"
where fishing techniques mask the decline of a fish stock until the catch suddenly dtops
off a cliff.
6

Although various media have characterized my home community of Gustavus on the
shore oflcy Strait. as fearful of the economic e<111sequences of stricter chw·ler luslibut
regulatfont this is far from ~rue of most people who actually live l1erc (as opposed to thusl-:
who operate out of here in the summer and then rctur11 to homes in the south). Cha,·le,
operators' unauocossful attempt last summer to get the Gustavus City Council to pass a
re..~>Julion opposing the restrictive Area 2C charter regulations exposed a deep well of
J,,cal cxmccm for the future oftl1e halibut populaticm, us oppo~ 1<> concc,m for tlu.~
immediate dollar revenue to be got from that fish. This is a concern thal I have heard ve, y
many people express ovcl' the years. And, despite lhosc operators' J>rodictionst ou1·
community has had a notably prosperous and economically active year.
A real concern here, thought is the movement of more charter operators into the "scl f
guided" or bare-boat charter.., mode to avoid the restrictive charter regulations. Two
such lodges were already oporating out ofHxcursion Inlet (one with 60 clients a week).
Now several Oustavus opcmtors have added that mode to their business (one.simply
lowers a small skiO" off the side oflus charter boat for clients to ftsh "sclf•g~idcd." Ao
14
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Hlfin Cove lodge switched to "self-guided,', and liaglc Charters there had a set of"sclf
~uidcd" boats d1is year in addition to iL-; charter boats. Amw.ing numbers of fish boxes
were snipped from Hlfin Cove this summer, and the same is likely true as usual of
Excursion Inlet.

In our Joca1 area (Icy Strait, Glacier Day~ Cross Sound) a.~ of 2009 the commercial
JongHne fishery accow1led for only about half of the total catch. The other htdf w11:-.
divided almost evenly between charter and non-charter s~rt fishing. ln tenns of)l(mnd8
the 2009 non-charter sport catch in our sub-area wus larger than any of the other 2C sub•
areas, even though the Jl()pulation ufnearby communities totals only about 1,500. 'J'hii-;
can probably be explained by the large "sclf..guidcd., component witl1in non-chartel' sporl
a component that doublles~ grew much lurger in 2011. Unfortunately we do not btw<~
statistics that separate out the "self-guided" component.

1

One suggestion fl<)aled in the Charter Management Implementation Commitlec was 1<>
cxtt,-nd the CSP actiotls tC$tricting cbartcr catch to the n()n-guidcd scctm·. 'l'hat would
mean a 1-fish daily bag limit, and likely a si7.e limit, applied to both thurtcr and priwdc.!
spoi-t..fishers, including the "scu:.guidcd" sccfor. I and some other Gustavus residents
would consider that appropriate under the present low sttlck condj1io11S, but l rcali7.c that
otht,TS hero would not find that acceptable.

1 was plea..c;ed t<, sec that the Charter Management ImpJcmentation Commit1cc suggested
sub-area management for 2C, and that the IPHC staff noted precedence in the Paci (fo
Council's CSP, which divided Arca 2A into sub-are1.ts. Hy all means, do consider that. Jt
couJd mako it po:;sible to develop regulations that protect local areas from decimatiou.
Speaking oflocaJ area decimation, I hope tlae announced reconsideration of methods of
converting leased commercial IFQ poundage into numbers of Guided Angler 11ish wiJJ
dad with the fact that within Arca 2C there arc sub-areas wjth extremely different

average sizes of charter-caught halibut. The ''l•inal 2010 Sport Halibut Ilurvesl
Estimatcs0 published by AOF&O showed the following average weights of charter
caught halibut:
2C
2Ci4 lhs
"(ilacier JJaf~ 47.4 lbs ("Olacicr hay,. is Olacicr Bay, lcy Strait & Cross Sound)
Jf t11c 2C average weight is used to convert commcrciaJ IFQ pounds t() numbers of
Guided Angler Fish, a great migration of leased 11-'Q catch to the "Glacier Bay" area i~
inevitab)e. Also inevitable: a substantial and uncounted ovcr•harvest in 1,ound8.

The larger than average httlibut in our Olacicr Bay/ Jcy Strait/ Cross Sound area is a value
that we who live here believe should he maintained. By the way, thi:, su111mer a 482.5 lb.
halibut was caught in the mouth of Glacier Day by a "self-guidedn fishcnnan using a boat
that charter fishes out of Oustavus. You CW1 view it aboard a boat at the: ( ,u~tavufi dm~k at

]lttp;//,\'\\'W.lllfoutd\1ur:s.~·om/forum~/ulaskH-briHsh-cuhunhi;1-fishiniV36003'1-4fO. S- Jt.:~
~~;1:.i~)chcfi.tl!IDJ (accessed October 20, 2011 ). The current IPHC/NPJ•"MC management
slrJlcgy would allow over-exploitation to iargely wjpe out this population of lat'gc
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halibut. Then, according to the IPHC/NJ>FMC philosophy paraphrased in my first
paragraph, 1bis a1'C'.a woulcl he in•fil1ed (at least briefly) by smalJer fisht which would r,l~o
soon he caught.
W11at if that manag~mcnt philosophy js wrong? What if it is bud m,t onJy for the
communities in 1hcse areas, but ,1lso for tho '~coastwidc'~ halibut 1,opulatiou'!
A final point, a study shouJd he; made of rcJcaRc mortality in the cburter and non .. eha11t:1
sport fishedcs, atld an e~timatc of reh:a..c.c mortality in ttl(>se fisheries added to thl~ t~'tid1
slatiscics, ac; is the practice with the commercia1 fishery. This is particular])' imporhml
because the nwnbcr of halibut 1·clca..c.cd is uow similar to the number kept.

-~~;:truly,

<-;t~ra"{:r

~ /Vl-vf
Box 94 Uustavus, Alaska (907) 697-7.287 judybrakcl~m11il.a,m
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Homer Charter Association
P.O. Box 148 Homer, Ak. 99603
President Gary Ault1 Vice president: Donna Bondiol i, Secretary/Treasury~ Oeri Martin,
Board Members: David Bayes. Phil Warren, Alternates: Scott Glosser, Joe Svymbersld

North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
Eric A. Olson, Chairman
805 W. 4th Avenue, Suite 306

Anchorage, AK 99501-2252

November 23, 2011

The Homer Charter Association {HCA) is an organization representing eighteen charter
companies and associated businesses from the Homer area. Its mission is to preserve and
protect the fishing rights and resources necessary for the Homer charter fleet to best serve the
recreational fishery. The Homer Charter Association submits the following comments on. the
proposed Catch Sharing Plan for Guided Sport and Commercial Fisheries for Pacific Halibut.
The overriding concern for HCA is maintaining the two fish bag limit and for the North Council
to analyze possible alternatives to maintain a two fish limit If restrictions become necessary to

stay within allocation in times of low abundance.
I ICA d.es 11.et support the C!:P a1uJ cl66a i\<,l o... ptw,, l ll1c GAF l.::a::.i115.
The HCA notes that the CSP final rule that reallocates up to 30% of the guided allocation to

the commercial sector and then forces th~ guided sector to rent it back the every next year.
30% will be taken from all guided recreational fishermen and is offered to only those guided
recreational fishermen who can afford to buy a higher bag limit. The CSP sets up a class
system of allocation. Only those fishermen who can afford it can buy their $econd fish.

leasing GAF is unworkable, Leasing GAF will not stop overharvest and will encourage
catch and release until a larger fish is caught thereby increasing possible wastage.
Accounting for that GAF could be a foglstical nightmare. Obtaining the fish by the
charters will be a challenge and enforcing the law would seem to be a manpower
intensive endeavor~

HCA Does Support:

1. Area 3A should be regulated separately from area ZC. The halibut fisheries are vastly
different in fleet size and business makeup and should be regulated accordingly.

2. Status Quo under the GHL with the ceiling removed.
Since 2003, Area 3A did not share in the rrslng abundance of the resource due to the
GHL caps and we wish to remind the council that now that stocks are declining we are
told that we have not done our part for conservation. Our harvest of the resource has
declined and we are indeed contributing to the conservation of the resource. Since
2008 the area 3A catch has dropped by roughly 21% thereby leaving at least 2.8 million
lbs offish in the water.
3. Guided and unguided anglers should be treated equally. A plan that tightly regulates
only the guided recreational sector will result in harvest movement to the unguided
recreational sector especially in 3A, with the end result being a decrease in overall
safety for recreational anglers and little or no reduction of recreational harvest. The one
fish rule discriminates against the guided angler and creates a class systen:, of allocation.
4. Preferred method of handling the allocation decisions is to use the council process.

Tools to reduce catch and retain the two fish limit.
•

Timely reporting of harvest data. Electronic, internet ·togbooks etc.

•

Umited dosure (June, July, August) of annual bag limit on skipper and crew fish.

•
•

One fish of any size and second fish of a maximum size (minnow rule).
_Institute a pool plan buyb~ck program,

•

Analyze an annual bag limit for fishermen.

•

For long term analysis,
Permit splitting or stacking: The LEP program is in place and could be used as a
catch regulating tool as well as addressing the "latent capacity'' pf the charters.
If guided anglers are reduced to a one fish limit:
Splitting permits: A twelve angler permit could be used as a two fish limit for six
anglers or a 20 angler permit cauld be used as a two fish limit for ten anglers. a
22 person permit mukt take 8 people flshfng for 1 fish each and 7 people fishing for 2
fish each. We could price our trips accordingly.
Stacking permits:
Each permit would be worth one fish per angler- 6 pack permit = 6 fish
two 6 pack permits would be worth 12 fish - one trip/ 2 permits = 12 fish for 6
anglers.
Analyze stakeholder committee recommendations post LEP.

S. There Is no analysis of the possible ramifications of program.
• Do an economic analysis.
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The outdated economic analysis used in the CSP contains major flaws that
misrepresent the extent of reallocation from the guided recreational to the
commercial sector.

U32"
•

With the average fish caught in area 3A at 15.2 lbs one would tend to assume that a
high percentage of the fish landed would be U32. The HCA would like to see the results
of an analysis of just what percentage of the guided angler harvest is U32. The IPHC
currently manages removals of 032 exploitable biomass according to abundance while
not managing U32 removals. Our contention is that a large part of the cat~h of 3A
"I ,c:11 L1:1:. i~ U!l1 di uJ :.huuld not be manage<l under the 032 exploitable biomass
restrictions. Although the exploitable biomass of halibut has declined by 50'6 since the
late 1990ss, the total biomass of halibut has continued to increase.

Bycatcb
•

Bycatch needs to be reduced. The HCA notes that bycatch limits of pacific halibut in
Alaskan waters totaled 10.55 million pounds in 2010 and that with fess than 100%
observer coverage. Unlike the GHL, the proposed CSP aHocation or the directed
commercial fishery aHocations of halibut, bycatch allowances do not float with
abundance. In 2010, guided recreational anglers in Areas 2C and 3A harvested
approximately 4.27 million pounds while bycatch exceeded the guided recreational
catch by nearly a factor of three. We would also like to see each directed fishery held

accountable for their own bycatch.

Sincerely, Gary Ault,
President. Homer Charter Association.

~

Alaska Longline
FISHERMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Post Office Box 1229 / Sitka, Alaska 99835 907.747.3400 / FAX 907.747-3462
November 29, 2011
Mr. Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
Dear Mr. Olson and Members of the Council,
I am submitting these comments on behalf of the Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association
(ALFA}. ALFA members hold both Area 3A and Area 2C quota share. Although more of our
members hold QS in Area 2C, our membership currently holds more QS in Area 3A in terms of
IFQ pounds. I relate these facts to ensure you understand that your actions in both areas have
a significant impact on ALFA's membership.
In December the Council will once again consider halibut management and allocation issues.
Although not all of you have been engaged in this issue since it was first introduced to the
Council in 1993, you _should all be aware of the history. Since 1993, commercial halibut
fishermen have asked the Council to take one definitive action: stop the reallocation of halibut
from the commercial to the charter sector. In response, the Council has taken four final actions
that NMFS has failed to implement. The CSP is now threatening to be the fifth.
When the Council adopted the CSP, you included four important elements to correct identified
shortcomings in the GHL:
•
•
•
•

A percentage-based allocation that ties both charter and commercial sectors to the
same index of abundance;
The pre-season specification of the CSP restrictions to prevent allocation overages;
A range around the charter allocation that allows charter harvest to fluctuate without
triggering changes in charter management measures;
A market-based mechanism for transfer between sectors.

The GHL failed for seven straight years to prevent charter overharvest in Area 2C, and has not
stopped the reallocation of halibut from the commercial to the charter sector in either area.
1

When the GHLs were set in 2003, the Area 2C and 3A percentage allocations translated to
1
13.05% and 14.11 %, respectively, of the combined charter and commercial catch limit. In
2011 the charter allocation in Area 2C equated to 25% of the combined charter and commercial
catch limit; in Area 3A, it equated to 20%. Because the charter and commercial allocations are
not tied to the same index of abundance, the reallocation is ongoing, as are the impacts to the
resource and historic harvesters. Again, the CSP addresses the long-standing reallocation issue
and establishes an effective management system for the halibut fishery. On behalf of ALFA's
membership, I urge you to move ahead with timely implementation.
2012 Management Actions
Although details of the CSP issues NOAA believes need additional Council review are not yet
available, our assessment is that some CSP provisions can be implemented in 2012. These
include the Guided Angler Fish {GAF) provision, which allows charter operators to lease
commercial quota share, and may also include full CSP implementation in Area 2C. Accurate
accounting for GAF requires that GAF be measured and the length reported-the Council needs
to clarify this to the managing agencies. CSP implementation in Area 2C seems to demand only
the will to complete the CSP rule making process. Tier 1 management measures, which address
charter harvest restrictions at low levels of abundance, can be revised with a trailing
amendment. The real source of concern relative to the CSP seems to be the 3A management
matrix. ALFA supports addressing the as yet unspecified concerns through a trailing
amendment as well, but if that is not the Council's will, the entire CSP should not be held
hostage to the Area 3A management matrix.
Because full CSP implementation in 2012 is no longer possible, ALFA urges the Council to
recommend charter management measures to the International Pacific Halibut Commission
(IPHC) that prevent charter harvest overages in 2012. As the Council is aware, commercial
catch limits in Area 2C have been reduced by 76% over the past six years and Area 3A
commercial catch limits have been reduced by 44%. Charter GHL reductions should be
comparable, or at minimum re-establish the 2003 GHL percentages. ALFA supports Council and
IPHC recommendations that restrict charter harvest to limits that reflect the resource declines
and the commercial catch limit reductions in each area.
In closing, ALFA requests that the Council urge NOAA to: 1) implement in 2012 the GAF
provision and, if possible, the full CSP in Area 2C; 2) resolve any outstanding CSP issues through

1

The GHLs equal 1,432,000 lb {649.5 mt) net weight in area 2C, and 3,650,000 lb {1,655.6 mt)
net weight in area 3A. These amounts equate to 13.05 percent, and 14.11 percent, respectively,
of the combined guided recreational and commercial allowable harvest. As specified, the GHL
then stairsteps down from this initial level.
{68 Federal Register (Friday, August 8, 2003) 47258)

2

~

the trailing amendment process; and, 3) work with the IPHC to restrict 2012 charter harvest to •
limits commensurate with resource and commercial catch limit reductions.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,

Linda Behnken
(Executive Director, ALFA)

cc:
Commissioner Campbell
Governor Parnell
Senator Begich
Senator Murkowski
Representative Young
Mr. John Fields, Senior Foreign Affairs Officer, Office of Marine Conservation, Department of
State

3
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Petersburg Vessel Owners Association
POBox232
Petersbw-g, AK 99833
Phone & Fax: 907.772.9323

pvoa@gci.net • www.pvoaonline.org
November 29th , 2011
Mr Eric Olson, Chair
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, ste #308
Anchorage, AK 99501
VIA Fax: 907.271.2817
RE: AGENDA ITEM C-8 HLAIBUT CATCH SHARING PLAN

Dear Chairman Olson and Members of the Council,
Petersburg Vessel Owners Association (PVOA) appreciates the opportunity to
comment on agenda item C-6, Halibut Catch Sharing Plan. PVOA is a diverse
group of over 100 commercial fishermen and businesses that participate in a
variety of fisheries statewide with our foremost interest being the commercial
longline fisheries managed by the North Pacific Fishery Management Council.
Members provide millions of meals to the public annually by participating in a
variety of fisheries statewide including salmon, herring. halibut. cod, crab,
blackcod, shrimp, and dive fisheries. Many PVOA members are also active sport,
personal use, and subsistence fishermen who depend on sustainable and
conservative management of Alaska's fishing resources to ensure healthy
fisheries for the future.

PVOA understands that NMFS has delayed implementation of the halibut Catch
Sharing Plan (CSP) to obtain further guidance from the Council. Given the
uncertainty regarding what guidance is needed, providing comprehensive
comments at this time is difficult. We offer the following recommendations
that echo 1he comment. provided by the Halibut Coalition In order to end
the 18-year charter halibut battle we urge the Council and NMFS to:
•

Provide clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A
under their GHL in 2012 using management tools considered in the CSP.

•

Expeditiously address policy questions raised by NMFS from public
comments and DUblish the final CSP Nie by June 1 for implementation in

2013.

1

~
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Ensure the full expertise of Council staff is used to address pubic concerns

with the EA/RIR/IRFA accompanying the CSP proposed rule.
•

Review Tier 1 (Low abundance) management measures and propose a
trailing amendment, if needed, for implementation in 2013. The use of a
trailing amendment is a long standing procedure for the Council to modify
previous actions based on new information or refined analysis.

•

Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing charter operators to lease
commercial quota share (as described in the guided angler fish (GAF) section
of the CSP proposed rule) that includes an accurate method of calculating
GAF weight This will provide charter clients with additional harvesting
opportunity and minimize future allocation conflicts and will provide a relief
valve for charter clients in this time of low halibut abundance.

Although living with limits is difficult and unfamiliar to the charter sector in Alaska,
it is imperative to the health of the halibut resource and the State~s reputation of
sustainability that effective management measures are put in place for charter
clients. As the major removers of the resource, both commercial and charter
haNesters. have a vested responslblllty to protect halibut abundance for current
and future users. Concerns over financial devastation due to halibut regulations
for the charter halibut sector in Southeast have proven to be baseless. Southeast
charter halibut anglers have been regulated to tess than two halibut per day per
charter client since 2009 and recent ADF&G data indicates that angler demand
has been stable since that time.
Both the charter halibut and the directed commercial halibut sectors are facing
difficult times. With a downturn In the economy, the entire tourism sector in
Alaska is feeling economic strain. Directed commercial halibut flshennen are also
struggling to make payments on quota that has been severely reduced (78% in
Southeast and 44% in Southcentral since 2006) due to the charter fleet being
allowed to exceed their allocation and reductions in overall harvestable bioma88.
Implementation of the CSP in 2013 would tie both the directed commercial and
charter halibut sectors to abundance and would create an environment that holds
both sectors accountable for the health of the resource.
Although any comprehensive management plan can be challenging to accept,
especially when that management plan implements management measures
when a sector has not been faced with management measures before. one of the
cornerstones of successful fisheries management in Alaska is adaptive
management. Each program implemented in the North Pacific is subjed to
review and amending as problems are fixed and fisheries evolve. It is with this in
mind that the CSP should be implemented as soon as possible.

2
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As we have no document to comment on regarding the CSP. we have attached
our comments to NMFS regarding implementation of the CSP. We have also
attached a letter from one of our younger members detailing out the impacts of
quota reductions on young flshennen. Thank you for your time and attention to
this important matter. If we can provide further Information or answer any
questions as you make this important decision, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely.

Julianne Curry
Director
Attachments:
1.) Charter Halibut CSP Proposed Rule Comments PVOA 2011
2.) Ryan Littleton CSP Letter

3
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Petersburg Vessel Owners Association
P0Box232
PetersJburg, AK 99833
Phone & Fax: 907.772.9323
pvoa@gci.net • www . pvoaonline.org
September 21, 2011

Mr. Glenn Merrill
Assistant Regional Administrator, Sustainable Fisheries Division
Alaska Region, NMFS
P.O. Box 21668
JlUleao_ AK 99802-1668
Attn: Ellen Sebastian
Via E-Submission- /mn. //11•11•u· 1·,•g11/,111,mx.gm•ll!.'clr~rnm.,•111[)1.•1ail r, r'v().,1. l-1V:\l(•;,·.~o/ I

tJ/NO-:fJOOI

RE: 0648-BA37 CATCH SHARING PLAN

Dear Mr. Menill,
The Petersburg Vessel Ownen Association (PVOA) is a diverse group of 100
commercial tishennen and businesses based in Alaska. Our members provide millions of
meals to the public annually by participating in a variety of fisheries statewide with our
foremost interest being the commercial sedine fisheries managed by the North Pacific
Fishery Management Council. Many PVOA members are also active sport, personal use,
and subsistence fishermen who depend on sustainable and conservative management of
Alaska•s fishing resources to ensure healthy fisheries for the future. PVOA appreciates
the opportunity to eommeat on the proposed rule for the commereiaVcharter
halibut Cateh Sharing Plan (CSP).
As a community, Petersburg is fully dependent on commercial fishing. Petersburg was
first established in the 1890•s when Norwegian immigrant Peter Buschmann built a
cannery on Mitkof Island. That cannery is still in operation today, and Petersburg has
grown and thrived in the commercial fishing industry. Petersbw-g fishermen have fished
halibut in Alaska for over 100 years, and been involved in the management process from
the International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) to the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council (NPFMC).

---

Petersburg fishermen helped develop the halibut fishery. They harvested halibut with the
foreign fleet on the horizon, watched as their season was reduced to one or two 24 hour
openings in a year, and helped pass the current Individual Fishing Quota (IFQ) program.
Petersburg fishennen have also worked alongside members of the charter halibut industry
tor 1Hyears to develop a program that Will ue a,or.n seewrs Lo abuntlwl~ w 11u1a wu1
sectors accountable for the health of the resource.
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With commercial fishing as the main employer, it comes as no surprise that Petersburg
consistently leads national rankings in landings and dollar value of landings. In 2010,
Petersburg ranked number 21 in the nation for pounds landed with almost SO million
pounds coming across the docks1• The 50 million pounds were valued at over $36 million
ranking Pet.ersburg number 24 in the nation for dollar value2•

Petersburg is also a leader in halibut landings and IFQ holdings. Petersburg ranked 8th in
halibut lmdings with over 1.5 million pounds in 2010.3 Using average ex-vessel pricing
for halibut sold in Petersburg in 201 O, the 1.S million ~unds of halibut landed in
Petersburg totaled over $7. 7 million in ex-vessel value.''
Petersburg fishermen hold over 26% of tbe Southeast (area 2C) quota share (QS)
for halibut aeconlin1 to the 2010 permit bolder database. ' These holdings equal well
over 1 million pounds of halibut worth nearly $6 million in ex-vessel value if sold across
the dock in Petersburg. The 1,176,138 million pounds ofbalibut QS held by Petersburg
residents in 2010 would be worth well over $37 million based on the present market
value for 2C QS ofS32 perpound.6
However, Petersburg residents also bold 7% of the total Central Gulf quota (area
3A).. In 2010, Petersburg QS holden lleld more 3A quota than 2C quota, with 3A
holdings totaling almost 1.4 million pounds and a dockside value of over $7 million if
sold in Petersburg. The 1,394,956 million pounds of JA QS holdings by Petersburg
residents has a present market value of almost $49 million based on the present market
value for 3A QS of $35 per pound.
Total QS holdings for all regulatory areas totaled 2,750,942 million pounds for
Petersburg fishennen in 2010. According to the Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission
that halibut had a total ex-vessel value of$13.4 million.7

For 2010, area 2C QS holders held 4.4 million pounds worth an estimated $22.3 million
in ex..vessel revenue and area 3A QS holders held 19.99 million powids worth an
estimated $10lmi11ion in ex-vessel revenue. In area 2C there were 1,162 individual QS
holders, 9S0 of which are listed as Alaskan residents (82%).8 In area 3A there were 1.461
individual QS holders, 1.102 of which are listed as Alaskan residents (75%).
The majority of QS holders in area 2C hold very small blocks of quota. For 2010, in area

2C the nwnber of QS holders with 3,000 pounds or less was 653 individuals. 403
individuals held between 3,000 pounds and 10,000 pounds, 99 individuals held between
10,000 pounds and 25,000 pounds, and only 7 individuals held more than 25,000
1 http:;· \\-,-.:w .sl .nm f~ nonH.g<>v~st I icomm"·rc.i.;.1 I; lmuljJ1~s!lpo11 "'\'Urn.h Im I
i h!!Pi'w.ww .st.nm ts.noa;;t.ggyist l !comm~rci_!!J/b1gdings/lport ve11rd~hlf11 I
3
11,up:/(www. filkr ,1\0;_1)1 .gC}Virami IOi fgpqJ1 .J,tm
4
h!lp::i'-'drn;,kc1.ncc'--s~.~um.gnv/:~o Io.~o I()7J 11 :D.l,u~1 =SS.06 per pound ave. ex-vessel price for halibut
' http J/ww'!i. fhk r.mmc1 .g.ov 'rm,:i{i lqrcport8.httnil nan !cipm1l.1i
"'hJlU. ·•\'H"'-" ~1~,1.,l,4.1.J~1ul\u 1..,111,ll!·!•i••=--·;.•h,\l~unlu,hlJ~'ll''l"'u:L~
1 JillR.1~www .d~cJit~•k~.t1k ~• 1s/gnh)'Cl·r1f.!O IQ..t2805'>1,.hlll1
11
h~Jp:.-·:\\,'\Y~'-·. fokr.nJ,mu.gc.w£r,~m:"r·t fl 0.&>~f page 56
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pounds. Although the 2011 report to the fleet js not yet available, given the 47%
reduction in 2C quota between 20 IO and 2011 those numbers can be expected to be much

smaller.
The numbers in 3A were surprisingly similar to those in 2C for quota share holdings. For
2010, in area 3A the number of QS holders with 3,000 pounds or less wu 494
individuals. 424 individuals held between 3,000 pounds and 10,000 pounds, 316
individuals held between 10,000 potmds and 25,000 pounds, and 228 individuals held
more than 2S,0OO pounds. 10 Although the 2011 report to the fleet is not yet available,
given the 28%reduction in 3A quota between 2010 and2011 those numbers can be
expected to be smaller,
Since 199S when IFQs were first issued, halibut crewmetnbers have begun to acquire
quota. In area 2C, the QS holdings by crewmembers in 2010 totaled 1.66 million pounds
which equaled almost 38% of total holdings in the area. The 1,660.870 million pounds of
2C quota held by crewmembers had an ex-vessel value of over $8.4 million if sold at the
dock in Petersburg. Those pounds of QS would be worth $53 million dollars based on a
present market value of $32 a pound for quota.
In area 3A, the QS holdings by crewmembers in 2010 totaled S.4 million pounds which
equaled almost 27% of total holdings in the area. The 5,400,631 million pounds of3A
quota held by crewmembers bad an ex-vessel value of over $27 million if sold at the dock
in Petersburg. Those pounds of QS would be worth almost S190 million dollars based on

a present market value of $3S a polllld for quot.a, 11

·

Although quantifying the ex-vessel value of halibut and the value of QS is a simple task,
it is difficult to enumerate the impacts of those dollars on a community. Commercial
fishing is the mainstay of the local and regional economy in southeast. There are 12
communities with halibut landings in lC; Si~ Juneau, Petersburg, Wrangell, Hoonah,
Ketchikan, Craig, Haines, Port Alexander, Pon Protection, Hyder, and Excursion Inlet.
Eveey single community in southeast has quota share associated with it.

Communities with 2C Quota Share Holdings
1 ANCHORAGE

10 FRITZCREEK

19 KETCHIKAN

2 ANGOON
3 AUKE BAY
4 CORDOVA

11

20 KLA\IVOCK

5
8
7
8
9

CRAIG
DOUGLAS
EDNA BAY
ELFIN cove
FAIRBANKS

4> 1,11,,.,·:,i~"
10

GUSTAVUS

12 HAINES
13 HOMER
14 HOONAH
15 HYDABURG
16 JUNEAU
17 KAKE
18 KENAI

,, .fulu ,11\IUlht,V'I" ·~111,'rlrl o.,,Jf pas~

21
22
23
24
25
28
27

,1

bllp:/,\,·w,"·.fo~J:-11,,ru,.go"'irnm-'rtfl 0.11~f page 61
11 ll.ru!!I.Y-!WW. ta.kr.noaa.J&OVil"dll)irtfl Opct rpage ss

KODIAK
METLAKATLA
MEVERS CHUCK
NOME
PALMER
PELICAN
POINTBAKER

28 PORT ALEXANDER
29 SEWARD

30 SKAGWAY
31

THORNE BAY

32 WARDCOVE
33 WASILLA
34 VVRANGELL
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In area 3A, coastal communities are dependent on commercial halibut fishermen as well.
There are nine communities with halibut landings in 3A; Homer, Kodiak, Seward.
Yakutat. Cordova, Valde2., Whittier, Kenai, and Ninilchik. 12 3A QS holders Jive in 70
different communities throughout the state.
communltlea with 3A Quota Share Holdlngs
1 ANCHOR POINT
25 HOMER
26 HOONAH
2 ANCHORAGE
3 AUKEBAY
27 INDIAN
4 CENTRAL
5 CHENEGABAY
8 CHIGNIK LAGOON

7 CHINIAK
CLAM GULCH
COPPER CENTER
10 CORDOVA
11 DELTA JUNCTION
12 DENALI PARK
13 DILLINGHAM
14 DOUGLAS
15 DUTCH HARBOR
18 EAGLE RIVER
17 ELFIN COVE
18 ELMENDORF AFB
19 FAIRBANKS
20 FRITZ CREEK
21 GIRDWOOD
22 GUSTAW6
23 HAINES
24 HALIBUT COVE
8
9

28 JUNEAU
29

KASILOF

30 KENAI
31 KETCHIKAN
32
33

KLAWOCK
KODIAK

34 MANOKOTAK
35
38

MEKORYUK
MOOSE PASS

48
49

50
51
52

PORT ALEXANDER
PORTGRAHAM
PORT LIONS
SAINT GEORGE ISLAND
SAINT PAUL ISLAND
SALCHA
SANDPOINT

53
54
56 SELDOVIA
68 SEWARD

57 SITKA
58 SOLDOTNA
58 SOUTH NAKNEK

37 NAKNEK
38 NIKISKI

80 STERLING
61 TENAKEE SPRINGS

39

82 TOGIAK
63 TWfN HILLS

NIKOLAEVSK

40 NINILCHIK

41

NOME

42 NORTH POLE
43 OLD HARBOR

44 OUZINKIE
45 PALMER

84 UNALASKA
85 VALDEZ
88 WASILLA

67 WHITTIER

48

PELICAN

88 WILLOW
89 WRANGELL

47

PETERSBURG

70 YAKUTAT

The economic importance of the halibut industry to Alaska is immeasurable. The ex
vessel values and quota share values of halibut only produce a portion of the economic
impacts to Alaska and coastal communities. Halibut vessels also contribute to the
economy with their fuel purchases, groceries, moorage, sales tax, raw flSh tax, and much
more. With 950 2C QS holders listed as Alaskan residents and 1,102 3A QS holders
listed as Alaska residents that means 2,0S2 individual quota share holders are
contributing year round to local economies throughout Alaska. That doesn•t take into
account the thousands of crew jobs created by the halibut fishery, and the families that
vessel owners, QS holders, and crew members support.
Although the eommereial and charter halibut fleets have differences, they both
provide the public with access to the halibut resource. The charter Deet brings tbe
people to the halibut; the commercial fleet brings the ba6but to the people. F.ach
sector provides an important role in supplying the nation with halibut. Therefore, it is
imperative that both sectors (as the major removers of the resource) be held accountable
u l~Up:!m·~'.:'" fokr.nm~a.,gu.v:'r11mi )t>it,.u'lort htm
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for the health of the resource to ensure that all future generations receive the benefit of a
sustainable supply of halibut.
Although the Council first recognized the need to manage charter harvest in 1993,
attempts to effectively control the charter sector to an allocation have not been successful.
The CSP currently undergoing public comment was developed over years, through
stakeholder committees. reading hundreds of letter, and after reviewing days of public
testimony. Although the CSP may not always appear to be fair and equitable to the
commercial halibut fleet who provides the public with around 90 million meals of halibut
a year, the CSP provides the best alternative to the status quo OHL management.
The CSP effectively addresses the allocation and conservation issues that have afflicted
Alaska's sustainable halibut fisheries, both charter and commercial. The CSP contains
four essential components to address conservation and economic needs. First, the CSP
establishes clear sector allocations between the eharter and commercial sectors. A
percentage allocation that will allow harvests to rise and fall with the abtmdance of the
halibut resource has been built in to the CSP. Second, the CSP incorporates a proactive
method for timely implementation of management measures to ensure that both sectors,
not just one sector, are held to their allocation. Third, the CSP provides an unprecedented
measure of management stability to the charter sector by ensuring an uninterrupted
season of historic length, restricting charter management measures to bag and size limits.
holding charter management measures stable throughout the annual fishing season, and
allowing charter harvest to fluctuate within an allocation range without a change in
harvest restrictions. Fourth. the CSP allows charter operators to lease QS from
commercial fishermen to provide charter clients with the ability to harvest halibut above
the specified charter limits in a given year. This is the market-based mechanism for inter
sector trading that provides the charter fleet with an additional level of protection in times
of low halibut abundance.
When the OHL was established in 2004, it was set at 12S% of the highest level of charter
harvest. This gave the charter fleet 100% of their historic participation and provided an
extra 2S% for expansion. That was 13.1% of the combined comme~ial/charter harvest in
Area 2C and 14.00/4 in Area 3A. In the CSP, the Council granted the Area 2C charter
fleet l S. l % to 17.3% of the combined commercial and charter quota. The higher
percentage will be granted at times of low halibut abundance. In Area 3A, the CSP
charter allocation is 14% to 15.4% of the combined quota. The higher percentage will be
granted at times of tow halibut abundance. In other words, the CSP allocation is at least
equal to, and at times of low abundance, greater than the GHL allocation. Adoption of the
CSP manages to blend both the historic dependence of the commercial fleet with the
recent participation of the charter fleel Although many commercial halibut fishermen
feel that the allocation percentages for the charter sector are too high under CSP
management, they are willing to sacrifice in order to have the CSP be adopted and finally
hold both sectors responsible for the conservation, health, and sustainability of the halibut
resource.
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Although both the 2C and 3A quotas are dropping to extremely low levels and under CSP
management the charter sector in area 3A will be looking at management restrictions they
have not yet facedl) the recent drops in 3A quota have severely limited the ability of
commercial halibut fishermen to provide the public with access to halibut Since the
IPHC began managing halibut, 3A quotas have dropped below IS million pounds 12
times. The amount of harvestable halibut across the state is in a period of steep decline.
When the halibut stocks are declining at the current rate, it is important for all major
sectors to reduce their efforts to ease pressure on the biomass. Although reductions to the
commercial and charter fleet reduces the amount of Cash available to the public, both
sectors must share in the pain and the gain of resource fluctuations to ensure a sustainable
halibut fishery for the future.

The leasing provisions built into the CSP will help ease the pain that will be felt by the
charter fleet when faced with conservation reductions. PVOA members fish most of their
halibut before June and rather than exceed their allocation, many commercial fishermen
leave a margin of their quota unharvested on their last trip because commercial operators
are allowed to cany over to the next year 10% of their annual allocation. That margin
could be leased with the understanding that charter operators return any unused portion to
the commercial quota holder at the end of the charter season, and only pay for quota that
is actually used by charter clients. Given most PVOA members harvest their halibut
before the majority of charter halibut is caught, it is likely that both sectors will benefit
from the leasing provisions. With 6S3 2C QS holders and 494 3A QS holding less than
3,000 lbs of 2010 quota (less in 2011) it is difficult for many QS holders to justify fishing
their quota with the rising cost of fuel and other expenses. PVOA members with small
QS holdings have expressed genuine interest in the ability to lease that quota to their
neighbors in the charter fleet The ability to lease quota between the sectors will also put
an end to the allocation feuds between commercial and charter operators that have
damaged coastal Alaska for almost two decades.
Although both the commercial and charter sectors could argue the benefit of additional
economic analysis be conducted when commenting on a proposed rule, we are limited by
infonnation available and relevance. When the charter sector tiled suit to overtum a one
fish bag limit in southeast, the Court concurred with the Secretary's findings; "(t]he
Secretary gave little weight to quantitative estimates of the economic impact of the Rule
because it is not appropriate to compare the economic impact to the commercial sector
with the economic impact to the charter sector when their products are so very different."
Van Valin -v. Lock, 671 F.Supp.2d at 16.
Delaying implementation ofthe CSP to conduct additional economic analysis will, in
tum, create additional economic hardship to both sectors. By continuing with the status
quo OHL management, charter overages in area 2C will continue to be deducted from the
commercial quota not only causing economic harm to QS holders, crewmembers, and
communities dependent on the commercial halibut fleet, but will also reduce the amount
of halibut available to consumers in the market place which takes away ftom the abilil}'
of the American nublic to access the resource. Uncertainty in regulations has been a
claim in reductions in charter bookings in a given year. By implementing the CSP, the
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charter sector will experience the benefit of adequate notice of future bag limits. With the
status quo Gm,. the charter sector wiU continue to face uncertainty regarding bag limits
and possibly suffer economically until an alternative to the GHL is adopted.
Specific to the proposed rule and the EA/RIR/IRFA, PVOA supports the detailed
comments submitted by the Halibut Coalition beginning on pages S4 and 58. We have
provided a brief summary of our suggested changes to the proposed rule below.
1.) Clarify in any regulations that either the OHL or CSP allocations are a
"benchmark".
2.) In conversion of GAF fish, move to an average weight that.is more representative
of what a client going for a second fish would catch. PVOA .fully supports OAF
holders be required to allow ADF&G and JPHC scientific personnel being
allowed access to private property owned by GAF permit holders in order to
monitor GAF and collect scientific data.
3.) Clarify the regulatory language at proposed 5"tion 300.6S(c)(6)(iv) titled "OAF
Use Restriction', that states QS holders may only convert to OAF commercial
quota they held as of January 1 as one interpretation of this language is that a QS
holder would be eligible to lease IFQ as OAF only if that person held QS when
IFQ permits were initially issued for that year. To avoid any misunderstandings
on the part of charter or commercial fishermen, this section should be clarified.
4.) At 76 Fed Reg. 44173, the Proposed Rule requests comments on the use of
proposed Methods A, B, C, or other potential methods to establish maximum
lengths under the CSP. We support Method B. This is the most biologically
conservative method proposed under the CSP and will provide the most benefit to
the resource~ As catch accounting in the charter fishery improves and regulators
gain experience with size limit management in the halibut charter fishery, it may
be appropriate to revisit the algorithm and adjust the methodology.
5.) With the issue of catch accowiting, PVOA supports the requirement that charter
operators be required to retain the halibut carcass when a maximum size limit is in
place, and not disfigure or mutilate a halibut such that the size and number of
halibut harvested is difficult to ascertain under any bag or size limit.
6.) PVOA supports the prohibition on charter operator, guide and crew retention of
halibut while engaged in guiding etfons in both Areas 2C and 3~- This
prohibition will reduce charter harvest by approximately 4.5% in Area 2C and
10.4 percent in Area·3A. These reductions are consistent with CSP objectives and
will ensure guided clients are provided maximwn opportunity to harvest halibut
while still restraining the sector's catch to its allocations.
7.) In managing and accounting for charter harvest, it is essential that management
remained firmly focused on the charter allocation as the management target. The
management range of 3.S% above and below the allocation is intended to
minimim changes to charter bag and size limits while still preventing resource
overharvest.
Thank you for your time and attention to this important matter. We urge for a timely
imrlementation of the CSP to orovide stabilitv for the commercial and charter sectors in
time for the 2012 season. Both sectors provide the public with access to the halibut
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resource and we both deserve the benefit of effective abundance-based management. If

we can provide further information or answer any questions as you move the CSP
forward, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

Julianne Curry
Executive Director
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September S, 2011

Mr. Glenn Menill
Assistant Regional Administrator, Sustainable Fisheries Division
Alaska Region, NMFS
P.O. Box 21668
J\Uleau, AK 99802-1668
Attn: Ellen Sebastian
E-Submission- h11,,:~1•q~:,r.n g11/"11_1~,1.t.g"rlii_1c/,,,.,,,w111D<'.f.,!.f.'1:P .. Nt>.-l.,t-NMJ,:\'-2_IJ/ /-IJ/,WJ-fJ(}fJ/
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Re: 0648-BA37 Catch Sharing Plan

Dear Mr. Merrill,
I SUPPORT the eatch sharin1 plan and detailed commen1s submitted by the HaUbat Coalition.

My name is Ryan Littleton, and I began commercial fishing aro\Uld the age of five in 1980 with
my father on his boat. Over the years, I have built a commercial fishing business on the back of
hard work, time, and lot.s of money. As a commercial halibut fisherman who was born and raised
in Petersburg, Alaska J have been taught the value of a hard day's work, and I choose to live in a
community where commercial fishing is the mainstay of OlD' local economy. As a lifelong
commercial fisherman, 1 also make every effort to bring all my fish back to Petersburg to ensw-e
that the community receives the benefit of the landings dollars in the raw fish tax that returns to
town to support our harbors, schools, and local infrastructure. Given I live in Petersburg year
round, the community benefits from my fishing revenue with the money I spend on taxes,
groceries, fuel, goods and services.
Now at the age of 36, I am running the family boat where my crew and I fish our halibut quota.
My ability to run a profitable commercial fishing business has been severely impacted by my
loss of halibut quota. I purchased my first two blocks of halibut JFQs in 2008» and two more
blocks in 2010 as detailed in the chart below. I took out loans to pay for each of my blocks of
quota, and have watched as my initial investment of $421,701 for 16,759 pounds of halibut quota
has been diminished to a value of $224,841 for 7,026 pounds. Even if I were to keep 100% of the
profits from the sale of my fish. I wouldn't come close to covering my loan payment in 2011. If I
sold my IFQs, I would not cover my initial investment. The loss of quota has forced me to
participate in more fisheries in an attempt to make up for the loss of revenue I am experiencing
with halibut. I am now fishing year-round with very few breaks to do basic vessel maintenance
or to rooovor from the iniense phy&i~al labor usroeiAtE""I with ~.ammeTCiB1 fiRhine.
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My Investment in the halibut fashery:
Year Purchased
2008

2008
2010
2010
Total

Units
23,621
91,252
20,877
43,833

Pounds Purchased

179.583

16,759

2,463

9,515
1,542
3,239

Purchase Prfce/
lnltlal Investment
$56,863
$247,488

$38,000
$79,350
$421,701

2011 Information
Total Pounds Left in 2011
Current Value of Pounds 2011
My Average ExVessel Price

2011
IFQ Loan Payment 2011
My IFQ Revenue 2011

7,026
$224,841

$6.40 /lb.
$53,000
$44,968

The allocation percentages adopted by the Council in October 2008 are fair and equitable
because they protect historic consumer access, the setline fishery, coastal communities, and
provide a reasonable level of access for guided anglers at all levels of halibut abundance. It is
imponant for all sectors to share in conservation of halibut, equally, at all abundance levels.

Under the CSP, the IPHC is not setting the allocation, this process develops the allocation and
appropriate actions that will be annually set through the IPHC process. This is the most effective
and timely way to make these decisions within Council guidelines.
The CSP promotes conservation by providing a pre-season effective means (bag and size limits)
to control charter harvest and keep the conservation targets. This will conect previous problems
with the charter sector frequently exceeding their allocation under the status quo GHL.

Method B (maximum size selection) is the method most likely to result in the charter sector
staying within allocation and promoting conservation of the resource. Managers must carefully
monitor charter catches {e.g. size) and select the necessary tools to keep the charter sector within
their allocation each year.
The opportunity for individual charter operators to annually lease c'Ouided Angler Fish" (GAF)
from individual QS holders at a market based price is an important tool for guides. It allows an
opportunity for a larger size fish if their clients so desire.

My family. my crew, and my fishing business are aU dependent on income from the halibut
setline fishery and uncompensated reallocation to the charter sector hurts both my family and the
community of Petersburg: where I choose to live and wotk:. Thank you for the opportunity to
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comment on this important issue. I look forward to the CSP passing in a timely manner for
implementation as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

Ryan Littleton
FN Angjnel
P0Box2143
Petersburg, AK 99833
ryqnl.i1tjc1on~f1'hnlmail.com
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November 29, 2011
Mr. Eric Olson, Chairman

North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Avenue, Suite306
Anchorage, Ak. 99501-2252
Re: C-6/Halibut Catch Sharing Plan

Dear Mr. Olson,
The Alaska Charter Association (ACA) is a statewide organization representing over 170 charter and
associated businesses. Our mission is to preserve and protect the fishing rights and resources necessary
for the Alaskan charter fleet to best serve the recreational angling public.
The ACA is very concerned about the Halibut Catch Sharing Plan (CSP) and its implications to the
future ofthe sport halibut fishery. As you may recall, we previously highlighted general concerns
about the CSP to the North Pacific Fishery Management Council (Council) during its April and
October 2010 meetings. When the proposed CSP was published in the Federal Register, we responded
with detailed comments in a letter addressed to Mr. Glenn Merrill of the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), dated, September 15, 20 I I. The letter is attached, and should be reviewed along with
the forthcoming NMFS report on CSP deficiencies so concerns can be remedied and long-term
solutions created.

A brief summary of the ACA's major concerns with the proposed CSP follows:
1) The proposed CSP relied on outdated data and assumptions and lacked a comprehensive social
economic study.

2) A CSP should mirror the GHL aJlocation. The OHL was endorsed by the Secretary of
Commerce and re...affinned by a federal court as "fair and ·equitable.'' The proposed CSP is not
consistent with Executive Orders 12962 and 13474. Re-allocating fish from the guided sector to
the commercial sector, even lacking analysis, wil1 exacerbate leakage issues between the
guided and non-guided recreational fisheries.
3) A CSP matrix of harvest measures should not included "frame-working." And it should not rely
on the International Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC) to make domestic harvest decisions. It

~.
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annual bag limits by skipper

4) The proposed CSP's Guided Angler Fish (GAF) will increase, rather than reduce conservation
concerns based on average size assumptions. It conflicts with the established International
Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC), state and federal regulations on the "sale" of fish by the
.recreational sector. Leasing limitations results in an arbitrary range of 25 to 86 fish per angler
endorsement depending on whether the Charter Halibut Pennit contained 6 to 24 endorsements.
The GAF provision should be replaced with a well vetted "Pool Plan/'
The ACA appreciates this opportunity to express our concerns to the Council and appreciates its
foresight by creating the Charter Halibut Management Implementation Committee to develop short and
long term solutions. For short-tenn Tier I recommendations, the ACA suggests the following to be
analyzed for potential implementation in 2012:
Area2C

l) A reverse slot limit range that would achieve harvest goals.
2) A maximum size limit that would achieve harvest goals as well as a maximum size limit
that would likely achieve 90% of the allocation.
3) Two fish under 32" or one fish above 60".
Area 3A (If restrictions are warranted)
1) Annual bag limits for skipper and crew fish; or removal of skipper and crew fish for either a

portion or all of the season.
2) One fish of any size and a second fish to achieve harvest goals.
For the long tenn, the ACA suggests the following items be considered and analyzed:
I) Incorporate the findings ofthe proposed social-economic study. ·
2) Under 32" fish (U32): What portion of the GHL harvest includes U32s for each area?
3) Enhance methods of timely data reporting via phone or internet including the measuring
harvested fish.
4) Bag limit of one fish per day with an annual limit of one fish ofany size.
. 5) Bag limit of two fish a day of a maximum size limit

The ACA notes that the debate about charter issues started many years ago. We know some want to
hurry-up the process. We also know this can lead to mistakes. Meaningful solutions take time with
adequate consideration for all parties involved. The ACA appreciates this opportunity and the Council
for talcing the time to develop workable solutions. Thank you for your consideration.
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SeptemberlS,2011
Glenn Menill
Assistant Regional Administrator
Sustainable Fisheries Division
NMFS Alaska Region
P0Box21668
Juneau, AK 99802-1668
Attn: Ellen Sebastian
Re: RIN 0648-BA37
Dear Mr. Merrill,

The Alaska Charter Association (ACA) is a statewide organimtion representing over 170 charter and
associated busines.,es. Its mission is to preserve and protect the fishing rights and resources nec-essary for
the AJaska charter fleet to best serve the recreational fishery. The ACA submits the following comments
on the proposed Catch Sharing Plan for Guided Sport and Commercial Fisheries for Pacific Halibut that
was pubUshed in the Federal Register on July 22, 2011.
In October, 2008, the NPFMC pas.,ed a Halibut Catch Sharing Plan (CSP) for the guided recreational and
· commercial halibut fishery in IPHC Areas 2C and 3A in Alaska. The plan includes a revised recreational
allocation, a frame-worked set of non-discretionary harvest rules for the guided sector, and a provision
allowing the leasing by charter halibut permit holders of commercial individual fishing quota (IFQ)
converted to Guided Angler Fish (GAF) for resale to guided anglers. Each feature bas serious flaws that
require resolution. Conservation is not served by the proposed rule, as multiple elements combine to
degrade accountability of both the guided recreational and commercial harvests relative to the status quo.
At all but the very highest abundance levels, the guided allocations under the CSP in Areas 2C and 3A are
up to 30% less than the corresponding allocations under the OHL which have recently been affirmed by
the CoW1 to be fitir and equitable. The analysis contains out of date and mi~culated projections,. non
factual statements and incomplete economic data, resulting in analytical conclusions that do not reflect
·
reality. The ACA asks the Secretary to reject the proposed rule as arbitrary and capricious.
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1.0 Conse"atioo: Harvest Accountability

Harvest accountability Is stwerely compromised by several elemelds ofthe proposed rule. Harvest
projections have been deemed inadequate by the North Com1cil SSC for management within guided
allocation. The CSP matrix contains logic flaws that leave the door wide open to overharvest ofthe
guided allocation. GAF fish siz.e determination is based on seriously flawed Jogic, compromising
commercial harvest accountabllity. All combine into a plan that compromises accowitabil~ relative to
the ~ quo, raising serious conservation concerm.
1.1 Conservation: Accountability and Harvest Projections:
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) has expressed concern about being able to
accurately project charter harvests under the default rules'. The Intemational Pacific Halibut Commission
(JPHC} has echoed these concems.2 It is difficult if not impossible to predict the effects of harvest
restrictions on angler effort, especially Wlder uncertain economic conditions. This could result in actual
harvests exceeding allowable harvest range~ which would represent a greater than 3.5% overharvest of the
combined catch limit
In cases where a change in harvest rule results in an expected change in ave.rage fish size3, ADF&G will
not be able to use the prior year's average fish siz.e in its projected harvest calculations and will instead be
forced to project average fish si:ze as well as projected angler effort. This adds another Jayer of
uncertainty to the harvest projections.

NMFS states in the proposed rule:
"NMFS recognizes that guided sport halibut removals may exceed the guided sport catch limit in
some years, and removals may be under the catch limit in other years, similar to variations in
guided sport harvest under the OHL program. However, the Council anticipated, and NMFS
agrees, that over time, halibut harvests in the guided sport sector under the CSP would balance
out around the guided sport catch limits to ensure that conservation and management objectives
are achieved. Conservation of the hah1>ut resource would be ensured because the IPHC would
continue to account for all removals when determining the annual combined catch limit under the
CSP. IPHC stock assessments would continue to account for guided sport harvests that exceed the
sector's catch limit. Operationally, overages would result in a corresponding decrease in the
combined guided sport and commercial catch limit in the following year.'"'

The ACA observes that the term accountabi~ implies management witbin allocation. There Is no

guarantee that guided over-1,arvests will balance (!Id with •nder-luuvests over~ especially If
annual harvest rule tlecisiDns _are non-discretionary. Farllier, NMFS assertion ofe1ISlll'ed
consenation ofthe resource is inco"eci because. the IPHC is most cenainly !Hl!. accollllllngfor all
removals when determining tlte combined ctllch limits as claimed by NMFS. In fact, assuming
assessments are perfect, at a 20% harvest rate, o.nly 1/5 of the prior year,s overage would manifest itself
1

http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/P DFdocuments/halibut/HarvestProiectionsDisc709 ,pdf
http:J/www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/POFdocuments/halibut/HaUbutCSPdisc709.pdf
2
Letter from IPHC to NPFMC dated September 30, 2010 (attached)
3
For example, a rule restricting the maximum retained size to 35 Inches or conversely, a rule lifting a maximum

size restriction, will not have recent average size history on which to project average sizes for that rule.
4

Federal Register Vol. 76, No. 141, Friday. July 22, 2011, p 44163
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as reduced combined catch limits in the following year. The remainder would manifest itself in following
years. A11 important implication is ifguided harvests exceed allocation/or se:,eralyears nmnlng, it
will result in realkl!d harvest rates consistenlly ex.ceeding the target harvest rate, creallng a
conservation concern. The ACA points out that this is precisely what has happened with OHL overages
since 20075 and 5 years of "Fast Downn commercial TAC adjustments in Area 2'.!, with very Wldesirable •
results. The ACA strongly suggests that NMFS consult with the IPHC on the wisdom of co~ually
exceeding target harvest rat.es7• Plaln and 8imple, r ~ e management ofdomestic harvest requires.
that all user groups 1/e 1111111111Jed to their respective allocatlons at all times.
·
ADF&G brought the issues with projections to the North Cowicil Scientific and Statistical Committee
(SSC) in February 2009. The SSC commented "that the magnitude and range of uncertainties will
prevent the forecast accuracy to he anywhere near the plus or minus 3.5% allowed in the charter
range allocatio~ of the preferred alternative8." (Emphasis was added by the SSC.) The revised
analysis includes this quotation but makes no conclusions. The very first sentence of the North Council's
CSP motion lists sector accoun1ability as one of its main go~s:

"The purpose of the proposed action is to create a catch sharing plan that establishes a cJear
allocation, with sector accountability between chat:ter and setiine sectors in Areas 2C and 3A. "9
7

.

.

The SSC'• observation that harvest projections will lack the aCClll'acy to ensure s_ector aa:ountabUity is
proofpositive tlltlt one ofthe Council"s two stated goals will not be achieved b,1 the preferred
allenullive. The ACA suggests that NMFS consider why it WORid moveforward with publishing a
proposed rate., knowing fall weQ that the North CouncU'a
the acknowledged subject matter
expe,ta in this area, have conclude~ ~hat acco11nta1Jilily is not served by~ preferred alternative.

ssa

1.2 Conservation:- Aceountahifity under tbe CSP Matrix
At the two highest abundance levels for Areas 2C and 3A, if PJ'Qjected harvest exceeds allowable limits, a
mme restrictive rule is automatically chosen. For instance in tier 4, the default harvest rule would be 2
fish of any size. If guided harvest under this rule is projected to exceed the allocation range, the
"minnow'' rule (one fish any size, plus one fish 1~ than 32 inches in length) is the non-dis~tionary rule
chosen. However there is no check to make sure that projected harvest is within allocation limits under
this non-discretionary but more restrictive rule. The result is the loss of acco~tability under the more
restrictive rules at the two highest levels of abundance. History has shown that changing the harvest rule
from two fish any size to the minnow rule did not result in harvest within allocation. The same happened
when the harvest ~e was changed from the minnow ~e to one fish in Area 2C. At the right abtmdance
levels, it is conceivable that ~s condition could persist for several years in a row because the selection of
harvest rules is non-dispretionary.
5

The IPHC has substituted the GHL for the best scientlflc estimates of guided re~ovals since 2007. Prior to 2007,
the IPHC used the best scientific estimates for guided removals in its yearly calculations, meaning that overages
were accounted for in the yearly calculations.
6
"Fast Down" and non-sdentiflc "other considerations" resulted in Area 2C commercial TACs that exceeded the
fishery CEY by 7.67 million pounds between 2006 and 2010.
7
See page 151 of the 2011 JPHC Bfue book for a brief drscussion of FD, other considerations and their effect on a
dedining biomass.
8

February 2009 NPFMC SSC Minutes. http:llwww.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/minutes/SSC209.pdf and

quoted without further comment in the EA/RIR/IRFA on page 146.
·
·
9
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/POFdocuments/halibut/HafibutCSPmotlon1008.pdf p 1.

·
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Once ac• the AC4 tl&ferls that one ofthe CouncH's two stated goala, sector accountability, is not
achieved due to thisflaw.

1.3 Conservation: Allowable Harvest Range
The proposed rule specifies an allowable range for guided harvest of.the guided allocation plus or minus
3.5% of the combined catch limits adopted by the IPHC. By treaty between the United States and
Canada, the International Pacific Halibut Commission is authora.ed to develop the stocks of halibut in the
Convention waters to those levels which will permit the optimum yield from the fishery and to maintain
the stocks at those levels10• Neither nation is prohibited from establishing additional regulations,
applicable to its own nationals and fishing v~ls, and to fishing vessels licensed by that nation,
governing the taking of halibut which are more restrictive than thos.e adopted by the Jnterna1ional Pacific
Halibut Commission.11 BJ inference It should be obvious to the Secretary that neither nation is aJJuwed
to develop domestic replations thal are less restrlctbie than those adopted l,y the IPHC Yet, the CSP
suggests an allowable charter allocation range of charter allocation plus or minus 3.5% of the combined
catch limits established by IPHC. This means that under the CSP, combined commercial and charter
harvest could be as much as 103.S% of the total allowable catch and would likely be higher than 103.5%
as the North Council's SSC has observed 12• From the standpoint ofSllSlainability as well as
international law, IPHC catch limils lllllSt be adhered to. The CSPfails tl,is 'lest misera/Jly. The ACA
suggests that the Secretary has no option other thfll' to reject a proposed rule thalfai/s nu:h obvious

tests.
1.4 Conservation: Guided Angler Fish (GAF) Average Fish Size
Accountability is seriously compromised by the algorithm RSed to detemdne GAF conversion. The
GAF conversion factor is proposed to be calculated using the previous year's average fish size for !JIJ.
charter caught fish 13• This is problematic for severaJ reasons:

10

•

This conversion factor fails to consider the tact that GAF may be used in cortjunction with harvest
rules specifying a maximum size fish. For instance, in Area 2C in 2011, the harvest rule in place
is one fish under 37 inches, and the average fish si7.e through the end ofJune is 9.9 pounds 14 • It
is easy to see that issuing GAF at a conversion of 9.9 pounds/GAF would result in overharvest of
the JFQ converted to GAF, since the sole reason for buying a GAF is to increase the bag limit to
something over 37 inches, and preferably something BIO.

•

There is no guarantee that the area-wide harvest distribution of GAF fish will match the
distribution of non-GAF guided recreational fish, and there is good reason to believe it will not.
For instan<;e, in Area 2C for 2008, the average fish size was 19.4 pounds, but sub-area averages
ranged ftom 9.2 pounds in Prince of Wales Island to 45.3 powids in Gl~cier Bay. As a result, all
GAF in Area 2C would be sold as though they were a 19.4 pound fish, but charter operators on
Prince of Wales Island may balk at buying GAF because on average they are paying twice as

Protocol amending the Convention between Canada and the United States of America for the Preservation of

the HaUbut Fishery of the Northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea, available at

http:/Jwww.lexum.com/ca us/en/cts.1980.44.en.html
ulbfd.
12
February 2009 NPFMC SSC Minutes, http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/minutes/SSC209.pdf
and quoted without further comment in the EA/RIR/IRFA on page 146.
19
Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 141, Friday, July 22, 2011, p 44186,
14

ADF&G Comparison of Area 2C, 3A Charter Harvests Through June, 2006-2011 (attached)
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much for halfthe weight, while others in Glacier Bay may use GAF because on average they are
getting twice as much at half price. If G~ harvest distribution is skewed North in Area 2C, the
result will be an overbarvest in pounds ofIFQ converted to GAF.
•

In addition, GAF are presumably to be included in the average fish size sampling used in the
following year for the entire charter allocation.. GAF would be used to increase charter limits up
to two of any size per day. lf an area is managed under a si7.e restriction rule, the addition of OAF
to the collected average size data will increase the average fish siz.es for next year, conceivably
above the average fish me that was capped by the size limit. Since averagefish siu ls a key
elemen1 in projecting guided harvest, an artljicially ltlgh average.fish siz6 could result In
ineqllilably restrictive harvest regulations in the following year.

The ACA suggests that the Council should have more careful1y analyzed how a charter operator might
utilize GAF. GAF is much more likely to be used as the opportunity presents itself and not as a pre
planned event. Using IPHC Regulatory Area 2C as an example, an operator holding GAF for sale is
likely to announce the abilit1 for his clients to harvest a larger fish for a price, but the client is not likely
to harve.,t a small fish with a GAF. More likely, if and when a large fish is brought to the smface, the
client will be given the option to harvest that fish as a GAF. Large halibut are usually quite docile if left
in the water, allowing pl~ of time for the angler to make tht: decision to p~hase a GAF.
GAF based on average charter caught fish si7.eS results in inequitable pricing. Using the Glacier Bay/
Prince of Wales Island example, an angler buying a GAF will pay for a 19.4 pomder, but on average will
take a 9.2 pounder on Prince of Wales Island and a 4S.3 pounder in Glacier Bay. From the perspective of
a charter operator, Prince of Wales Charter Operators will be paying twice as much per landed pound on
average while Glacier Bay Operators will be paying half as much per landed potmd.
Average weights calculated by ADF&G have been wrong by large amounts in the past. In 1998 the
average weight in Area 2C was off by almost 50%15• If an error of this magnitude occurs again with GAF
or the guided recreational harvest tabulation, the entire fishery as well as guided fishing opportunities will
suffer. Finally, enforcement of OAF program is impossible because GAF are not distinguishable ftom
non-GAF on the water.
Plain and simple, GAF average fish sizes must be calculated using fish harvested as GAF, and charter
average fish sizes must exclude GAF. A decision to do otherwise will compromise accountability of both
charter and commercial harvests and is therefore contrary to one of the Council's stated goals.

1.5 Conservation Conclusions
The ACA observes that the Halibut Act mandates that allocations be reaoonably calcuJated to promote
16
conservation. From the four preceding sections, it is abwidantly clear that the Catch Sharing Plan fails
to satisfy this requirement The Secretary lllllSt dlerejore rejeet the proposed 1'llle on the grounds that it
violates the Halibut Act.

15

ADF&G Harvest Estimates available at
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/halibut/Area2C3A Final2009ADFGdata.pdf

16

Halibut Act, 16 USC§ 773c
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2.0 Allocation

Included below are graphical comparisons of charter halibut allocations wider the status quo Guideline
Harvest Level (OHL) and the CSP for Areas 3A and 2C 11• The OHL is the upper, stair-stepped line in
both graphs. The CSP allocations are the lines below the GHL and beginning at the origin.

Area 3A: Comparis_on of Allocations
under CSP and GHL
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Area 2C: Comparison of Allocations
under CSP and GHL
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The x axis represents a combined fishery constant exploitation yield (fCEY) that will be the basis for
combined catch limits (C~) chosen by the IPHC for guided recreational and commercial fisheries under
the CSP. A vertical line drawn at any selected fCEY will intersect the GHL at its status quo value and the
CSP Allocation at the £EV. Due to the application of IPHC policy, the actual charter allocation under

17

NMFS is encouraged to consult with the ADF&G Statewide Bottomfish Coordinator to validate these
comparisons.
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the CSP could be more or less than its value at the fCEY 18• Regard.less of where the CSP allocation/alls
relative to theJCEY, reviewing the graphs, the obvious condasion is at all blll the l'ery highest
abundance levels, the guided allocadon under the CSP Is up to JO% less than the guided allDcalion
under the status quo GHL It g/,ou/d be noted that the difference lµ!tween the GHL line and the CSP
line represents guilled allocation tbat wOl lJe reallot:ated to die comnrercJal fisher,. The AC4 observes
that NMFS has failed 'ID admit in the anglvsis and the proposednde the full extent oltbis IIIIISSWe
reallocation ofresources ond Its impact to coastal economies and g,d4ed anglers.
The abstract to the analysis states the following:

"The allocidl,ons for the lowest tier of combined eatch limils used the same_Jonnula selecletl by
the Council to set tlie GHLa. (emphasis added) These percentages were the highest charter
percentage aUocation options that were considered by the Council and would yield the largest
projected gross revenue for the charter sector each year. The allocations at higher combined catch
limits are the sec::ond highest percentage allocation options for each area considered by the
Council. The analysisfound tlult tltese alllJcaliana would exued projectedfldure harl1ests and
that more restrictive management measures would not /Je reqaired'9." ( emphasis added)
The ACA notes the obvious discrepancy between the graphical comparisons on page S and the first
italicized statement in the preceding paragraph. Reviewing the graph, it is clear that the CSP allocation is
well be1ow the lowest levels in the corresponding GHL calculations. For example, in 2011 the GHL in
Area 2C is 788,(J(Jf} poundr and is at Na lowest leveL The corresponding CSP allocation is 539,000
pou.nds, over 30% less titan the GHL. This hard/tld renders lhejirst italicized atatement patently
false.
Tlie AC4 very strongly saggests that NMFS recheck its math and analytical condusionsfor

corredness and advises close coo,amation with ADF&G's Statewide Botton,jish CoordJnaJor.
Included below are direct comparisons ofthe OHL and CSP allocations that would be in place using
actual abundance levels from 2008 through 2011 20• Reviewing them, it is readily apparent that the second
italicized statement in the quoted statement is also false. Later in the analysis on pages 134 and 135. the
analysis states that the CSP allocations would be much less than claimed in the abstract, and more
restrictive management measures wouid indeed be required21 •
·

16

IPHC implemented "Stow Up-Full Down"· at the 20U IPHC annual meeting. eliminating the gifting of millions of .
pounds well in excess of target removal levels to commercial fishermen in. areas 2C and 3A. However, IPHC has in
the past set TACs higher and lower than the fishery CEY for non-scientific (political or economic) reasons, and could
do this again.
CSP EA/RJR/IFRA June 23, 2011. Available at:
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/halibut/analvses/cspea062011.pdf pi.
20
Methods: 1. Subtract the GHL from "other removals° used by IPHC rn its annual catch llmits calculations. 2.
Subtract this result from the total CEV to arrive at a combined fishery CEY. 3. Refer to CSP matrfx to determine
charter allocation percentage for the combined fishery CEY. 4. Multiply combined fishery CEYto determine charter
allocation in millions of pounds. NMFS is encouraged to consult with ADF&G Statewide Bottomfish Coordinator on
the validity of these calculations.
21
Ibid. p 145--6.
19
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Area 3A: Comparison of GHL and CSP Allocation

Year GBL
2008 3.6S0
2009 3.650
2010 3.650
2011 3.650

CSP Allocation

3.626
3.4286
3.0702
2.5214

CSPvsGHL
-0.66%
-6.07%
-15.88%
-30.92%

Area lC: Comparison of GHL and CSP Allocation

Year GHL
2008 0.931
2009 0.788

CSP Allocation
0.837493
0.631104.

CSPvsGHL
-10.04%
-19.91%

2010 0.788
2011 0.788

0.549794

-30.23%

0.S39414

-31.S5%

The ACA notes that the projections cited in the analysis for expected Area 3A harvest 1evels are out of
date22• Table 71 on page 13 I states that Area 3A projected charter alloca.tions would range ftom 4.24
milJion pounds in 2010 to S.89 million pounds in 2015 and that expected harvest restrictions would be 2
fish ofany size. Using actual 2011 data, the Area 3A tier would be 2, the allocation would have been
2.52 million pollllds, and the harvest rule would have been I ftSh. It should also be noted that the biomass
trend in Area 3A through 2011 is down. The ACA notes that projections· for Area 2C are likewise out of
date, with projections for 2011 suggesting a charter catch limit of 1.02 million pounds, when in actua1ity
the allocation w~uld have been half that amount The IPHC has informed the ACA that the projections
were made 3½ years ago in 2008. Since then, among other things, the IPHC has suspended its Slow U~
Fast Down (SUFD) policy and of course it now has the knowledge and experience of what the stock has
done from 2008 through 2010.
The ACA asked the IPHC if up to date area projections for Areas 2C and 3A were.available and the
answer was negative. Quantitative Scientist Dr. Steven Hare of the IPHC commented:

"We have onJy made coastwide (not individual regulatoty area) CEY projections, and even those
we often are backing away from as soon as we show them. I have just not found it to be a useful
exercise. The coastwide projections are illustrated in the RARA stock assessment document if
you really want to have a look. At the annual meeting this year, we had a cautionary set of
alternate projections prepared and presented by Juan Valero - they were much Jess optimistic
than the "naive'' projections that I typically run23.,,

Since Dr. Hare candidly admits little ifany utility to be gainedfrom projecting area CEYs and since
tables 70 and 11 so incorrectly reflect the reali/.y of what has come to pass, and.finally, since NMFS
uses these tables to incorrectly predict a minimal impact to gul4ed recreational allDcalion and harvest
restrictions, the AC4 verJ strongly suggests that the Seaetary lllllSt reject the proposed rule.

22

CSP EA/RIR/IFRA June 23, 2011. Available at:
http://www:fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/halibut/analyses/cspea062011.pdf P 131.
13
Email from St~ven Hare to Rex Murphy dated 8/25/11 (attached)
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The ACA observes that the analysis admits in several places that the projections med in the initial
analysis are out of date. Table 18 on page 60 compares projected and actual CEYs and page 15S also has
a note on the ·projections used in the analysis, referring the reader to a "New Information" section. The ·
ACA suggests that mixing old and new infonnation is deceitful and observes that NMFS would have
been wise to update the analysis by replacing out of date infonnation with the latest scientific information
prior publishing the propo.,ed rul~.
TheACA reminds MUS that the public and the Courts rel] on it to provide faclllal data in its analyses
and in general the Courts give NMFS the /Jenejil oftbe doll/Jt. To dabn IOlllelllillg as facJllal in tlie
abatraet and main bodp ofthe anqlysls. onlp to quietq refate It in another location is a dlahonesl and
totallv unacceptaJ,Je prqclice for an a,encv that exists ID serve the Amarian public. The Aei is
aurprl.red that NMFS has deliberately chosen 'lo letnefalse statements and out of date and useiess
projeetlons In the analysis. The ,!'fC4 strongly suggests thllt the entire analys~ should have been
fonnally peer res,iewedfor correctness by sabjecl 1llllller experts outside ofNMFS, prior to publication
ofthe proposed rule.
·
The ACA also notes that neither the proposed rule nor the accompanying anaiysis make any attempt to
compare the status quo GHL and the pro~d CSP allocation in a meaningful manner that graphically
portrays the allocations. Given tbe fact that the allocation tlqferences ha-ve been well Anown within
NMFS at least since J111111ary of21JI0, theAC4 asserts that NMFS bas less than been forthcoming in
admitting the 'lnle extent ofthe resource realloctltlon in tJ,e proposed n,le and its analysis.

The Halibut Act requires that allocations be fair and equitable. The Act suggests that a g,,illed
allocation that is up to 30% less than the GHL ~ o n at all but the-very highest ab1111~nce levels
fails to sat/ah this requirement, and notes there is absollltely noJustijkation in the proposed rule or
analysisfor this allocation decrease and resullant reallocatJon to the CIJmmercial s'-Clor.
1n the proposed rule, NMFS states that the commercial allocation has decreased over the last.four years
end therefore guided allocations must also decrease. Reviewing the provided graphs, the OHL and the
CSP allocations both decrease with decreasing abundance, the difference being that the GHL does so in
stepwise increments. History shows that the OHL ht Area 2C has stepped down multiple times in the
recent past24. The-ACA reminds NMFS that the North Council and NMFS set the OHL with a ceiling in
order that commercial fishennen could harvest the excess that neither Area 3A nor 2C guided anglers
were expected to harvest in times of high abundance. To date, Area 3A guided anglers have been limited
to a OHL of 3.65 mil Hon pounds and Area 3A commercial fishermen have harvested the excess because
of this cap. However, if the downward trend in Area 3A continues, it is likely the G.HL will drop next
year. The AC4 reminds the Secretary that the downward trend ofbiomass in A.,eas JA and 2C does
notjllSlih the reallocation ofup 'lo JO% ofthe guided allocation IIJ the commercial sector in either

regullltory tll'ea.

·

In 2003, NMFS established the GHL as a pre-season estimate of acceptable annual harvests for the guided
recreational halibut fishery in Areas 2C and 3A. To accommodate limited growth ofthe guided
recreational harvest, the OHL for each area was capped at 125% of the average of 199~1999 guided
recreational harvest estimates as reported by the ADF&G Harvest Survey. At the time, these amounts
represented 13.05% and 14.11 % respectively of the Area 2C and 3A combined guided recreation~l and
24

The Area 2C GHL decreased from 1.432 million pounds in 2007 to 0.931 mil Ron pounds in 2008.
GHL deaeased to 788 thousand pounds.

rn 2009, the 2C
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commercial allowable harvests25 • It is important to note that the guided allocation caps under the GHL
were derivedfrom 125% the 1995-1999 average g,,ided recreational lul1vests and fJ!!Jfrom a ratio of
g11lded to commercial harvests during this tune periot/6.

In 2009, NMFS published a final rule establishing a one fJSh rule for Area 2C guided recreational anglers.
The rule also established the GHL as "the level of allowable halibut harvest by the charter vessel
fishery27"(emphasis added), replacing the definition of the GHL as"! level of allowable halibut harvest
by the charter vessel fishery28"(emphasis added). This subtle change transfonned the OHL ftom a harvest
guideline into a true allocation. In Jm1e 2009, Scott Van VaJin and others sued Secretary of Commerce
Gary Locke, arguing among other things that the OHL had never been detennined to be :rair. and
equitable. In November of 2009, Federal District Court Judge Rosemary Collyer ruled against Van Valin,
affirming NMFS detennination that the OHL is fair and equitab1e29• Given the indisputable fads that the
GHL was judged to /Jefalr and equitable by the Court and the CSP allocations are up to 30% less than
the GHL at all but the very big/um abundance levels, it is reason.able to assert thtlt the CSP allocations
are less than/air ""d eqllila/Jle. The AC4 suggests that the Secretal'y might consider why he or she
would replace an allocation that less than 2 years ago was ruled by the Courts 'lo befair and equitable
with another allocalion that Is so nu,cJ, less than the slatlls quo at aH but the very highest a/Jundance
levels.

Executive Order 12962 as amended by Executive Order 13474, dated September 26, 2008, states:
Section I. Federal Agency Duties. Federal agencies shall, to the extent pennitted by law and
where practicable, and in cooperation with States and Tribes, improve the ~ , function,
sustainable productivity, and distribution of U.S. aquatic resources for increased recreational
fishing opportunities by:
[•.. omitted for clarity ...]
(e) providing access to and promoting awareness of opportunities for public participation and
eajoym.ent of U.S. recreational fishery resources;
[•.. omitted for clarity ••. ]

Tbe AC4 saggests thaJ the Secrelllry shou/4 consider how a proposed rule that reallocates up to JO% of
the statas quo guided recreational allJJcation. to the conunerclal seclDr satisjies this element of
Executive Order 12962..

2.1 CSP Allocation 14Jink"
As indicated in the allocation comparison pictures, in both Areas 2C and 3A, there is a '~ink'' in the CSP
allocation where the guided allocation percentages change at S million and IO million pounds
respectively. This jink results in a change in allocation of 110,000 pollllds in Area 2C and 140,000
pounds in Area 3A as it is crossed. As combined catch limits (CCL) increase, crossing the jink results in
a decrease in guided allocation; the opposite is true as CCLs decrease. This is counterintuitive in an
allocation scheme where the allocation is supposed to float up and down with increasing and decreasing
abundance and where more restrictive harvest rules are linked to lower ablDldance levels and vice versa.
25

GHL Anal Rule, Federal Register, Vol. 68. No.153, Friday, August 8, 2003 p 47258
1bid.
27
Area 2C 1 Fish Final Rule, Federal Register, VoJ 74, No. 86, May 6, 2009, page 21227
28
GHL Final Rule, Federal Register, Vol 68, No 153, Aug 8, 2003 p. 47264
29
us Dlstrict Court for the District of Columbia, Case 1:09-cv-00961-RMC, Document 40, Filed 11/23/09
26
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11 Oto 140 thousand pounds may seem like an insignificant amount, but to the charter fleet it is a.Jarge
amount, up to a 12.7% decrease in Area 2C allocation and up to 90/4 decrease in Area 3A allocation as the
jink is crossed with increasing CCLs. Leasing 140 thousand pounds of GAF to make up for the jink at
$6/powid would cost $840,000 a year. Predictability is the foundation of the guided fleet business model
The allocation jink represea1ts·an 1mcertainty that is illogical, unnecesmy and very easily fixed.
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3.0 Fairness and Equity: Guided vs. Non-Guided Access

The ACA notes that to date NMFS has considered fairness and equi1y only in terms of the guided
recreational and commercial allocations. The ACA observes that the proposed rule says little if anything
about non-guided anglers. If the rule is published as proposed, all guided halibut anglers will have bag
limits imposed that are much more restrictive than those imposed upon non-guided anglers. The Halibut
Act requires that "if it becomes necessaiy to allocate or assign halibut fishing privileges among various

Page 12of34

°''

United States fishermen, such allocation shalJ be fair and equitable to gJJ such fishermen ••.3 (emphasis
added). The AC4 no'les that in the case ofthe halibut.fishery, guided and llllgllitled recreational
Mglers ore.fishermen referenced In the HttlllJut AC4 as are commercialjlshennen and charter
opermors. The AC4 assert, that the Secretary IIIIISI consider the fairness and equity of" management
plan that d",scriminates belween those recreatiolllll anglers who have access to private bollts, and
recreatit»µ,1 anglers whofor safety, health,jinancial or other practkal reasons cJ,oose to access their
fair and equitable share ofthe resource via a charter IJoat. The AC4 does not accept NMFS /Joiler
plate exmse that non-guided anglers are-beyond the scope ofthis rule: the isslle in 9uestion in this
paragraph is the fair and equita/Jle treatment ofguided recreational anglers relalwe ta non..guldetl
reaeational anglers.
4.0 Leasing- Guided Angler Fish (GAF)

The AC4 notes that a.final rule thaJ reallocates up to 30'¼ ofthe guided allocallon to the co1111Mrcial
sector 1111d then forces the guided seclor to rent ii back every following yearjust to make up for the
reallocation is l,artlly a shining example ofa Catch Sharing Plan.

Leasing is not a permanent aHocfltion shift mechanism. Leasing is analogous to buying a glass of milk
rather than buying the cow. Leasing places the charter industry in an annual position of dependency on
the commercial sector to temporarily increase guided harvest bag limits for selected guided ang]ers. The
chartedndustry's preferred alternative to leasing is quota share (QS) transfer ftom the commercial to
guided recreational sector via a "pool pJan" where commercial QS are purchased and held in trust by a
regional holding entity and used to supplement to the baseline guided allocation for all guided angJers.
4.1 Fairness and Equity: Guided Angler YISh
The ACA notes that the CSP reallocates up to 30% of the guided allocation to the commercia1 sector, then
allows fishermen with the wherewithal to purchase a GAF in order to increase their personal bag limits.
'I'he AC4 observes that the reallocated 30% was taken from all guided recreatiDnoljishermen and is
now offered to 011/y those gaided recreationa/.flsbermen who can afford to buy a higher 6ag limit. The
ACA notes that many guided clients are on a once in a lifetime trip that they can barely afford, while
others have the financial means to make yearly trips to Alaska. The ACA notes that the EA/RIR. fails to
even consider this point The ACA suggests once again tut the fairness and equity of the GAF plan is
very much in doubt when coupled with the reallocation of a good portion of the guided allocation to the
commercial sector.

4.2 Guided Angler Fish: Commercial or Recreational?
The Magnuson Stevens Act contains definitions of commercial fishing and charter fishing that warrant the
Secretary's carefuJ consideration.

The term "charter fishing'' means fishing from a vessel carrying a passenger for hire (as defined
in section 21 O1(21a) of title~ who is engaged in recreational fishing 31 •
The tenn "commercial fishing" means fishing in which the fish harves~ either in whole or in
part, are intended to enter commerce or enter commerce through sale, barter or trade32•

30

16 USC§ 773C

si 16 USC Chapter 38, Subchapter 1 § 1802 (3)
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The International Pacific Halibut Commission has similar definitions and prolu"bitions:
"charter vessel" means a vessel used for hire in sport fishing for halibut, but not including
a vessel without a hired operato.r33;
·
(d) "commercial fishing'' means fishing, the resulting catch of which is sold or bartered; or
is intended to be sold or bartered, other than j) sport fishing, ii) treaty Indian ceremonial
and sumistence fishing as referred to in section 22, iii) customary and traditional fishing
as referred to in section 23 and defined by and regulated pursuant to NMFS regulations
published at 50 CFR Part 300, and iv) Aboriginal groups fishing in British Columbia as
rererred to in section 24;
··
No ha1ibut caught by sport fishing shall be offered for sale, traded or bartered34
Finally, the State of Alaska also has definitions that cover commercial and spQrt fisheries35 :

charter vesseJ means a vessel licensed under AS 16.05.490. used for hire in the sport, personal
use. or subsistence taking of fish or shellfish, and not used on the same day for any other
commercia] fishing purpose; a charter vesseJ docs not include a vessel or skiff without a charter
vessel operator.
sport fishing means the taking of or attempting to take for personal use, and not for sale or barter,
any freshwater, marine, or anadromous fish by hook a11d line held in the hand, or by hook and
line with the line attached to a pole or rod which is held in the hand or closely attended or by
other means defined by tile Alaska Board of Fisheries.
Sale of sport-caught fish unlawful: No person may buy. sell, or barter sport-caught fish or their
parts.

The ACA suggests that the purchase and resale of GAF is problematic for multiple reasons:
1. GAF are fish derived from commercial individual fJShiog quota (IFQ).

2. GAF harvest will be debited from the commercial tishety Total Allowable Catch.
3. OAF are fished ftom charter boats and not commercial fishing boats.
4. GAF .are bought by charter halibut pennit holders and sold to individual guided recreational

anglers.

5. Guided recreational anglers are not commercial fishennen and neither are most charter captams

32

16 USC Chapter 38, Subchapter 1 § 1802 (4)

33

IPHC Pacific Halibut Fishery Regulatrons 2011,p 3
;14 JPHC Pacific Halfbut Fishery Regulations 2011, page 19
35
ADF&G 2011 Sport Fishing Regulations Available at:

http:/Jwww.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishregulations.sport
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6. GAF likely convert a charter captain into a commercial fishennan because the charter operator
buys and sells them. Commercialjlshermen and their crew are required to hold state licenses
that charter operators and their crew are not req"ired to hold.

7. The Catch Sharing Plan contains a ban on same day commercial and charter operations on the
same vessel. The sale ofa GAF onbollrd a charter vessel ls ve,., likely a commercial

operation.
8. By International and Alaskan law, the sate or barter of sport caught fish is illegal.
Clearly GAF are commercial fish and a simple regulatoiy sleight of hand to convert them into something
that isn't commercial runs right into multi-jurisdictional regulatory problems. If a change to state or
international Jaw is required, NMFS is by no means assured that this change will occur. In Alaska,
charter operators selljishlng opportunily and notjish. The ACA suggests that neither the North Council
nor NMFS has given this issue the attention it warrants.
4.3 Guided Angler Fish (GAF) Available:

The analysis states:
"Current estimates for GAF available from the Area 2C commercial ~or range from 50,000 to
100,000 GAF. Thus, the analysis indicates that in 2011 the GAF required to provide charter
anglers in Area 2C with harvest opportunities equivalent to cmrent non-charter anglers is a
substantial portion, if not all, of the total number of potentially available OAF under the Preferred
Altemative36n
With dockside prices over $7.00 a pound in 2011, it is doubtful that even 10% of the QS allowed for
conversion to OAF will be leased. One hundred thousand pounds wa11 do nothing for Area 2C, especially
since the CSP aJiocation will be up to 30% less than the OHL it replaces.

Further, the analysis assumes that GAF would be created using the tweragejish ske ofall charter
caughtfish. As discussed elsewhere in this docament, this approach will likely result in overluuvest of
the lFQ converted to GAF. The implication is ifthe accountability issue witb GAF is properly
addressed, the a,,e,age GA.F si1.e will be greater than antldpated and there will 1,e even fewer GAF
avaiJa/J/e Oum the analysis suggests.
4.4GAFCost
The analysis cites $1.58 a pound as a possible leasing price37, based on sta1e 2005 commercial leasing
data. Dockside value of halibut exceeded $6.50 a pound in 2010 and $7.00 a pound in 2011. At today's
dockside prices., there is little incentive to lease IFQ to the guided sector, and if leasing does occur, it will

without doubt occur at a mu<:ih higher price than $1.58 a powid. Assuming GAF sold at current dockside
commercial prices and GAF was based on 2009 average fish size, an Area 2C GAF would cost $160.00.
The ACA suggests that analysis of GAF availability, potential costs~ wi11ingness of quota share holders to
1ease GAF to the guided sectois and willingness of guided ang)ers to buy GAF are all issues that fall well
within the scope of the proposed rule. The ACA suggests that NMFS should have made a good faith
36

CSP EA/RIR/JFRA June 23, 20U. Available at
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/halibut/analvses/cspea062011.pdf p 142
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effort to analyze the -economics of GAF rental and reassess whether this feature makes economic sense to
QS holders, charter operators or guided recreational anglers. If the economics make no sense, there is no
reason to implement this feature.
4.5 GAF Purchase Limitations

The proposed rule suggests a maximum of 400 GAF be allowed annually for a charter hah"but permit
(CHP) with 6 or fewer angler endorsements, and a.maximum of 600 GAF for CHPs endorsed for greater
than 6 ~ers. This raises legitimate questions of fairness and equity in the allocation GAF privileges.
For example, CHP endorsed for 6 anglers could purchase 400 GAF, or 67 GAF per angler endorsement.
A CHP endorsed for 7 anglers could buy 600 GAF, equating to 86 GAF per angler endorsement On the
other hand, a CHP endorsed for 24 anglers could purchase 600 GAF, or only 25 GAF per angler
endorsement. Finally, four CHPs endorsed for 6 passengers each could be stacked on a 24 passenger
for 67 GAF per angler endmsement. From these ·examples, it should be obvious that if the
proposed rule is approved, it wiU result in inequitable treatment of CHP holders because of the arbit:rmy
selection of 6 angler endorsements as the break point between 400 and 600 OAF. CHP holders originally
issued large endorsement CHPs would be especially disadvantaged. Tl,e AC4 sugges/8 that the arbitrary
selection of GAF purch!ise limits :rem.Its in the unfair and inelj11ita6le distribution ofGAF prl9ileges
among CHP holders, a clear violation ofthe Halibut.Act.

a

of

vessel,

5.0 Frameworked CSP Matrix
The CSP implements a ftamework of non-discretionary harvest rules that are automatically triggered

based on combined catch limits and projected harvest under one or more harvest rules. When~ GHL
was published in 2003, a similar set of frameworked, non-discretion&r)' harvest rules that it contained
when passed by the North Council was excised by NMFS because the automatic implementation of the
rules was not consistent with the Administrative Procedures Act (APA).

From the 2003 OHL Rule, p.4725s38
"Essentially, the Council's recommendation included a "fiamework" of restrictions that were
explicitly designed to be implemented without proceeding through public notice and comment
before becoming effective.''
"This process of implementing preconceived and non-discretionary restrictions by notice,
depending on how much the GHL is exceeded, however, would not have provided for additional
public CODUJlent at the time of implementing a restriction. The NMFS letter to the Council
~cated that this lack of additional public comment would not be consistent with the APA."
"The p1;1blic comment required by the APA can be waived only for "good cause." The harvest
restrictions in the proposed rule likely could not be implemented under the '•good cause?•
exemption of the APA. The APA provides for a "good cause" finding only when the agency
finds that notice and opportunit;y for public comment would be impracticable, unnecessary, or
contrary to the public interest (5 U.S.C. 553(b)(B)). Theset~nns are narrowly defined. Because
this "good cause" finding would need to be made at the time the harvest resbictions are
implemented, NMFS could not conclude in advance that a ''good cause'' finding would exist in
every instance the OHL was exceeded and harvest restrictions triggered. This requirement would
38

Federal Register, Vol. 68, No.1S3, Friday, August 8, 2003, p 47258
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effectively undermine the goal of the ftamework measures to expedite implementation of harvest
restriction measures on the guided recreational fishery."
"The September 6, 2002, letter noted that the proposed rule could be approved only if it were
changed to explicitly provide for an opportunit;y for public comment before implementing any
harvest restrictions. This change would in~ the amount of time between when the OHL is
exceeded and implementing any harvest restrictions, because the APA rulemaking process would
require an analysis ofalternatives to the proposed harvest restrictions recommended by the
Council under the requirements of the Regulatory Flexi~ility Act, the National Environmental
Policy A~ Executive O~ (E.O.) 12866 (which requires a Regulatory Impact Review), and
other applicable laws."
In NMFS own words, a ftameworked management scheme very similar to the Catch Sharing Plan was
deemed inconsistent with the APA in 2003. However, as currently envisioned by NMFS,

"At its annual meeting in January, the IPHC would specify the Area 2C and Area 3A annual
combined catch limits and divide the combined catch limits into separate annual commercial and
guided sport catch limits. The"IPHC would use guided sport harvest projections and the
appropriate CSP management tier to determine the CSP restrictions that would be in place for the
guided sport fishery in Area 2C and Area 3A for the upcoming year. If the Secretary of St.ate and
the Secretary of Commerce accept the IPHC reco~endations, NMFS will publish the Area 2C
and Area 3A annual commercial and guided sport catch limits and the CSP restrictions in the
Federal Register as annual management measures pursuant to SO CFR 300.6:239."
Another communication within NMFS relating to the ACA 's questions on the use of the IPHC process to
conduct NMFS domestic aUocation policy reveals the following:
'1be CSP would be implemented and promulgated by a different process. The CSP components
(allocations to the commercial and charter sectors, charter harvest restrictions, provisions for
transfer of halibut quota between commercial and charter sectors) would be implemented in
federal regulations by notice and comment rulemaking as required by the APA. Following the
effective date of the federal CSP regulations, each January the IPHC would: (1) determine the
combined catch limit based on the stock assessment, staff recommendations, harvest rules, and
other considerations, (2) coordinate with NMFS and Aluka Department of Fish & Game staff to
apply the CSP allocations to its determination of the annual combined aitch limit for each area,
and (3) promulgate the CSP commercial and charter catch limits and the non-discretionary charter
harvest restrictions in its annual regulations governing the halibut fisheries in Alaska. IPHC
annual regulations are not subject to the APA40."
Clearly NMFS intent is to utilize the IPHC annual regulation process to circumvent the APA
requirements that precluded the imp1emen1ation of the ftameworked, non-discretionary bmvest rules that
were originally included in the om.. However, in May 1987, the United States informed IPHC that
" ... recommendations involving domestic allocation ofthe halibut resource should be made by
the appropriate Regiona1 Fishery Management Council. This provides for extensive public
99

Federal Register Vol. 76, No. 141, Friday, July 22, 2011, p. 44163

.co Excerpt from correspondence between Rachel Baker(NMFS) and Russell Dunn(NOAA) (attached)
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involvement both during the Council process and in the subsequent rulemaking. Decisions
involving the conservation and management of halibut stocks, of the international allocation of
1
the halibut harvest will continue to be made by the IPHC.""

In fact, in its annual call for catch limits proposals the IP~C advises submitters to "be aware that the
IPHC regulates only the catch limits by IPHC Regulatory Area and not by fishery (commercial or sport).
Internal allocation issues (catch limit distribution, for example) are handled domestically and should be
addressed to the respective governments.n42 Former NMFS Acting Assistant Administrator Dr. James
43
Balsiger echoes this position· in his letter to NPFMC Chair Eric Olson • The cotcJ, limits restrictions
and allocation splits dejlned by die CSP matrix are obvious examples ofdollll!Stic allocation and by
IPHC's own publishedguidelines are beyond the scope ofifs regulatory responsilJilitles.

The ACA notes the inequity ofan American domestic allocalion process that every other year takes
place in Canada and eve,y single year will be decided apon by 3 Canadians and 3 Americana behind
dosed doora with little or no possible legal ttcolU'Se. lncredll,ly, neither the CSP analysis nor the

proposed rule considers the resulting disenfranchisement ofthe American p116lkjrom/11ture
participation in this process.
In summary, it is clear that NMFS proposes to use the annual IPHC regulatory~ to circwnvent

APA requirements, even though IPHC bas been specifically informed by the Federal Government that
matters ofdomestic allocation are the responsibility of the respective governments. It sbollld go without
saying that the APA was enacted by Congress to protect the American p11blic's right to partidpate
meaning/idly in the regulatory process. Legal, or otherwis~ the decision by NMFS to misuse the IPHC
regulatory process in ~rder to circunwent Federal Law while ignoring weU-establlsl,ed Federal and
International policy on domestic allocation decifions, permanently disenfranchises the American
publicfrom its right to participate in this rule making process.

6.0 CSP Matrix: Linking of Combined Catch Limits and Harvest Rules

Under the CSP matrix, four sets of harvest rule options are specifi~ each based on specified combined
catch limit (CCL) triggers. At any given trigger level, it is conceivable that projected harvest-under any
harvest rule contained in the level could either exceed or ran we11 b~low allocation due to changes in
demand, average fish siz.e or charter· allocation.
Reviewing the CSP matrix ttiggers, the ACA finds no rationale behind their selection. As previously
discussed, while the analysis claims that the lower levels of the matrix were based on the lowest OHL
levels, hard racts show this claim to be a filllacy.

Reviewing the triggers for tier 4 in IPHC Area 2C, it is an elementary exercise to calcuJate what total
CEY would be required to be to support this tier:
I. The Area 2C tier 4 abundance trigger is a CCL greater than or equal to 14 million powtds.

:: IPHCTechnfcal Report 26, http:llwww.iphc.fnt/publications/techrep/~ech0026.pdf p 32.
2010 IPHC Annual Meeting can for Catch Limit Proposal Comments (web link deleted)
43
Letter from James Balsiger (NMFS} to Eric Olson (NPFMC) dated Jan 26, 2010 (attached}
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2. "Other removals" for Area 2C for 2011 if the CSP were in place would equa] 2.272 million
pounds.44
3. Adding the CCL to other removals results in a totaJ CEY that would have to be greater than or
equal to 16.272 million powids.
The total CEY represents sustainable total removals for a given regulatory area. Reviewing the JPHC's
compilation ofArea 2C total removalsfrom 1974 to the present, not once in the last 36years have total
removals come dose to 16.27 million pounds45• The highest total removals in this time period were
14.23 million pounds in 2004,just 86% of the required total CEY to trigger tier 4 rules in area 2C. In
fact. under tlle CSP it is 11n1Ufelp that abandanee will ever incnase to levels large enough IIJ support a
2 fish nde for guided anglers in Area 2C
As another example, guided anglers in Area 3A in 2011 cmrentJy enjoy a daily bag limit of 2 fish of any
size. Under the CSP with the same 201 J abundance levels, the Area 3A matrix tier would be the second
lowest in the matrix, and the defiwlt harvest rule would be 1 fish of any si7.e. Reviewing the abundance
levels (triggers) necessary for a two fish limit in tier 4, one can calculate what total CEY would be
required to be to support this tier:
I. The Area 3A tier 4 abundance trigger is a combined catch limit greater than or equal to 7:/ million
pounds.
2. "Other removals" for Area 3A for 2011 ifthe CSP were in place would be S.S l mi11ion pounds.
3.

Adding the CCL to other removal~ the total CEY would need to be greater than or equal to
32.51 million pounds to support a two fish limit for guided recreational anglers under the CSP.

Reviewing IPHC's Area 3A compilation of total removals from 1974 to the present46, total removals have
exceeded 3251 million pounds 12 times. This means that on average, Area 3A gulde4 recreational
anglers can expect a two fish oftll.O' size bag limit about one out ofthree years under the proposed n,le.

The ACA notes that 11,e concept ofa tiered CSP matrix was entirely absent from the analysis prior to
the North Council's flnal action. In a44itlon, neither the proposed rule nor the accompanying
EA/RIRIIRFA discusses the logic belund the selection ofthe triggers. Absent a solitary shred of
explanation behind the selection ofeach ofthe triggers, it is obvious that their selection wa entirely
arbitrary. The Secretary has no choke other than to reject the proposed rule as arbitrary and
caprkious.
7.0 Halibut Fishery Management Plan
The ACA notes that there is no Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for hah'but Section 773c(c) of Halibut
Act states:

44

IPHC subtracts other removals from the total CEY to arrJve at the combined fishery CEV. For the CSP, other
removals would not indude the GHL, so subtracting the GHL from the current other removals results in an
estimate of other removals under the CSP. Available at:
http://www.iphc.int/meetings/2011am/ipha011bluebook. odf p154.
45
2011 IPHC Blue Book, page 135 available at: http://www.iphc.int/meetings/2011am/iphc2011bluebook.pdf
45
Ibid.
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•'The Regional Fishery Management Council having authority-for the geographic area concerned
may develop regulations governing the United States portion of Convention waters, including
limited access regulations, applicable to nationals or vessels of the United States, or both, which
are in addition to, and not in conflict with regulations adopted by the Commission. Such
regulations shall only be implemented with the approval of the Secretary, shall not discriminate
between residents of diflerent States, and shall be consistent with the limited entry criteria set
forth in section 1853 OO{fil of this title."
Section 1853 (b)(6) is part of the Magnuson Stevens Act and it states:
(b) Discretionary provisions
Any fishery management plan which is prepared by any Council, or by the Secretary, with
respect to any fishery, may(6) establish a lbnited access system for the fishery in order to achieve optimum yield

it: in

developing such system, the Council and the Secretmy take into account(A) present participation in the fishecy;
(B) historical fishing practices in, and dependence on, the ~hery;
(C) the economics of the fishery;
(D) the capabilify' of fishing vessels used in the fishery to engage in other fisheries;
(E} the cultural and social framework relevant to the fishery and any affected ~ g

communities;
.(F) the fair and equitable distnoution of access privileges in the fishery; and

(G) any other relevant considerations;
From the first passage, it is clear that the Halibut Act delegates authori1;y to develop regulations to the
Regional Fishery Management Councils (subject to the Secretary's approval) and reqalrea that any such
regulations, limited access or otherwise must comply with the second~- From the second ptmage,
it is equally clear that its subject is ajisl,ery management plan. It should also be clear that in the absence
of the preamble to 1853(b) ("Any fishery management plan which is prepared by any Council, or by the
Secretary, with respect to any fishery, may-"), the criteria specified in (6) are gibberish. It is easy to
conclude that in man~ting compliance with 1853(b)(6), the authors of the Halibut Act acknowledged
and accepted the requirements of the Magnuson Stevens Act that require the formation of a FMP for each
fishery that the Council manages.

The AC4 notes that NMFS has /Jeen dodging the FMP issuefor halibatfor many years. The AC4
poin'ls out that virlllally all the rules in the Magnuson Stevens Act apply to jlsheries management plans
and associated rules~ and suggests that NMFS review the legal basis behind the absence ofa FMPfor
halllJuL

&OBycatch

The ACA notes that bycatch limits of pacific halibut in Alaskan waters totaled 10.SS million pounds in
7
2010" and that with less than 100% observer coverage; actual bycatch totals likely exceeded aJlowable
limits. On average, a pound of bycatch equates to 1.19 pounds of lost yield to directed fisheries48,
meaning that in 2010, ifbycatch limits were harvested, 12.56 million pounds offuture yield were tossed

~ IPHC Report of Assessment and Research Activities, 2010, p 299
"48 Eman correspondence between Steven Hare (IPHC) and Rex Murphy (attached)
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overboard dead by non-directed, largely trawl fisheries. Unllke the GHL, the proposed CSP allocation or
the directed commercialfishery allocatwns ofhalll,u4 bycatcb allowances do not.float with abundance.
In 2010, guided recreational anglers in Areas 2C and 3A harvested approximately 4.27 million
pounds" while bycatch eJreeeded the g,,,ided recreational Clltcli bJ nelll'ly a/actor ofthree. De guided
catch was taken home and conswnetl 6y guided recreational anglers and theirfamilies. The. /Jycatch
was tossed over/Joard dead. The ACA very strong/;J saggests thai the Nonh Council and NMFS have
their priorities reversed with rape.ct to 1Jycatch and the guided recreational a/location. The AC4
suggest3 that NMFS might condder why a non-dlrectedftsherJ Is allowed to continue killing over 12
million pounds offutare yield every year widuJut penalty whlle a guided recreational allocati.on leas
than one third the size ofthe wasl4d /Jycatcb is being pared by up to 30%.
9.0Safety:

National Standard 10 requires that safety may not be compromised. Any rule that results in restriction of
guided harvest wiJJ result in leakage to unguided access. The 56% increase in Area 2C unguided harvest
in 2007 (the year the minnow rule was implemented) is proof that this will happen50• Guided access is the
safest form of access to recreational fisheries because charter captains are required to be USCG licensed.
This requirement is directly analogous the requirement that airline pilots hold airline transport pilot
instead of private ratings in order to carry passengers for hire. Plain and simpl~ any leakage ofeffort
from guided to unguided access coma with a statistkally measurable decrease In safety. 'Ihe AC4
encourages NMFS to conta.ct the United States Coast Guard to wllldate this fad.
The ACA observes that the tides in Areas 3A and 2C are quite large. For several days each month, in a
six hour period, up to 26 feet of water moves in or out of Alaskan bays and inlets. Waters in productive
~ibut fishing areas can be flat calm at slack tide and roaring 3 hours later. The addition of wind to the
tide further complicates matters. A small boat, operated by an inexperienced operator and in the wrong ·
place at the wrong time, can easily find itself in trouble due to winds and tides.
On September 16, 2004, 10 year old Dustin Gates of Anchorage perished while fishing from a private

boat about a mile off the end of Homer Spit The 16 foot boat, carrying 4 people, swamped while pulling
anchor in 18 inch, slightly choppy seas. Three smvivors were rescued after close to 90 minutes in the

water'•.
The ACA notes that the issu~ ofsaf~ is disctmed briefly in the analysi~ with the comment that the
NOAA OLE and USCG have informed the Council that they do not have concerns about boater safety
under the preferred altemative52• The AC4 suggests that lss"es ofhtmUDJ sqfety require more thllll
anecdotal mention, and strongly suggests that NMFS shouldfully document in writing the lack of
concern by these agencie&
The ACA is shocked that NMFS continues to display a cavalier attitude toward safely by suggesting that
these issues be deferred mtti1 a time where safety issues surface53• The AC4 suggests that NMFS might

49

IPHC Report of Assessment and Research Activities, 2010, p 48
ADF&G harvest data
http:/lwww.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/halibut/Area2C3A FJnal2009AOFGdata.pdf
51
http:llwww.homernews.com/stories/091604/news 916new11001.shtml
52
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/halibut/analyses/cspea062011.pdf p xiii
53
Ibid.
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consider the/ad that when the safety issues are rea/kd, it will be too late for some unllldy halibut
angler and hisfamily.
10.0 No Harvest by Skipper ~d Crew
The CSP contains an outright ban on halibut harvest by skipper and crew. Under the CSP, the only time a
charter vessel guide can harvest a halibut is on a no~harter nip. This is very expensive, since it impli~
a non-revenue day, fuel expenses commensurate with a normal charter trip and unnecessary wear and tear

on the boat. The Council's analysis did not analyze the economic impact on skipper and crew-and did not
consider anything other than an outright ban on sk;ipper and crew harvest when other options exist.

De AC4 reminds the Secretary that the skipper and crew ofa chlll'tel' 6oat are American anglers and
are indlldell in lhef,sl,ermen rejerem:ed in fairness and eqldty provi.flons ofthe Halibut Act. The
AC4 suggests tl,at the Collllcil and NMFS should have considered harvest restrictilJnsfor skipper and
crew that were less draconian than on outright ban 011 retenlion.
11.0 Non-comprehensive Nature of CSP

The IPHC has noted that the CSP does not apply to all sectors, since the unguided recreational sector is
not included. The IPHC noted the leakage issue (fi'om guided access to unguided access) and pointed out
that the Area 2A and 2B Catch Sharing Plans do include the entire recreationai sector". Review of
ADF&G harvest data for Alea 2C shows a 56% increase in unguided halibut har\lest in 2007, the year in
which guided anglers only were restricted. to one fish any size and one fish under 32 inches55• A plan that
tightly regulates only the guided recreational sector will result in leakage to the unguided recreational.
sector, with the end result being a decrease in overall safety level for recreational anglers and little or no
reduction of total recreational hatvest.

The AC4 agrees with the IPHC tJ,at the entire recreational sector should be inclllded in a catch ·
sl,tuing plan and suggests that tJ,if Is yet ll1IIJll,er good reason/or the Secrelllry to reject die proposed
rule.

12.0 Economic Analysis
As noted earlier, the analysis contains major flaws that grossly misrepresent the extent of reaHocation

from the guid~d recreational to the commercial sector. In discussing the economic effects of the proposed
CSP, the analysis acknowledges that as early as 2007, the North Council SSC noted that quantitative
estimates of net national benefits are lacking from the analysis. The AC4 suggests t1tat with over 4 years
lead lime,.NMFS has had ample opportunity to collect this ln/01'llllltio14 yet has not done so. In
addition, the analysis acknowledges that regional ~nomic impacts of all alternatives are not provided
and therefore the analysis does not identify an optimal aJlocation56• The ACA notes that NMFS estimates
of potential charter income for Areas 2C. and 3A57 are inconect due to NMFS reliance on projections that
the IPHC admits are useless. The ACA also notes that tables 49 and SO on page 97 are also incorrect
because of their reliance on the IPHC projections.

54

Letter from IPHC to NPFMC dated September 30, 2010 (attached)
ADF&G harvest data
.
http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/hafibut/Area2C3A Final2009ADFGdata.pdf
56
CSP EA/RJR/IRFA dated 06/20/ll~ p 89
.
57
Ibid p 90-91
55
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The ACA observes that NMFS is well aware that the data used in the economic analysis is out of date and
inaccurate, and is equally aware that the analysis paints a picture that
not come anywhere close to
approximating reality. The .ACA suggests that the future ofthe entire guided recreational industry is at
Blllke with the publication ofthejinal rule. The ACA implores NMFS to stop hiding behind excuses
such as ~'it is beyond the scope of this analysis" when the collection of economic data is necessmy for the
Secretmy to make an infonned decision. The AC4 very strongly suggests that NMFS needs 'lo compile
an accurate, up to dale t111d comprehensi11e economic analysis ofthe impact ofreallocating up to 30%
ofthe guided recreational allocation to the commercial sector.

does

~

13.0 Role Making Proceu

At the October 2008 North ColDlcil meeting, Council staff presented its analysis of CSP allocation,
leasing and traditional harvest management issues such as si2e and bag limits and season limita~9ns.
Several hWldred citizens testified on the alternatives presented in the analysis. During the October
meeting, largely behind closed doors, the Council then proceeded to invent an entirely different
management alternative (the CSP Matrix) that was not part of the analysiss8• The matrix disposed of the
regulatory timeline contained in the analysis and replaced it with non-discretionary hatvest rules triggered
by arbitrary combined catch levels, to be implemented by IPHC. Thia matrix also Included a new rule,
onejisk ofa maxJnuun me, IIIJt included in the analysis reviewed by the Council or the SSCprior to
final action. 59 When asked by the Cowicil on the propriety of introducing the matrix, legal counsel
advised that the CSP Matrix could be construed to be part of the analysis. Tke AC4 S11ggests that this
cou/4 not possibly be the case, since the concepts ofnon-discretionary harvest rules, a tiered matrix,
and a one fish ofa maximllm size rule were all entirely tt/Jsentfrom the analysis presetrted to the North
Colllldl In October 2008. The North Council included a statement in its motion to the effect that the
Council did not intend to revisit the subject of bag limits,60and passed the motion 10-1, with the lone
recreational representative voting against the motion. The public was not allowed to comment on the
new management scheme, the CSP matrix or the impact ofII one fish ofa maxinuan size rule prior to
du! Council's passage of the motlplL The Council's action was utterly disrespectful ofthe time and
expense the pll/Jlic went through to attend the meeting, the decision making process ata/Jlished in the
Magnuson Stevens Act, and the p11bllc1s right to participate meaningfully in this process.
Almost three years later, NMFS has final)y published a proposed rule that is riddled with probJems, many
directly resulting :from the ad hoc process used during the 2008 Council meeting to concoct the CSP
matrix. The AC4 reminds NMFS that the purpose ofan analysis is to consider various alterna6ves and
their consequences in orderfor decision maken to make informed decisions.
Since it was founded, the ACA has conscientiously followed the Council process, attending and testifying
at meetings, participating on stakeholder committees and submitting comments on proposed rules and
motions. The behavior of the North Council at the October 2008 meeting bas shaken the faith of the ACA
in the Council Process. After receiving extensive public testimony on items in the analysis, the Council
discarded a large portion of the analysis, cooked up a harvest management scheme that was not in the
58

See http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/haHbut/Area20A CSP908.pdf

59

Ibid. p95
"It is not the Councirs intent to revisit or readjust bag limits; such bag limit changes will be triggered by
changes in combined charter and setUne catch limits established annually by the IPHC. Bag limits wiU be
implemented by the IPHC based upon their determination of the combined charter and setline catch flmits

60

and the bag limit parameters described above.n

·

http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/npfmc/PDFdocuments/halibut/HalibutCSPmotion1008.pdf
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analysis and with the blessing oflegal counsel, passed the motion 10-1. At both the April and October
2010 NPFMC meetings, the ACA presented the main ismes with the CSP and suggested solutions that are
now a matter of the public record. The North Council took no action. NMFS Alaska Region in turn has
inexplicably deemed it proper to implement the Council's motion to the letter, also knowing full well of
most of the problems the ACA is commenting on in this letter61 • The ACA fails to tmderstand why the
NMFS Assistant Administrator, also fully aware ofmany ofthe problems, and deferring to the purported
expertise ofNMFS Alaska Region, appears 10 have chosen to rubber stamp the proposed nile for
publication. The ACA strongly suggests that NMFS carefully review its responsibilities to the public
under the Halibut Act §773c:

§ 773c. General responsibility
(a) Secretary of Commerce
The Secretary shall have gene~ responsibility to carry out the Convention and this subcbapt~r.

(b) Adoption of regulations; eeoperation with Canadian ofliciall

rn fulfilling this responsibility, the Secretary-

in

(1) shall, consultation with the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is
operating, adopt such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purpo~ and objectives of
the Convention and this subchapter; and
(2) may, with the concurrence ofthe Secretary of State, cooperate with 1he duly authori7.ed
officials of the Government of Canada

(c) Regional FISliery Management CouncU involvement

The Regional Fishery Management Council having authority for the geographic area concerned
may develop regulations governing the United States portion of Convention waters, including
limited access regulations, applicable to nationals or vesseJs ofthe United States, or both, which
are in addition to, and not in conflict with regulations adopted by the Commission. If it becomes
necessary to allocate or assign halibut fishing privileges among various United States fishermen,
such aUocation shall be fair and equitable to·all such fishennen, based·upon the rights and
obligations in existing Federal law; reasonably calculated to promote conservation, and carried
out in such manner that no particular individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive
share of the halibut fishing privileges: Provided, That the Regional Council may provide for the
rural coastal villages of Alaska the opportunity to establish a commercial hahout fishery in areas
in the Bering Sea to- the north of56 degrees north latitude during a 3 year development period.
Reviewing Halibut Act §773c, it is clear that the Secretaiy of Commerce has the general responsibility for
adhering to the convention. The Secretmy of Commerce has in turn delegated this respmmoili~ to
NMFS. While the HalllJllt Act states that the North Coundl may develop regulations concerning tJ,e
domestic halllJlltjis/u!Ty, nothing in the Hall/Jut Act mandates that the Secretary accept such
regulations, and in/act the Secrelary is obligated to reject those regulations if they are not iii
complianee with §173c or the Adnrinlatrative Proceilures Act. The ACA asserts that this is the ~e
61

Beginning in October 2008, the ACA shared these issues with NMFS and the NPFMC, usfng written comments as
well as PowerPoint Presentations.
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with the CSP, as the allocation is m,ything butfair and equitable, conservation is definitely not served
by the proposed rule and a number ofkey features ofthe CSP were decided entirely wilhout IUUlLysis or
justiflcation.

The ACA suggests that NMFS is shirking Its responsll,ilitles to the American publk IJy pub/lsl,lng a
proposed rule with seribus problems that were very well known within NMFS prior to pu/Jllcation.
NMFS should carejul/.)1 rejlel!t ·on why ii would. not point out the known defects w the North Council
rather than pub/isl, such a massivelyflawed rule.

14.0 Conclusions
The ACA has noted a number of veiy serious issues with the halibut Catch Sharing Plan. Conservation is
most definitely not served by the CSP. as no fewer than four serious accotmtability issues have been
identified The analysis is riddled with incomplete, out of date and non-factual data, and makes no
attempt to compare the preferred alternative allocation with the current allocation in a meaningful
manner. The CSP fails to establish a fair and equitable allocation. Harvest management tiers are
arguably arbitrary and capricious. Further, the CSP strips the American public of its future right to
participate in the halibut management rule making process. The Council took ad hoc action on
unanalyzed components of the :final motion with no public comment allowed on those elements. NMFS
subsequently failed to analyze the logic behind the management tiers, a key element of the CSP matrix.
The expected result, a rule based on prevarications and riddled with problems, has materiamed in the
proposed rule. T/,e ACf. notes once again that the Secretary of Commerce i8 ultimately accountable
for domestic llfllllllgemenl ofhallbat harvests and urges the Secretary to reject the proposed rule.

Respectfully,

Encl:

Letter from IPHC to NPFMC, September 20 IO regarding accountability
ADF&G Comparison of Area 2C, 3A Charter Harvests Through J1D1e, 2006-2011
Email correspondence between Rex Murphy and Dr. Steven Hare of IPHC regarding projections
Excerpt from correspondence between Rachel Baker (NMFS) and Russell Dunn (NOAA)
Letter from James Balsiger to NPFMC Chair Eric Olson, January 2010 on rulemaking process
Email com,spondence between Rex Murphy and Dr. Steven Hare of IPHC regarding Jost yield
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~tr. Eric: Olson. <.:hair
~onh Pticific Fishery ~agcm:nt Counc:H
605 Wc:st 4th Avenue. Suite 306
,,\nc:bordg.l?t AK 99501-2252

Rr; October20l0 A~euda Item B-2
VJA EMAJI.

lJ(ar £rte:
The lJ>HC: slDff notes th111 lhl! Council i~ scheduled lo consider dr..ifi r~gulations lo implerncmt the
C:ouncil"s halibut Catch Sharing Plan (CSPJ under agenda item 8-2. at its October m<.-eling. Thi;
Cumrn~a11 1ully supports tin: Council"~ dcsir~ tu csrab)ish t1uch a C~P und rc:soJw long.
standinl! rimbh:ms ur rnnnngiay catc.ia by lfic .cl1ancr halibut secmr. Prc"i"u.li dh;cussions
helwl.'&.-n t111: Commi~ion and che Council huvc identified u process whcn:by lbc Commission
wuld :wora u cnmbined commen:iaL'chnrtcr catch limit (CCL) for halibut i n ~ 2C 1md 3A.
which the United States could subscq111.-nrly use as a basis for alloe:ilin;:. catcb limits lt1 the 1wo
.sc:ctors under the CSP. While IJ11: Commission is "'·ncoura~>c:d lh1ll 1h1: Cuurn;il i:. cout"'-n1platinH a
sel of regulations to i.mplcm..'Qt it:; CSP and wisb:s lO ~cc an cfl'-'Cth:c CS? csmblishL-d as soon us
possible. lhc Commission staff wishes to draw your attention to clements of the rcgul111ory
package: and :-urruumlin!t pr~tRS that we beliC\.-e 'hill compromise the achfcvcmcnl of both
Cuum:il aml Conu11issiunhu.libut ni:wagcmcnt ~oats.
Ot:r thn.-e riri~u·r concern~ involve •~ imp:ict of pn:-s~a.o:un prujc:cliun acm1rncy, the likely
precision wd ultimate bias th:il n::sull from lhc nuuwg'-"lllcnt m'-"J$UR."S conts:mpluted.. :ind tl1c

im:lush·cm:ss llf the CSP n:lativ~ to other similar CSPs.
1. lmpa~l of pn--:;c:1SC1n hof\'cst p~icctilln. M1.-y~..- (:?009). huilding upon th,: information in
King (2009), outlined the subi.1antinl issue,,; or pm,;iding accurate pn:-selJ:l<ln projections

of hnlibut h11rvcst for the guided s1:elor. Projection &:tTOrs will arise througl1 changes
resulting from rcg,ulution d'fi:cts on baseline dala used for projeclio~ linic dehiys in
o,·eragc wc:lght data u.,c;ed. non-stnionnricy in catch rr~nds. nnd the time durntion of dntu
required for pmjccrion. Meyer r.a.t; indicated. that pre-season projection m-or is likely to
catual or exceed the projcclt:d pn:cision of management (:.t. 3.5%) fhr ths: guid1:J hnrvcsr
componcr.t of the CSP. Of Sl'QGt\Jr concc:m is the potcodul for incom:cc decision,; c.m the
DW13gt'm~nf mcasuffl:l rcqnircd for nn upcoming year th:it can 'IC!QJlt frnm iruch l"mjcc1inn
errors. lb«! Comm.ission ~1:df requ615 that lhe Council ~-aluate the etrectiYCIM..~
the CSP management mcasur~ required under ,-arious ham.-st Jc1,-cls.. \\ith a view to

or
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building g.rcat~r pn:caution into lhc prucQi.'I tu uci:unmt,,dwc pr~j~1iun c:rrur.; :111d
n1n:1ascmtnt n:sponsh•cness.

2. Prc.-cision and bius in m~uaycmunt uf n:crc:utiunul li:d1c.-rh:s. ht ils 2U0R mutiun th~
Cou.r:dl ud,,ph:d u mwwgcmcnt pn.-ci.-;inn nf -;, 3.5% ot• the C'CL for the dmrtc:r
component. "Jbis trnnsl:itcs: into :a m:in:igcmcnt precision of + :W-2!i% for the chart~,
~-ctor itself. Thi-. lc:vc:J ur \'ariance in management eff~cti\·~ncss is considi:rably higher
thun that for olht:r CSP~ in which the Co1mnissio11 participates. Not\,~lhstanding the
nnturo of UHL mnnngement. the history of .11UllUlgement to t.:irgeti; tor this sector in :it
l«u-1 on~ u1· 1he ureas is poor. '111is history !.U(1gest stmnt;I)" thut wt will not sec a
~~umctric '\'ariation nbmll the monagcmcm lilrgCL'i for this scctur under the CSP. n&tht:r il
\\ill bi: highly ~-ymmctric wiih t, hia.., tow:ird o\•crlWYcst of 1:.1q,tc:Ui:. Agnin. d,js ,.,.m
cmnpmmii:c ovornll m11n:1gcmen1 of lht: h:Jlih\11 rcm,urc:u. Jmplc:mc:ntation of CSPs in
nther arc:a,; inmlv~ c:ithc:r in-s~t.,;on 1nuru1ge1m:nl (Are:i ?.,.\) or sequ~lratiortil~inp. nf'
cornmcrcfal quom tn offset recreational <wc:mms (Arca 2B). Recaust the po1eruial li.u
long-term bin.,; is high. the 51nff suggests that the Council consider remedial me:isures to
de..tl with O\'crharv~~ in particular to requiri: deductfons cm future c:itch limhs for
awm1n., in prc\.•ious yenrs.

-'· l11clush-cncss of the CSP. The Commi~!iion parliciprucs in CSPs in twu uthcr JPHC
n'lltni.lk'L-mi::nl tucus. Arca 2A (C:difomi:1- Wa.,;hln~tun) WJd Area 2B (British Columbia)!
fnr which th~ Commi~sion ndopts n CCL. Hnv.-ever, in hnth of the.'IC other area.; 1hc CSP
includes nil removals by n.-cr=rionru han.-cstcrs in audition to tht' c:nnum:rciul mnmoal=t.
Th1: NJ>l-'MC CSP d01:s not indudc removals by unguided nnsli:r..; ind\:cd, total removals
t,y u11guid1..'1l angl~rs are unregulalc=d. which can hav-~ :i destohifi;:ing cftbi:t on
,1chfo"emtn1 of owrnll management 1argr1s. Fnr CX&rr.[>le. in Arca 2C lhc unguided
ungkr catch has inc:n:u."ied 30-50% since the inception of OHL progr:un. In Cl 200S letter
io the Council. th.: Commission noted lbat •leakugc• lrom the ~ui1.h:c.l 10 the unguillcJ
sc..-cturs wouJd b4: u likely result or n,11 includin~ the unguid~ ~cc:tur in mw1:111-em,:n1
1J1c:t.-.1ire.~ cl\.'5ifN.-d lnr the rccn:aliorml fi~ht:ry. While: difficuh to vt.-ril~•- n:pnns of
prcwisinn of OPS de\;ces, coordinah.-,;. and oth~r fishing in.,1ruc1ions to ·burcbout•
chancr.; in tlris arw ubuund - catches on such [rips m-e not counted under guidc:d charier
harvests. Again. we urge the Council to work in its fucure nctions to brintt all n:cn:31ional
n,.'fflc.•vals in 1hc CSP, 10 bring suc:h harvest.~ fully into u consCJ'\'3lion fuua·worl:.

We have sug1:,rcstcd lhul ~cral aspects of the CSP be: rc-c.."Xmnincd by the Council. \Ve rcc1,gni1.c
tbc d~ire by all partil.'S. including lhc Commls..~on, to enact the CSP without lurtb~r Jeluy. su
~h~-quc.-nl impm\-Cm¢nlc: lo t~ CSP could he addn:w=d hy n tmiling omendn,ml nr other

similar ac.:tii.>n.
Titc hulihul n..""!Oun:c ha." l,c.~n on .Q st=dy decline &om the record high lc,•cL-; SC\:n in the 1991k

While the number nf ha Ii hut ha-. nnl decli~ a." sharply, the substantial d1:eline in halihut growth
has ~11lb:d in dccrcm-d e:\ploitable biomass. ·Jrus decline exacerbat.:s lhc saalf COIK.-cms utout

th1: .:ffc.-..:ti v1:m:~ of 1nan11o"--mcnt measures bcioi con.qdcrcd. The C,,mmission has nJsi,
recognii.cJ this mits instructions to its staff to pretic:nt management measu~ for thi: rccrcatioll31
fisheries in Ala.s;lm for c1ctinn .ti iL<t 201 l Annual Meeting. should the Commi:;..c;ion vic:w the
dcf:ws in implcmcntint:t the CSP :t.'I creating 11113Cccpri1.ble mks to the h.1lihul stock.
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Ciregs William., ~in he auending the Council's Cklobcr mecling in Anchorage and wuuld
ple:ised 10 m·icw th~se comq,.~ts ar. that time.

Bruce M. f.cnman
Esc-cutivu Oin.-ctnr
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RE: IPHC staff CCL projections
Steven Hare <haro@lphc.int>

Thu. Aug 25, 2011 at 11:05 AM

To: Rex Murphy c:rex.murphy.ak@gmail.com>
Cc· GrAG!J W:lliams <gregg@iphc.in1>, Bruce Lt:anmn <btucc@iphc.inl>. "Meyer. Scotl C CDFGr
<-scou.mcycr@al.Jska.gov>. omcial Correspondoncc .::oc@iphc.inl>

\·V':.· have 0111~• made coastwide {r.ol rndMdual regulatory arei!) CEV projectiorlS, mtti •lv,~!1 lhr,ss we
c:llen are backing ~way Imm ::is soa11 as we show lhem. I have just not found it In !1::: .; ,1:::,:i::11
t::,i::rcisc. Th~ cotsl...,.ida projcctic,,~ ere illusl!"aled in Iha RARA stocil. ;1ssiJSSmP.m c:oc.,m~nl i! you
r~;.rliy w~nl lo h3•1e a look. At lht! .:inmrol rnoc:ing lhiG year, we had a coullonary s:!t :Jr .,it.?.:•·nc1lt;
f:rojcclbn~ i;,re;x.m:.i lind pr:;.se:nlt:d bt .fua!1 Vnlero- thr:s;• ware much le::i$ oplhclh,!.;,: i:~~l:~ n•~.t
··11n•,e' rJroject:O!iS th~t J rypk:aily :"U!I.

From: Rex Murphy fmailto:rex.murph)',al(@gm;.,11.c:ornj
Sent: I hur:idHy, All{JUNI 25. 1.011 11 :56 AM

To: Steven Hare
Cc: Gr~g Willlams: Bruce L~aman: Meyer. Scclt C (DFGJ: Official Correspondence
Subject: Re: IPHC staff CCL projections

Thanks Steven.

I ~ncJersland tnat you h~e nol maue a proJection srn!liar to the ones I cited In the ana!;-sls. tias IPHC
mne'lr. projc:ctioos of total CCVs b>• wt:~ isi:u.-e 2008'1

951..t,-SEZ

C1..06 l

Nov 29 11 03:0?p

Greg Sutter

(90?]

235-4?56

p.1?
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Comment 3: Tllere is concern that non-disaetionary harvest rules within the plan ore contrary
to rhe Admmistrative Procedure Act (APA}. The ACA hos pointed to the #-edt!rat Register and previous
NMFS letrcrs to the Council witlr the accusation rhot we Oft! going down a route regordin9 non
discretionary "/romeworking-- provlsfons previously found to be nat implementol;le by NMFS. I dug out
68 FR 47258 (Augu.st 8. 2003} which stores: "NMFS sent o letter to tha Count:il on April 2, 2002
Informing the Counc,1 that "the currenr /ramrtwork cannot be implemented as conceived by the Council
because the Administrative Procedure Act (APA} requires that any regulatory oction have prior ootlce
and opportunity for public comment before becoming tt/feclive. .. " This process of implementing
preconceived rmd nan-discretionary restrictions by notice, depending on how much the GHL is exceeded,
ltowever would not have prowded for additional public comment at the time of lmptemenring a
re5tricUon. _____ NMFS sent a second letter to the council on Septemb<?t 6, 2002_.. .. The September 6th
letter noted that the proposed rule could be approved only ifit were changed to explidtly pro11idefor an
c,pportunify for public comment before implementing any harvest restrictions."

The cn,x of ACA ~ argument is that the same umi,rake" has been mode again with regord to
"framcworking• the corrective provisions. That said, I don't know the details of the CSP to lcnow if the
some problems ore in it I would leave it to Jim and Doug lo indicate If rhis problem hos been addressed

or if there Is meot behind ;r that could land us In litigation.
Response: NMFS disagrees that the non-discretionarv charter harvest restrictions prop05ad
unacr tho CSP would bv contrary to the APA. Tho lmplomentatlon of the CSP would be different from
the non-discretionary "'frameworking" precess recommended by thu Couna1 as part ot the GHL program
In 2001. Under the Council's recommended GHL. annual non-discretionary harvest restrfctlans for the
charter sector would have been based on the GHL as determined by the federal reeularions and
promulgated by federal notice. As noted in the comment, NMFS determined this proposal violated the
APA because It would not provide an opportunity for the public t~ comment on the notice announcing
the GHL and the accompanying non-discretlo~ary charter harvest restrictions.
The CSP would bl'.' implemented and promuleated by a different process. The CSP componcmls
(allocations to the commercial and chaner sectors, charter harvest re~tric.tlons. provisions for transfer of
halibut quota between commercial and charter sectors) would be implemented in federal rr.gulations by
notice and mmment rulemakina as required by the APA.. Following the effective date of the federal CS?
regulations. each January the IPHC would: (1) determine the: combined catch limit based on the stock
assessment, staff recommendations, harvest rulC!s, and other ccnsideratlons, {2) coOldinate with NMFS
and Alaska Department of Fish & Game staff to apply the CSP allccation5 to Its determination or th~
annual combined catch limit for each area, and (3} promulgate the CSP commercial and charter catch
limits and the non-discretionary charter harvest restriction~ in its annual regulations gov~ing the
halibut flsh~ries in Alaska. IPHC annual rcgul.rtions arc not subject to the APA.
ThQ IPHC promulgates annual regulations governing the Pacific halibul f15hery under the
convention between the United Stales and Canada for the Preservation of the Halibut Fishery of the
North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea (Convention), signed 3t Ottawa, Ontario, on March 2, 1953, as
amended bv a Protocol Amending the Convention (signed at Washington, o.c.. on March 29, 1979).

Page32of34

r\.

Regulations developed by the IPHC arc subjc:c:t to .ipproval by tho Secretary of State with conc:urrenm
from the Secretary of Commerce (Secretary). After approval by the Secretary ai State and :he Secretory,
the IPHC regulatiollS are published in the Federal Regl5teras annual management measures pursuant ta

SO CFR 300.62.

95l.v-5Ei? Cl.OS)

daa:eo tl s~

l\otJ

Nov 29 11 03:0?p

(90?) 235-4756

Greg Sutter
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Mr. Eric A. Olson
Chainnan
NoJ'lh Pacific Fishery Management O,uncil
60S West 4114 Avenue
Anchorage, Al<. 99501
Dear Mr, Olson;
Tbztk you for ~ur lctr.ec ClLplCSlliaS tho eonccm of the North Pacific Fishery Munagmnc1:11 Council

(COWJcil) about the potential for tJu: g11idcd aport (charter). halibut .&shay in Ama 2C (Sou1hcas1
Alaska) to cxcccd its guideline llmvcsl JevcJ (OHL) in 2010.

The Sccrewy of Commerce has gmeral tCSpOnstDility 10 carcy out the Convcmion between 1hc
United SlatCS of America and Canada for the Prcscrvadon ofthe Hnh"bu1 Fishc:iy of Cho Northern
Pacific Ocean am the Bering Sea (Comle1llion) .and the Northan Pacific ffatibut Act of t98l
(Hah'but Act). by adopting n:gulations as nmy be necessary to cnny out the purposes and abjecti~
of Cho Coaveolion and Ibo Hab"but Act. However. the develapmcntof regulaticns dial anocale or
assip halibut fishing privileges among U.S. nationals or vc:sscls is wilhin me audiority of1h1:
Cnun1,,il. The Council"s dcvcloptnent such n:gulatians 1hrougb anal~ of 11ltc:malivcs provides
mwmwn public participation and transJ>a=cy. We recognize 1be Councirs history of and
commitment to managing fishery and m:tor removals lo spcGified uJlocalions. The Co11J1cll"s
proposed catch share plan (CSP) for lhc commacial mid charter halibut fisheries Js the nexl step in
respondiq Co ~ ongoing conservatioD and management o(thc:se fish~es. l'he review of this
propcwd program and associated rulcmaking is a priority for NM.PS staff resources so thal the csr

or

may be impJemaitc,d by 2012. We plan to provide the Council a slab!s repon on any CSP
·
implementation iSSWlS and a scl!edulo for its imptcmen1atian :n the Council's April 2010 meeting.
If the Council believes that further n::slricling the: halibut chutcr fleer is necessary during Illa next
2 years while the proposw CSP is tavi'1Wcd and rulcmafci113 completed. we wouJd :suppon Council
=lion ID dcvclop and rceommcnd specific bmvCSl restrictions that would reduce the cboiter hlllilnd
harvest to lbcGHL 'l'his strategyc:ouJd delay the implementation orlhs:CSP. but dint would be a
policy dzoicc of Che Council. 1lws. while we intend to focus NMFS staff ranurccs en
rmplemcatadoa oldie proposed CSP and nol on an independent devclopmcnl and imposition of
6uthcr restrictions on dta charter halibut fiaJu:ry in Arca 2C. we: will "--Orlc with the Council in
dcvelopmg sw:b n:strielions if the Council wishes to proceed in that direction. We,-ontinuc to
believe tll2I tho best approsch is far the Council and NMFS to work :Ogclhcr toward long,tc::nn

solutions for addressing alloc:arion. management, and ultimately coJJSavation goals rar the halibut

ris1mi::s.

S,ncvrclr.

~~/4m·
~

...4James W. Balsiger, Ph.D.

Actiug Assistant Administrator
fnrJ'ishmes

p.18
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------- Forwurdcd ffl\!.'IS:ll?\! - - - - - 
From: Sknn Har~<.::.-: ;:<;~:-:,;.:..
Oal\.': Thu. Au~ 11. 2011 tll 1:?:-HI l1 M
Sul~jccl: RE: l:;,Mt yiclc.l pounds tor pouml ofbycalch
·ru: .,t:·· :·,•.~t_--.;~:-.-~=. l~-~:•.;!.~:-.;:"~-•J~~•t ,.:f::~:-•:·:·:. •fl.\ ... :.::::... ·.:_.
C:c: Grc~g. William.Ii<•;··.:,,::,:'.":::;:::~---:·~:>

.•,;.·I

,,.

1i1:·i~~ ;:; : : ~~:~ ":\~~,~~~:'.~ :~~.: ;~~; i1:, :::~~ i.~~~~-/;~·.:·.; ;:/'.:·:-;, .:i/,:' :.:1-\::\:: ••
;.~: ~\ii; ~~::'.:\: : ..~'.::.:;: .:'~:.._,;:~,·\•i~k·;:•.,.•r:,••i.·
:~;-~~:: : :;:;,;~~ i::::/:·;~;:/1~
.:
-~·1••: ·,: J:-..,r:·:,·•: ,:·;.
Lr:

U1,

la::,!,,. r•:j,_. ~h'-· .::1j,:?;,;•li\•:~s•• ;!:r- dn!:.: :t1r: ':!!~ ~~: ~~,~;, f"t;.;~;,::-;.; b~t.:•z1ch h.:: ..-.c.-:.:;: :::,~ :~::~: : .:
•h.: !--:~un: a·• i !1~ h~ ;.•:•l-:lt. : :u:· :;;:t :1: ::i•..-n~ :u r.:I~-::-": 1h:.~ n,•\\ :ut~!]y,i•, .''-"' ;,,:, ~::Jl~·~ r,• -::,:" :h·:": ::
..... ;·~~- h, :i·..· i:;:·; .." •.lr i ~).: : ,l-•lliJ•..i~ c,: :!,!\I~ f_-ij r,-.:;•r,>a;:.: ;~=-~ ::.:~ 1·-:...:,•.,:: i·, i:: iil;: ·~aiHJi.:r: ... I:•,:·. i~:,. ;~l~ ~ ,,2,·. -~~ ·· .. :,-:t
!, •.. ·\,;;,::;~._ ~. i! . i:J~··..: :_-.::~ :..:• ..:,;:1.t: ..• it:·...: ,1,.-;J:1 ::~·.i -~" ·... : ~ ..... : : ·:• -:.: .
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Supplemental
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.

,:

PO Box 22073

Juneau, AK 99802-2073
·.'. (206) 260-9111 efax

halibutcoalition@gmail.com
www.balibutcoalition.org

29 November 2011
Mr Eric Olson, Chair
.
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
605 West 4th Ave, Ste 306
Anchorage, AK 99501

Dear Mr. Olson,
Re: Agenda Item C-6 Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
We understand NNIFS has delayer;! pub~ication of the halibut catch sharing plan (~SP) final rule to obtain
policy guidance from the Council and strengthen parts of the analysis.
We urge you to:
•

Give clear direction to IPHC to hold the charter sector in both 2C and 3A under their GHL in 2012
using management tools considered in the CSP.

•

Expeditiously address policy questions raised by NNIFS from public comments and publish the final
CSP rule by June 1 for implementation in 2013 .

•

Ensure the full expertise of Council staff is used to address pubic concerns with the ENRIR/IRFA
accompanying the CSP proposed rule.

•

Review Tier 1 (Low abundance) management measures and propose a trailing amendment, if needed,
for implementation'in 2013. The use of a trailing amendment is a long standing procedure for the
Council to modify previous actions based on new information or refined analysis.

•

Publish an interim rule for 2012 allowing charter operators to lease commercial quota share (as
described in the guided angler fish (GAF) section of the CSP proposed rule) that includes an accurate
method of calculating GAF weight. This will provide charter clients with additional harvesting
opportunity and minimize future allocation conflicts.
Alaska Longline Fis!iennen's Association • Cordova District Fishermen • Deep Sea Fishermen's Union •
Fishing Vessel Owners Association • Halibut Association of North America • Kachemak Bay Fisheries
Association• North Pacific Fisheries Association• Petersburg Vessel Owners Association• Sea Food
Producers Cooperative • Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Alliance • United Cook Inlet Driftnetters Association
• United Fishermen's Marketing Association • United Southeast Alaska Gillnetters Association

The public comment period on the CSP generated a lot of public comment; unfortunately not all of it was fact
based. Enclosed is an extract from a Halibut Coalition letter to Senator Begich that addresse$ some of the
misinformation in circulation during the CSP comment period.
· J 1: •·: ...
..· • ·t

The Council has been struggling with the halibut allocation i~sues since l993. _Publication ofihe CSP was a
significant step toward resolution of this controversy, and we urge you to d,u-ect NMFS toward immediate·
implementation. The Council~s. October 2008 final action on the catch sharjng plan fairly· allocated between·
commercial and ch8fter se·ctors and equitably tied commercial and cnai1et;Jalloc.ations· t~. .the same index of
abundance.
·
... -.
:
Abundance-based management is fundamental to fisheries management in the Norlh Pacific, and demands
fishermen harvest less when stocks are depleted; it is long past time for the charter industry to grasp that
responsibility.
·
Sincerely,

Thomas M Gemmell
Executive Director
Enclosure: · · (1) Extract of Halibut Coalition Letter to Senator Begich, October- I, 2011 '
(2) Halibut Coalition Letter to NMFS; September 21,-2011
Copy:

Governor Sean Parnell, State of Alaska
Senator Lisa Murkowski
, Senator Mark Begich
Congressman Don Young
Commissioner Cora Campbell, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Representative Steve Thompson, Alaska Legislature, House Fisheries Committee·

.

.,

j

.

•

I•

•

..

:., ...

Extract of Halibut Coalition Letter to Senator Begich, October 1, 2011.

2. You question the fairness of the formula to set the charter allocation under the CSP and state that the
allocations "are below the sector's previously set Guideline Harvest Level.,. This is temporal and there is a
reason for this. Remember the 3A charter sector has not had to take any cµts despite a declining stock trend.
A brief review of the CWTent trends in resource abundance, the GHL allocations, and harvest levels may be
instructive.
·,

'·.

The 2010 coastwide Pacific halibut assessment indicates that the exploitable biomass has declined
approximately 50% over the past decade. 1 The decline is not consistent across all halibut
management areas. The Area 2C abundance level is the lowest on record and is at least 60% lower
than its highest level. Similarly, the Area JA surveyed weight per unit effort, a critical index of
abundance, is at historic low levels and is about 40% of the level seen in the late 1990s. 2
By 2011, the annual commercial catch limit in Area 2C had been reduced by 76% to 2.3 million
pounds from its 2005 level because of a declining halibut biomass, a reduction of eight million
pounds. In Area 3~ the con,nnercial catch limit has been reduced 44%, a reduction of eleven million
pounds, since 2005. Meanwhile, the Area 2C charter GHL has been reduced by 45% and the Area 3A
GHL has not been reduced one pound. Please remember that the Area 2C charter sector has also
annually overfished its allocation by 22-115% every year since the GHL was implemented in 2004
(with a 62% overage in 2010). It is hard to understand what is "fair" to the commercial industry
about the current system, what is inappropriate about asking the charter sector to share the burden of
conservation, and how anyone can consider the current management system acceptable from a
resource perspective given the chronic charter overfishing. Enclosed are some letters documenting
financial harm to fishermen. While you seem to be concerned about potential impacts to the charter
sector, the commercial fishing families are already living those impacts.

-~-

3. A brief review of the charter allocation might also be helpful:

1

•

In Sep 1997 the first GI-IT.. was set giving the charter sector an allocation based on a percentage of the
combined commercial/guided quota that was 125% of their historic highest harvest. This
allocation translated to 12.76% and 15.61% of the combined charter and commercial catch limit in
Areas 2C and 3A respectively. 3

•

In February 2000, the Council changed the GHL, giving the charter sector 125% of their
average 1995-1999 harvest, which translated to 13.05% for Area 2C and 14.11 % in Area 3A (again
based on a percentage of the combined charter/commercial catch limit). Changes to the GHL are
triggered by changes in the Constant Exploitation Yield (CEY) of halibut but the changes are
implemented in 15-10% stair steps to provide management stability to the charter sector and buffer
1

2011 IPHC Annual Meeting Handout , at 78. http://www.iphc.int/meetings/2011am/iphc201lbluebook.pdf

2

/d. at 80.

3

Federal Register Vol 68, No 153, August 8, 2003

ENCLOSURE (1)

them against changes in the halibut biomass. 4 Certain members ofthe charter sector seem to have
forgotten that the basis for the Gfil was a percentage allocation and that the Council gave them a
significant concession for stability by using stair steps tied to CEY.

•

With the CSP, the Council increased the charter sector's percentage ~ased alloc1:1tion of the
combined commercial/guided quota to 15.1 % in 2C and gave a f1.frther increase to 17.3% at lower
levels of abundance; in 3A the CSP allocation is set at 14.0%.\vith}ari increase to 15.4% at low levels
of abundance. In addition to these target allocations, a range of+- 3. 5% is established around the
combined charter and commercial catch limit (this equates to 20% variation around the target
allocation), again to accommodate the charter industry by minimizing year to year bag limit changes.
The charter sector is also guaranteed a continuous season of historic length. Rationales for selecting
5
the historical catch numbers are detailed in the Federal Register , the EA/RIR/IRF A, and in the
Council's final action deliberations. In short, the CSP "addresses [the charter] sector,s unique needs"
(quoted from your press release).

If the charter fleet is "worse off, under the CSP than under the GHL. it is only because the RESOURCE is
worse off now than it was when the GHL was implemented and under the CSP the Council set a clear
management objective of sharing the burden of conservation between the commercial and charter
sectors. Your statement that you "rely on the appropriate regulatory bodies like the North Pacific Fishery
Management Council" is directly contradicted by your press release challenging the Council's CSP
allocations. At current low abundance levels, the commercial sector is bearing the burden of conservation
and, since the charter sector is exceeding its allocation in one area and harvesting disproportionate to
abundance in the other, sport and subsistence fishermen are also suffering the "economic impacts.,, These
impacts are amplified by the concentration of charter harvest near towns, which are generally the only fishing
grounds that can safely be accessed by local sport and subsistence fishermen.
Senator, the CSP was designed jointly by the charter and commercial sectors to end the "years of
divisiveness" and establish an effective management system to halt charter overfishing. The delay
jeopardizes that effort, places the resource at risk, and imposes a heavy burden on the commercial, sport and
subsistence sectors. Even in the best case scenario, in which the International Pacific Halibut Commission
imposes 2012 management measures to prevent charter GI-IL overages, charter removals will still be
disproportionately high relative to abundance and commercial catch limits. While we expect that your
commitment to the scientific process and resource conservation will demand that you support limits
imposed by the IPHC, we wanted you to be well aware of the economic consequences imposed on the
commercial sector under any extended GHL scenario at these low levels of abundance. .
.,
In the enclosed letter from the Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association (ALF At you will find excerpts
from the Council's 2008 discussion of appropriate charter harvest control measures under the CSP. The
Council discussed in some detail the appropriate trigger point for imposition of a one halibut bag limit in
Area 3 A. While a complete economic assessment of a one halibut limit will depend on factors that
continually change (world economics, resource abundance, charter marketing strategies, etc.), there is no
question that the Council considered and evaluated the impacts of harvest control measures that would
be necessitated by low halibut abundance. In fact, before adopting the CSP the Council considered a
4
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broad range of alternatives and carefully modified the proposed charter management matrix. The Council
also reviewed the draft EA/RIR/IRF A (@200 pages), oral testimony of 109 associations, written comments

that filled two four-inch thick binders, and recommendations from the charter stakeholder committee. The
transcript of Council deliberations is 350 pages long. In sum, the Council "weigh[ed] the scientific data,
impacts on the various user groups and communities, comments of the public and other relevant
information..,
: ·
The Magnuson Stevens Act requires all sectors to stay within designate'l~iocations~ Resour~e
management is the most challenging when abundance is low; that is also wJu~n effective management is
most critical. While delays and calls for additional study might be politically attractive, they constitute
a resource management failure. I hope you will find instructive the enclosed article: "A Tale of Four
Fisheries." This article, by a knowledgeable fishery manager who used to sit on the NPFMC, provides a
well-documented lesson on the resource impacts of politically driven delays.

P.O. Box 22073
Juneau,AK 99802-2073
(206) 260-9111 telefax
halibutcoalition@gmail.com
www .halibutcoalition.org

September 21, 2011

Glenn Merrill
Assistant Regional Administrator
Alaska Region
National Marine Fisheries Service
P.O. Box 21668
Juneau,AK 99802
Attention: Ellen Sebastian
RIN: 0648-BA37
Dear Mr. Merrill:
The Halibut Coalition submits these comments in response to the proposed rule
implementing the Halibut Catch Sharing Plan RlN: 0648-BA37. 76 Fed. Reg. 44156 (July 22,
2011). The Coalition urges immediate implementation of the Catch Sharing Plan ("CSP"). The
CSP was developed through a lengthy, analytically thorough, and very public process. It
provides the necessary conservation and management measures to protect and rebuild the halibut
resource while balancing the needs of all who depend on Alaska halibut for sustenance and
livelihood. The CSP provides timely management of the charter industry harvest in order to
conserve the resource and to protect halibut subsistence and commercial fishermen from the ill
effects of charter industry overfishing. The CSP will end decades of allocation battles by
establishing a "win-win" mechanism for inter-sector trading. As Dr. Jane Lubchenco stated:
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The challenge is to address the issue of allocations and fairness
while recognizing that re-allocation is most difficult when a fishery
is over-fished and needs rebuilding. At this point everyone
recreational and commercial fishermen - is struggling just to make
it. As a starting point, allocation needs to comply with the
Magnuson-Stevens Act. Within that framework I would like to see
Councils phasing in mechanisms for inter-sector trading
especially at the five year re-evaluation point. I think trading can
be a win-win, and can allow a more fluid (and less political)
allocation process.
Dr. Jane Lubchenco, April 6, 2010 Recreational Saltwater Fishing Summit, http://www.nmfs.
noaa.gov/sfa/PartnershipsCommunications/recfish/RecFishSummit/R.ecFishSummit_041610_ Lu
bchencoRemarks.pdf.
For these reasons and those set forth in the attached Comments, the Coalition urges
prompt promulgation of the final rule implementing the Catch Sharing Plan.
Sincerely,

~~\(__~
Roland Maw, Upper Cook Inlet Driftnetters
Association

Rochelle van den Broek, Cordova District
Fishermen United

J/lrf¥

Buck Laukitis, North Pacific Fisheries
Association

Jeff Stephan, United Fishermen's Marketing
Association

.,-\~

Y

v·
~

Robert Alverson, General Manager, Fishing
Vessel Owners Association

Jan Standaert, President, Deep Sea

~ALL

Fishermen's Union

Linda Behnken, Alaska Longline
Fishermen's Association

Rhonda Hubbard, KruzofFisheries, LLC
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~~
Kathy Hansen, Executive Director,
Southeast Alaska Fishermen's Association

Bill Auger, President, United Southeast
Alaska Gillnetters

~~

~

David Polushkin, Kachemak Bay Fisheries
Association

Peggy Parker, Executive Director, Halibut
Association ofNorth America

h

~ 1(. /ti~

Julianne Curry, Petersburg Vessel Owners
Association

Thomas M. McLaughlin, President/CEO
Seafood Producers Cooperative
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The Halibut Coalition ("Coalition") submits these comments in response to the proposed
rule implementing the Halibut Catch Sharing Plan ("Proposed Rule"). 76 Fed. Reg. 44156 (July
22, 2011). We urge that a final rule implementing the Catch Sharing Plan be promulgated
promptly.
I.

Introduction and History

The Coalition includes 13 member organizations and over 500 individual members. The
Coalition represents a broad cross-section of people dependent on the halibut resource, including
subsistence fishermen, sport and commercial fishermen, commercial halibut processors, fishery
dependent communities, and American halibut consumers. Our mission is to promote
sustainable management of the Alaska halibut resource and sustained access to that resource by
historic participants. We participate fully in federal and international halibut management fora
and respect decisions made through these scientifically-based processes.
The Catch Sharing Plan ("CSP") is the end result of almost two decades of focused effort
by managers and stakeholders, including the Coalition, to develop a responsive and effective
management system for the halibut charter fleet to protect the resource and all harvester groups.
These comments will (1) provide background on the development of the CSP, including the
resource issues that guided policy development, (2) discuss how the CSP complies with existing
law, (3) discuss the mechanisms embedded in the CSP designed to accommodate charter industry
interests, and (4) examine the regulatory provisions of the Proposed Rule.
A.

A Brief History of Halibut Charter Management in Alaska

In 1993, concerned commercial halibut fishermen identified serious resource
conservation and management concerns caused by the rapidly expanding halibut charter harvest.
Commercial fishermen reminded the North Pacific Fishery Management Council ("Council")
that the rapidly growing charter harvest was causing a direct reallocation of the allowable catch
from the commercial fleet to the charter sector. This was occurring because, under the allocation
system in use, the estimated charter catch was being deducted from the total quota and what was
left was the commercial quota. Subsistence and sport fishermen voiced their concerns that the
charter harvest, which was growing at an exponential rate, was preventing subsistence fishermen
from harvesting the fish necessary to provide their families with food. The problem was, and is,
that charter fishing is concentrated near towns, and the geographically concentrated charter
harvest depletes the near-town halibut stocks that provide sustenance to resident subsistence and

sport fishermen. Unlike the charter fleet, subsistence fishermen generally operate from small
open skiffs and cannot safely access halibut outside their traditional near-shore areas.
Heeding these conservation and allocation concerns, the Council determined that
managing the charter catch was necessary to prevent the open ended reallocation offish from the
commercial sector to the charter fleet and to ensure that subsistence users had access to the
resource. The Council established a Halibut Charter Working Group to identify and examine
potential management options. The Working Group, comprised of six charter representatives,
three commercial fishery representatives, and one non-charter fish representative, was dominated
by the charter industry.
In 1995, the Council reviewed the Working Group's findings, received public testimony,
and adopted a Problem Statement explaining the issues requiring action. The Problem Statement
focused on the biological, social, and economic effects of the rapidly growing charter harvest. In
June 1996, the Council narrowed the management options to better address the issues in the
Problem Statement.
In September 1997, the Council adopted a guideline harvest level ("OHL") for halibut
management in International Pacific Halibut Commission ("IPHC'') Management Area 2C set at
125% of the 1995 charter harvest, 12.35% ofthe combined Area 2C commercial/charter
combined catch. In late 1997, the National Marine Fisheries Service (''NMFS") informed the
Council the OHL would not be published as a regulation because the Council had not identified
what management measures could be implemented if the charter fleet ever exceeded 125% of its
then current harvest. 63 Fed. Reg. 11649 (March 10, 1998). Nevertheless, NMFS published a
Federal Register notice formally announcing the Council's intent to limit the charter harvest to
the OHL. Id.
Responding to NMFS' action, the Council, in 1998, appointed a nine person GI-IL
Committee to identify management options that could limit the charter harvest to the GI-IL if the
125% growth limit was exceeded. The GHL Committee was comprised of six charter industry
representatives, two subsistence users, and one non-guided recreational fisherman. The
subsistence representatives left the Committee after one meeting because they could not afford
the travel costs. Again, the charter industry dominated the GHL Committee.
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In its 1999 meetings, and based on the GHL Committee's recommendations, the Council
identified for analysis a suite of management options that could be implemented if the OHL was
ever exceeded. 67 Fed. Reg. 3867, 3869 (Jan. 28, 2002).
At its February 2000 meeting, the Council had before it 25 Gl-Il., related management
options and sub•options. The Council approved a OHL of 125% of the 1995•1999 average
charter harvest with a cap of 13.05% of the combined charter/commercial quota, or 1.4 million
pounds. By using data through 1999, the Council increased the percentage ofthe overall harvest
to be taken by the charter fleet.
The Council's action to manage the charter harvest reflected the 1995 Problem Statement
which had noted several "areas of concern with respect to the recent growth of halibut charter
operations.... " Chief among those concerns was "[p]ressure by charter operations may be
contributing to localized depletion.... The recent growth of charter operations may be
contributing to ... declining harvests for historic sport and subsistence fishermen.... As there is
currently no limit on the annual harvest of halibut by charter operations, an open•ended
reallocation from the commercial fishery to the charter industry is occurring.... The economic
and social impact on the commercial fleet of this open•ended reallocation may be substantial....
[C]ommunity stability may be affected as traditional sport, subsistence, and commercial
fishermen are displace~ by charter operators."
The process used to develop the OHL had consumed ten years. The Council had devoted
over 20 meetings to receiving thousands of pages of testimony and to discussing the best way to
manage the halibut fishery. In one meeting alone, the meeting where the Council approved the
OHL, the Council allocated 20 hours to considering halibut management issues.
Among the written statements presented to the Council in that and other meetings were
many discussing the social and economic problems for commercial fishermen who were the
traditional and historic users of the resource, subsistence fishermen, and local communities
caused by the explosive growth of the charter industry. Typical comments were that people had
invested in commercial halibut vessels, halibut quota shares, etc., often borrowing money and
pledging their vessels and homes as collateral, and the ability to repay those loans was
jeopardized if the commercial quota was cut to accommodate the new and growing charter
industry. Other commenters talked about the conservation problems caused by charter fishing,
including localized depletion caused by geographically concentrated charter fishing.
3

The Environmental Assessment/Regulatory Impact Review/Final Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis ("EA/RIR") for the GHL left no doubt as to the purpose of the Council's action. The
EA/RIR stated the GHL was "adopted to prevent the erosion of commercial quotas.... The
impact on local communities is another prevalent rationale.... The Council has identified [charter
operators] as contributing to localized depletion...." Environmental Assessment of the Guideline
Harvest Level for the Guided Recreational Halibut Fishery in International Pacific Halibut
Commission Areas 2C and 3A, August 1, 2003, at 13-14.
The preamble to the proposed GHL rule confirmed this intent stating the GHL was
intended to "effectively limit further growth" of the charter industry to avoid the economic,
social, and conservation issues identified in the Problem Statement. 67 Fed. Reg. at 3867-3868.
The preamble to the final rule establishing the GHL in 2003 echoed the proposed rule. ''The
Council recognized the growth in [charter] harvests'' was creating the precise "allocative
concerns" discussed in the Council's 1995 Problem Statement. 68 Fed. Reg. 47256, 47257
(September 8, 2003). The GHL was established to prevent the social and economic problems
caused by the uncontrolled growth of the charter catch. Id NMFS explained the commercial
halibut catch limit is the amount of fish left over after other harvests are subtracted from the total
allowable harvest. Id. "Hence, as the guided recreational fishery expands, its harvests reduce
the pounds available to be fished in the commercial halibut fishery and, subsequently, the value
of quota shares (QS) .... " Id NMFS stated that the "ever increasing harvests in this [charter]
fishery may make achievement of Magnuson-Stevens Act National Standards [including NS 4's
fair and equitable standard] more difficult." Id Of particular concern was the:
ability to maintain the stability, economic viability, and diversity
of the halibut industry, the quality of the recreational experience,
the access of subsistence users, and the socioeconomic well-being
of the coastal communities dependent on the halibut resource.
Id NMFS concluded that "[t]his final rule is the result of ongoing efforts by the Council to

address allocation concerns between the commercial IFQ halibut fishery and the guided
recreational fishery." Id.
The Council and NMFS were quite clear that the OHL ''was to place an upper limit" on
the charter harvest. 63 Fed. Reg. at 11649. "The GHLs are established as a total maximum
poundage" for the charter industry. 68 Fed. Reg. at 47258. "[T]he GHL was to provide a limit
.~

on the total amount of harvests in the guided fishery.... " Id at 47259. "[l]t is the Council's
4
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policy that the charter vessel fishery should not exceed the GHL." 73 Fed. Reg. 30504, 30505
(May 28, 2008). See also 73 Fed. Reg. 78276, 78277 (Dec. 22, 2008) (''the Council's intent [is]
to limit the [charter boat] catch to the GHL. ") The preamble to the final rule establishing the
GHL stated: "The GHL was developed by the Council and approved by NMFS as an allowable
level of harvest for the charter vessel fishery...." 74 Fed. Reg. 21194, 21202 (May 6, 2009).
B.

The Results of GHL Management

Contrary to the Council's goai the charter industry has exceeded the Area 2C (southeast
Alaska) GHL every year since the Gm.. was established in 2004. The exceedances have not
been trivial, causing the exact problems the Council sought to avoid. Since the GHLs were
established, the charter industry has exceeded its quota by 22%-115% for a cumulative overage
totaling 3.77 million pounds. Charter overages have also occurred in IPHC Management Area
3A (south central Alaska) with small overages in each year 2004-2006 and a substantial overage
in 2007 (352,000 pounds). Compounding these problems is the fact that the regulatory process
to implement management measures and control the halibut charter harvest has not been timely
and has been subject to interference. While the Council has made repeated attempts to address
charter overharvest through a charter individual fishing quota system, annual limits, reduced bag
limits, and maximum size limits, the charter industry has fought relentlessly against conservation
and management measures through political pressure and litigation. As a result, the charter
harvest has grown even as the halibut biomass has declined, thereby threatening the resource and
devastating subsistence and commercial fishermen who have depended on the halibut resource
for generations.
A brief review of the current trends in resource abundance and harvest levels is
instructive. The 2010 coastwide Pacific halibut assessment indicates that the exploitable
biomass has declined approximately 50% over the past decade. 2011 IPHC Annual Meeting
Handout, at 78. The decline is not consistent across all halibut management areas. The Area 2C
abundance level is the lowest on record and is at least 60% lower than its highest level.
Similarly, the Area 3A surveyed weight per unit effort, a critical index of abundance, is at its
lowest on record and is about 40% of the level seen in the late 1990s. Id at 80. Managers are
concerned and have taken drastic steps to protect stocks. By 2011, the annual commercial catch
limit in Area 2C had been reduced by 76% from its 2005 level because of a declining halibut
biomass, a reduction of eight million pounds. In Area 3A, the commercial catch limit has been
5

reduced 44%, a reduction of eleven million pounds, since 2005. Meanwhile, the Area 2C charter
industry has continued to overfish its allocation (62% in 20 I 0) and to fight against every
proposed or approved management restriction. This charter overfishing has perpetuated the
conservation and allocation problems the GHL was intended to address. Indeed, in a letter dated
September 19, 2008, IPHC told the Council:
The lack of compliance with the GHL targets will exacerbate the
present conservation problem in Area 2C. Estimates of exploitable
biomass for Area 2C have decreased markedly in recent years and
the lack of adherence by the charter fishery to the targets
established by the Council in tum frustrates the ability of the IPHC
to meet its management targets. The increased charter catch will
delay the rebuilding of the Area 2C resource, and increase the
harvest rate well above the 20 percent level we believe is
appropriate.
The implications of charter overfishing are compounded by the fact that the GHL is not
directly tied to abundance. The GHL in each area is set in fixed pounds that do not automatically
decline as the resource declines. Instead, the GHL is adjusted only to reflect large declines in
abundance and the GHL is reduced only when fixed trigger points in halibut abundance are
reached. Two years ago, the Area 2C GHL reached the bottom OHL tier, the level below which
the GHL cannot be lowered even if the resource declines. Thus, the GHL has remained
unchanged even as the halibut biomass has continued to drop and the commercial quota was
slashed to conserve halibut stocks. While the halibut resource declined 16% from 2009 to 2010
(76 Fed. Reg. at 44160) and the Area 2C commercial quota was cut 12% to conserve the
resource, the GHL was unchanged and the charter industry overfished its 2010 quota by 62%.
Between 2010 and 2011, the Area 2C commercial quota was cut an additional 47% because of
the need to conserve the resource. The charter OHL was not cut.
In considering the extent of charter overfishing and the conservation actions that should
be undertaken, it is also important to recognize that estimates of charter harvest do not include an
accounting of halibut that die after being released from a charter client's hook. Estimated
mortality of released halibut in the charter fishery is 6%, but this number is not based on
empirical data and does not account for fish that are hooked and released multiple times. Data
from other areas indicate mortality rates can increase significantly with multiple bookings.
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All of these facts document the underlying failure ofGHL management to respond to
stock emergencies. The facts are that OHL management does not directly link charter harvest
levels to halibut abundance, it is not timely, and OHL management measures have proven to be
subject to interference.
C.

The Impact of Charter Overfishing

Charter overfishing has contributed to the dramatic declines in the Area 2C halibut
resource which has devastated sport, commercial and subsistence fishermen. Many commercial
fishermen dependent on the Area 2C resource can no longer earn enough money to pay their trip
expenses and to repay the loans they took out to buy the quota shares ("QS") necessary for them
to fish halibut. Many QS holders face the very difficult and very real prospect of defaulting on
their QS loans because non-fishing employment opportunities to supplement fishing income in
Alaska's small rural communities are extremely limited. Many commercial fishermen in this
plight also confront the possibility of losing their homes and vessel which served as collateral for
the QS loan.
These are not theoretical problems. When the charter industry sued in 2009 to overturn
conservation regulations designed to prevent charter overfishing, commercial fishermen told the
court about the economic and other impacts of charter industry overfishing. One commercial
fisherman said her proportionate share of the commercial halibut quota had been cut 54% but her
loan payments for the purchase of halibut QS had not been cut. Her halibut quota simply would
not provide enough income to cover the loan payments.
Another commercial fisherman used his savings and borrowed money to purchase QS but
was having difficulty repaying his loan and also paying for college because of cuts in the
commercial.quota. His fear was being forced to drop out of college and losing his chance to
build a fishing business.
Another commercial fisherman explained that 60% of his family income was from
halibut fishing and commercial quota reductions were having a devastating impact on his family.
Another commercial fisherman who had pledged his fishing boat as collateral for the loan to
purchase halibut QS was operating on razor thin margins and, because of quota reductions,
grossed only $18,000 from halibut fishing netting only $2,000 after paying his QS loan.
Others were not as fortunate, not earning enough from halibut fishing to pay for the loan
to purchase halibut QS. Like so many others, these fishermen had pledged their boats, the source
7

of their livelihoods, as loan collateral. These fishermen were forced to raid their life savings to
survive and to pay their loan.
The plight of new commercial fishermen is the same. One such person purchased her QS
in 2007. Since that time, she has lost 76% of her quota, 76% which would have otherwise been
available to help pay the loan taken out to purchase the QS. In 2009 and 2011, she has been
unable to cover her loan payments by fishing her halibut shares, notwithstanding the fact that the
ex-vessel price of halibut has increased. Hers is a common story throughout Southeast Alaska as
commercial fishermen find themselves unable to make payments on boats and/or QS loans based
on earnings from halibut fishing. For example, in a letter to NMFS on the CSP, the Short family
explained that a family member had been issued QS in 1995 and family members purchased
more QS in 1996, 1997, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2009, and 2010. The family now operates two
vessels. Both parents and both adult children own QS. They have invested heavily in the
fishery, borrowing money to do so. Given the 76% cut in the commercial allocation since 2006,
the family faces a severe economic crisis. The amount of their loans has not declined but their
ability_to pay has been cut by 76%.
In considering the plight of the commercial fishermen, recall that since 2005 the halibut
resource in Area 2C has declined 62% and the commercial quota has been cut 76%. In that same
time, the charter industry OHL quota was reduced by 55% but the charter industry overfished its
quota by an average of 52%. In other words, the commercial quota was cut for conservation by
76% while the charter industry's quota was cut by only 55%. However, the charter sector
successfully avoided taking any responsibility for conservation because it overfished its quota by
52%.
In Area 3A, the halibut resource has declined by 37% from a 2007 high in abundance.
The commercial quota has been reduced by 47%. The charter quota has never been reduced.
As noted above, the impact of charter overfishing on commercial fishermen has been
direct and immediate because the amount of the harvestable resource was adversely affected and
because the IPHC deducted charter overharvests from the commercial fleet. Although a few
individual examples are given above, the facts are that the amount of the deduction from
commercial fishermen totaled 3.77 million pounds between 2004 and 2010 in Area 2C. These
3.77 million pounds had an ex-vessel value to commercial fishermen of$15 million (using an
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average price of $4 per pound). In Area 3A, the cumulative charter overage since 2004 has been
400,000 pounds with an ex-vessel value to commercial fishermen of$1.6 million.
Equally important, charter fishing is concentrated near towns and has caused local
depletion of the halibut resource, with devastating impacts on subsistence fishermen. The
paucity of halibut in the protected waters accessible to sport and subsistence fishermen was
documented in public testimony to the Council in the mid-1990s and is reflected in the Council's
1998 Problem Statement discussing the need for a management system to restrain the charter
harvest. This Problem Statement setting forth the basis for the GHL acknowledged that
"[p]ressure by charter operations may be contributing to localized depletion.... Community
stability may be affected as traditional ... subsistence ... fishermen are displaced by charter
operators." Similarly, the GHL EA/RIR stated: "The Council has identified [charter operators]
as contributing to localized depletion." EA/RIR at 13-14. NlvlFS also identified ''the access of
subsistence users" to the resource as a significant issue. 68 Fed. Reg. at 47257.
When the charter industry went to court in 2009 to overturn conservation regulations
designed to prevent charter overfishing, subsistence fishermen told the court about their plight
and the problems caused by localized depletion due to concentrated charter fishing in near shore
areas. For example, Carolyn Heuer told the court her family depends on wild fish and game for
her family's protein, consuming 50-75 pounds ofhalibut annually, and she "cannot afford to feed
[her] family without depending on a subsistence harvest." Ms. Heuer explained the effects of
charter industry overfishing as follows: "Over the past five years, I have noticed a significant
decline in the abundance of halibut in the Sitka area. This decline corresponds with the growth
of concentrated and unrestricted charter boat fishing in and around the Sitka area. This
concentrated fishing effort ... has meant that our usual locations for subsistence fishing are no
longer reliable." Because of this localized depletion, Ms. Heuer was unable to catch the fish
necessary to meet the subsistence needs of her family. That meant hunger or somehow finding
the money to pay for substitute groceries. And whatever economic resources Ms. Heuer may
have had were further depleted when, in an effort to find subsistence halibut in a fished out area,
Ms. Heuer incurred the added fuel and other expenses associated with traveling farther to find
fish.
Similarly, representatives of the Hoonah Indian Association ("HIA"), a federally
recognized governing body for 1,032 tribal members of Hoonah, told the court "Our community
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has been in existence prior to the formation of our Country, Alaskan Statehood, commercial
fishing, and charter fishing." About 70% of Hoonah residents fish and hunt and gather food.
"Fishing, including halibut fishing, has cultural significance" to Tribal members and "[t]he
cultural importance and intrinsic value to the ecosystem of the halibut resource and the role it
plays in the health of Alaska's coastal communities, subsistence users and small boat fishing
fleet cannot be overstated. Charter overfishing compromises every aspect of our cultural
heritage and directly harms my connection to the resource."
HIA tribal members depend on "our customary and traditional practices" to feed their
families. HIA told the court that tribal members were harmed by charter industry overfishing
because ''the localized depletion of halibut caused by charter overfishing forces us to leave
historic fishing grounds that are no longer productive ... [T]he availability of the halibut resource
is of great concern to my people's survival." About 75% of Hoonah residents use halibut as a
subsistence resource. This subsistence dependence reflects the fact that 16% ofHoonah
residents live below the poverty line and unemployment hovers around 21%. Hoonah's
representative told the court that allowing continued charter overfishing by failing to implement
measures to control charter overfishing harms tribal members by weakening "the ability of local
subsistence users to gather the resources necessary for basic sustenance." The Tribe told the
court that their concerns and problems are shared by other Native peoples in Alaska.
At the October 2008 Council meeting, the President ofHIA spoke once again about the
subsistence needs of native people and explained the effect of charter fishing in just one area.
"Icy Strait used to be a hot place to fish halibut. Our people would only have to go a couple of
miles to get a fish. Nowadays, we don't get too much dried halibut because of the lack offish....
My people are a subsistence gathering people.... We feel that [the resource] may be depleted if
we don't do something about charter boats, a growing industry that is out of control.... "
A subsistence fisherman, Hayden Kaden, echoed HIA' s concerns about Icy Strait in
testimony submitted to the Council in September 2008. Mr. Kruden told the Council: "In the
last 10 or so years, I have witnessed the explosive growth ofthe commercial charter fishing fleet
in Icy Strait.... We subsistence and sport fishers are having to travel far from our community by
skiff in order to be able to catch anything for our tables anymore.... This I attribute to the
incredible overfishing of our waters by the commercial charter fleet."
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A biologist, Craig Murdoch, told the Council in September 2008 that the charter fleet was
"catching more fish than they ever have and are having a real impact. Local depletion is a real
problem that is having a real impact.. .. "
The Sitka Conservation Society, Alaska's oldest conservation society, told the Council in
September 2008 that "There is ample circumstantial evidence to demonstrate local depletions."
It is this localized depletion caused by concentrated charter overfishing that is denying traditional
subsistence families access to the halibut resource.
The City of Wrangell told the Council in March 2008: "The City of Wrangell is a rural,
subsistence community and we support abundance based management that has all users sharing
in the burden of conservation."
As the preceding examples document, during Council consideration of the CSP, the
continuing problem of localized depletion and the impacts of charter overfishing were well
documented. Significantly, the charter industry admitted the existence of localized depletion
when they testified to the Council during hearings on the halibut charter limited entry program
that they need to travel farther every year to find halibut because inshore areas are "fished out."
Summing up the problem, the Southeast Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council, a group
established by federal law, told the Council in written testimony in September 2008: "The
[Southeast Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory] Council supports the continuation of the
subsistence halibut fishery and is concerned with maintaining the availability of the halibut
resource near rural communities. The Council has concerns regarding the growing sport halibut
fishery charter fleet in Southeast Alaska and the decline in halibut abundance in Southeast
Alaska. Many subsistence users have reported that it is becoming much more difficult to catch
halibut near communities where they had traditionally harvested fish."
In an amicus brief filed in a 2011 lawsuit by the charter industry challenging the charter
limited entry permit program, Jeff Moran, a representative of the Metlakatla Tribe, told the court
about the impacts on local subsistence fishermen of localized depletion caused by charter
overfishing. Mr. Moran explained that many members of the Metlakatla community depend on
subsistence fishing and then stated: "Speaking from my personal experience, subsistence fishing
for halibut has declined to the point that I now feel lucky to catch a single halibut in any
particular season.... [O]ne of the reasons for the decrease in the community's halibut catch is a
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depletion of the halibut stock by ... charter fishermen .... This impairs our ability to provide for
the community."
The impacts of charter overfishing also reverberate through the processing industry and
the coastal communities in Alaska that depend on revenue generated by the halibut fishery.
When the charter industry challenged the 2009 regulations that would prevent charter
overfishing, commercial fish processors told the court about the problems caused by charter
overfishing. For example, the Seafood Producers Cooperative ("SPC"), the largest fishermen
owned cooperative in the United States, told the court that 23% of its revenue is derived from the
commercial halibut fishery. The 2007 and 2008 commercial halibut quota reductions, caused in
part by the charter industry overfishing its GHL, reduced SPC production by 15% and revenues
by $2 million, reducing income for SPC's 140 hourly employees. The 2009 cut in the
commercial halibut quota was expected to reduce production pounds by another 20% and
revenue by $500,000. SPC was forced to lay off production workers who had few other job
opportunities in the local economy. Reduced product throughput and reduced revenue also
meant lower revenue for SPC's 512 owner/members, 275 of whom are commercial halibut
fishermen. SPC and its members are further harmed by charter industry overfishing because of
the localized depletion it causes when the charter industry concentrates near towns to service
lodge and cruise ship tourists. As SPC representatives told the court: "SPC members have been
forced to abandon historic fishing grounds near town and now travel most of a day to reach
productive fishing grounds outside the range of the charter fleet. Additional time increases
operating costs and safety risks."
Rightly so, SPC also worried that charter overfishing may result in the halibut fishery
losing its Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) sustainable fishery certification, an increasingly
important marketing tool. Indeed, many importers and other retail purchasers look for the MSC
certification in deciding whether to buy harvested product. In the 2011 MSC review of the
halibut fishery, the reviewers stated: "The management measures in place for the sport fishing
sector of the fishery do not, however, provide positive incentives for sustainable fishing. The
daily bag limits and the limit on the number of sport charter permits do not provide incentives for
the sector to maintain catches within the OHL (guideline harvest limit). As noted above, the
sport fishery frequently exceeded the OHL in recent years." Marine Stewardship Council Final
Report US Pacific Halibut v.4 (June 2011), Scientific Certification Systems,
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http://www.msc.org/track-a-fishery/certified/ pacific/us-north-pacific-halibut/reassessment
documents/05 .07.2011 _Final_PacificHalibut.pdf.
An SPC spokesman recently supplemented this information. He reported on recent
economic impacts to SPC' s members stating: "The reality is, if someone took out a loan to buy
10,000 pounds of quota six years ago, they're now down to fishing 2,200 pounds because of the
diminishing catch limits. So they have left less than a quarter of what they're still paying on.
The ex-vessel halibut price over that time went from $2 to $4 per pound, but if you're only
fishing a quarter to a fifth of your quota share, double the price still just doesn't add up." Both
the fishermen and the processors are suffering from the quota reductions and processing
produc~ion for halibut at SPC is down 65% since 2008.
Members of the Halibut Association of North America ("HANA"), an association of
processors that processes 70% of the commercial halibut harvest, told the court that commercial
deliveries to HANA's processors had, by 2009, dropped by as much as 40% since 2006. Such
drops in product inventory cannot be recaptured through higher prices. Less product to process
and higher overhead, caused in part by localized depletion resulting from charter overfishing in
near shore areas which forces fishermen to travel farther offshore to catch fish, has resulted in
layoffs among processing workers and lost wages for remaining workers.
Yet another processor, North Pacific Seafoods, Inc. (''NPS"), which employs 800
workers at three halibut processing plants, told the court in 2009 that since 2004 when the charter
industry began exceeding its catch limit, halibut production in NPS' Area 2C processing plant
had dropped 25%. Any continuation of charter overfishing would cause even more production
cuts and the loss of processing jobs as the commercial quota is cut to compensate for the effects
of charter overfishing. Since then the Area 2C quota has been reduced by 52%, further reducing
production and processing jobs.
At Hoonah Cold Storage, diminishing halibut quotas have cut production by 75% since
2004 with a corresponding loss ofjobs. Similarly, Dana Besecker Co., Inc., which purchases
more halibut than any other buyer in Alaska, has seen halibut processing production drop 56% in
the last five years. Though production has dropped, expenses have not, creating important
economic issues for the processing company and the community since reinvestment dollars are
just not there. Like these two companies, Icicle Seafoods, with processing plants in Areas 2C
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and 3A, has seen halibut production drop by as much as 50% in some plants, with a
corresponding drop in workers' pay and job opportunities.
The effects of charter overfishing on coastal communities were, and are, equally
devastating. In Area 2C, for example, 74% of the halibut QS owners are family businessmen
and women residing in Alaska's coastal communities and 90% of the Area 2C commercial
halibut catch is delivered to community-based processors. Commercial fishermen are tied to
their local communities. The effects of charter overfishing on these coastal communities was a
significant part of the information presented to the court in 2009 when the charter industry
sought to continue overfishing by overturning the conservation regulations intended to prevent
that. For example, the City of Pelican is a community ofl 12 residents, 26% of whom are
Alaskan Natives. The Mayor told the court that many Pelican residents are also subsistence
fishermen whose subsistence harvest is "essential to their survival." Pelican has no road
connections with any other town and the commercial halibut fishery is the mainstay of Pelican's
economy. The Mayor explained that Pelican receives 50% of the commercial fish tax collected
by Alaska from halibut and other commercial fish landings in Pelican and depends on this
revenue. Diminishing the revenue :from that tax jeopardizes the ability of Pelican to provide
essential services to its residents. Since this tax is based in large part on commercial halibut
landings, any reduction in the commercial halibut quota due to charter industry overfishing
causes direct and immediate harm to the City. In the words of Pelican's Mayor: "Our
community is NOT sustainable without commercial setline halibut fishing and seafood
processing."
Similarly, the City of Port Alexander is an isolated fishing community in Area 2C which
can only be reached by boat or float plane. It has 51 residents and is almost entirely dependent
on the fishing industry. As the City's Mayor told the court, "The survival of Port Alexander as a
community ... depends on viable access to healthy and abundant marine fish stocks." Reductions
in the commercial catch caused by charter overfishing directly harm Port Alexander "because the
economic survival of the community" depends on the fisheries.
That these are continuing problems was documented in March 2008 when the Mayor of
Hoonah told the Council: "Our economy is resource based and fisheries is the leading driver....
My municipality does count on raw fish tax which totals well over a hundred thousand dollars on
an annual basis." Turning to the need for all sectors to bear a fair share of the responsibility for
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resource conservation, the Mayor continued: "If the charter fleet wishes to become a player they
need to be asked to take conservation measures when the need arises." Echoing• this sentiment,
the City of Craig submitted testimony to the Council in September 2008 stating: It is important
... that the charter industry be held accountable for their own excesses.... "
The facts are that the impacts of charter overfishing are being felt first and foremost by
the resource and then by all who depend on it, commercial, sport, and subsistence fishermen, and
processors. Coastal communities who depend on the tax revenue and economic activity
generated by commercial halibut fishery are also among those harmed by charter overfishing.
II.

The Halibut Catch Sharing Plan
A.

The History of CSP Development

This history of failed management and chronic charter overfishing demanded, and still
demands, resolution. Recognizing the difficulties with the GHL system, the Council in 2005
began investigating other ways to manage the charter harvest. As the Council's Problem
Statement for the CSP establishes, many of the same problems that the Council sought to address
with the GHL (sector reallocation, charter overfishing, impacts to sport and subsistence
harvesters, tension in coastal communities) have not been resolved by the OHL and these
continuing issues demanded a more responsive management system. Recognizing these chronic
and continuing problems, the Council re-formed the Halibut Charter Stakeholder Committee.
This thirteen-member Committee was comprised of seven charter industry representatives, one
sport fisherman, one processor, one Council member, one State of Alaska representative, and
two commercial fishermen. Once again, the committee charged with finding solutions was
dominated by the charter industry. When the Committee was almost finished with its work, one
member was added to represent coastal communities.
The Stakeholder Committee determined that many of the alternative management
programs that had been suggested could require federal or state legislation to implement and
could not be implemented in a timely fashion. During the March/April 2007 Council meeting,
charter industry representatives approached commercial fishermen and requested help. With staff
assistance from the State of Alaska, the CSP was developed in October of2007 with the full
support of the charter industry representatives and operators present at the October 2007 Council
meeting. The people representing the charter industry in these discussions were the charter
representatives on the Stakeholder Committee plus additional representatives of the charter
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industry who were present at the Council meeting. At the end, the support from the charter
industry was unanimous. All charter and commercial fishermen at the Council meeting stood
united before the Council in support of the CSP. Sport and subsistence fishermen added their
support through public testimony at subsequent meetings, demanding that the Council restrict
charter harvest to protect the resource and traditional users.
However, at the October 2008 Council meeting where the Council was to vote to approve
the CSP Agreement, the charter industry withdrew its support of the Agreement it had endorsed
and demanded a new plan that would meet their newly minted definition of fair and equitable.
The charter industry's new plan proposed raising the then existing Area 2C charter catch from
913,000 pounds to 4.9-5.7 million pounds, between 70%-80% ofthe total harvest allowed by
the IPHC. At that point, the commercial fleet would effectively cease to exist. If the total
harvest had to be restricted for conservation reasons, all catch reductions would come from what
was left of the commercial quota. The charter catch would not be restricted until the IPHC
determined the coastwide halibut population had reached such low levels that all fishing must
stop.
In response to the charter industry's proposal, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
("ADF&G") Commissioner sought to salvage the CSP and presented another proposal that
ultimately was the foundation for what the Council adopted. Neither the commercial sector nor
the charter sector saw the State of Alaska proposal in advance, although the State consulted with
both groups before presenting its proposal to the Council.
Members of the charter industry have subsequently claimed that the Council chose to
"invent an entirely different" CSP from what the Stakeholder Committee and others had
recommended. This claim ignores the fact that it was the charter industry that reversed its
position, rejecting the CSP Agreement it had previously endorsed, forcing the State of Alaska to
devise a modified plan. Notwithstanding the substantial turmoil caused by the charter industry's
reversal of position and unrealistic demands, the CSP adopted by the Council accommodated
charter industry interests in many important ways. For example, the charter industry had always
asked for management stability regarding bag limits so that management measures would not
change during the fishing season. The Council agreed to keep those measures constant during
the fishing season. The Council also established a range around the charter allocation that allows
charter harvest levels to vary by 3.5% above or below the allocation before bag limits are
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changed. The range represents a variance of approximately 20% around the charter allocation,
which can only be considered a very generous accommodation by managers and other halibut
harvesters. We note that the U.S.-Canada Pacific Salmon Commission defines the annual
management error range for Chinook salmon as +or- 7.5% of the point estimate harvest; the
Chinook fishery includes both commercial and sport (guided and unguided) and both Chinook
and halibut sport harvests are assessed with the same tools: charter log books and the Statewide
Harvest Survey. Again, this provision was adopted in response to the charter industry's demand
for stability and predictability. The Council then increased the charter industry's allocation
percentage when halibut populations are low in order to provide an additional economic bonus to
the charter industry. The effect is to reduce the charter industry's conservation responsibility and
to shift that responsibility to the commercial sector since higher charter quotas mean lower
commercial harvests. Finally, the Council established a unique opportunity for charter operators
to maintain stability and client opportunity by leasing quota from commercial fishermen. This
quota leasing program, called the Guided Angler Fish ("GAF") program, had broad support
before the Council. As the Environmental Assessment published contemporaneously with this
Proposed Rule noted: "Stakeholders from the commercial and charter sectors have testified in
support of the GAF program as a market-based mechanism for attaining a more nearly optimal
allocation." Environmental Assessment/ Regulatory Impact Review/Initial Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis, Regulatory Amendment for a Catch Sharing Plan for the Pacific Halibut
Charter and Commercial Longline Sectors in International Pacific Halibut Commission
Regulatory Areas 2C and 3A, June 23, 2011 ("EA") at xxxvi. We note that the Canadians, who
are experiencing similar problems with controlling the sport harvest, came to the same
conclusion about the use of leased fish and their experimental program is exceeding expectations
this year; we suggest the NMFS confer with the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans to
share lessons learned. In short, the Council accommodated charter interests to the maximum
extent possible while still providing some protection to other harvesters, processors, and
communities. In October 2008, the Council approved the CSP by a 10-1 vote. In that meeting,
the Council received testimony from 109 organizations and individuals and the public submitted
written comments that filled two four-inch binders.
The first response of the charter industry to the Council's action was to allege the Council
was not fair because the Council had not adopted the charter industry's new allocation demands.
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The charter industry said the Council was prejudiced because the Council had more members
who were commercial fishermen than recreational fishermen. These comments will address the
fair and equitable issue below. However, as to the composition of the Council, it is important to
recognize that the CounciJ manages 46 species and multi-species complexes but only one
recreational fishery (halibut). The commercial harvest for all species when the CSP was adopted
totaled 4.5 billion pounds. In contrast, the halibut charter harvest managed by the Council
totaled 5 million pounds, 0.1 % of the commercial harvest for which the Council was responsible.
The Council has 11 members, four of whom are public sector representatives (NMFS plus the
principal fisheries management official from each of the states of Oregon, Washington, and
Alaska). Of the seven non-public sector members appointed by NMFS, two are from
Washington and five from Alaska. Of those seven non-public sector members at the time the
CSP was approved, six were commercial representatives and one a recreational fisherman.
Given that only 0.1% ofthe Council's management responsibility based on pounds harvested
involved recreational commercial fisheries, this was not surprising. Further, almost all of the
commercial and public sector representatives on the Council were also recreational fishermen
who accessed the resource from charter boats.
The CSP addresses the conservation and allocation issues that have plagued the halibut
fishery for almost two decades. The CSP has four critical components. First, the CSP
establishes clear sector allocations between the charter and commercial sectors via a percentage
allocation that will allow harvests to rise and fall with the abundance of the halibut resource.
Second, the CSP includes an improved method for timely implementation of management
measures to restrict the charter harvest to that sector's allocation. Third, the CSP provides the
charter industry an unprecedented measure of management stability by ensuring charter
operations an uninterrupted season of historic length, restricting charter management measures to
bag and size limits, holding charter management measures stable throughout the annual fishing
season, and allowing charter harvest to fluctuate within an allocation range without a change in
harvest restrictions. Finally, the CSP allows charter operators to lease QS from commercial
fishermen to satisfy any need to harvest halibut above the specified charter limits. This is the
market-based mechanism for inter-sector trading envisioned by Dr. Lubchenco .

.!""'-\
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B.

The CSP is a Fair and Equitable Allocation
1.

The Allocation Amount

When the GHL was established, it was set at 125% of the then existing charter harvest.
That was 13.1% of the combined commercial/charter harvest in Area 2C and 14.0% in Area 3A.
In the CSP, the Council awarded the Area 2C charter fleet 15.1 % - 17.3% of the combined
commercial/charter quota, with the higher percentage granted at times of low halibut abundance.
In Area 3A, the CSP charter allocation is 14% .. 15.4% of the combined quota, again depending
on halibut population levels. In other words, the CSP allocation is at least equal to, and is
generally greater than, the OHL allocation. In fact, a retrospective analysis discussed below
establishes that had the CSP been in place since 2004 instead of the GHL the charter sector
would have been allocated more fish under the CSP than it was allowed under the GHL.
To further place the allocation percentages into perspective, the 17.3% allocation for
Area 2C was the highest percentage allocation considered by the Council and the lower tier of
15 .1 % was the second largest percentage considered. These percentages also accounted for
present participation in the fishery by the charter fleet because the allocation was calculated as
125% ofthe average charter harvest in Area 2C from 2001-2005. In other words,
notwithstanding the fact that the charter industry overfished its 2004 and 2005 GHL quota by
22% and 36% respectively, the CSP includes those overfishing harvest levels in the average, and
then adds 25%, to reach the CSP allocation. Another way to look at this is that the charter
industry was rewarded for overfishing and was given a 25% bonus on top of that.
Applying the CSP allocation percentages to the actual harvest levels in Area 2C amply
demonstrates that the allocation is fair and equitable and that any related allegation about not
accounting for present participation is false. In Area 2C, if the CSP had been in effect in 2010,
the charter industry would have been allowed to take 15.1 % of the combined commercial and
charter allowed harvest. Under the GHL, the charter industry was allowed to take 15.4% -- a
difference of only 8,000 pounds. However, it should be noted that because the charter industry
overfished their quota, they actually harvested 21 % of the combined commercial and charter
catch, to the detriment of the resource and the commercial fishermen.
For Area 3A, the 15.4% charter allocation, the upper bound, was based on a calculation
of 125% ofthe average charter harvest 2001-2005. In other words, the allocation was based on
current harvest levels plus 25%. The 14% lower bound was established using the GHL formula
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of 125% of the 1995-1999 average charter harvest in Area 3A. This allocation is fair because in
2008 and 2009 the Area 3A charter harvest did not exceed the GHL and from 2004-2007
exceeded the GHL by less than 3%. In other words, the charter harvest in Area 3A closely
approximated the GHL in all years. Consequently, the CSP allocation based on the GHL fully
takes into account present participation in the fishery and, in fact, provides a larger percentage
allocation.
While it is not possible to predict future harvest levels because no one can know the size
of the resource, it may be instructive when considering whether the CSP allocation is fair and
equitable to compare actual GHL harvest amounts with what would have occurred had the CSP
been in effect. Those numbers are set forth in Tables 1 and 2 for Areas 2C and 3A respectively.
For Area 2C in the years 2004-2011, the total cumulative GHL quota was 9.023 million pounds.
The harvest under the CSP allocation would have been 10.31 million pounds. In other words,
the CSP would allow a greater overall harvest than the GHL. This information is also graphed in
Appendix 1, which is attached to these comments.
The facts are the same in Area 3A where the total cumulative GHL quota 2004-2011 was
29.20 million pounds. If the CSP had been in place in the same time period, the cumulative
harvest would have been 29 .92 million pounds. Again, the CSP harvest levels exceed the
comparable GHL levels.
Notwithstanding these facts, the charter industry argues the CSP is not fair and equitable
and fails to account for present participation because in 2011 in both Areas 2C and 3A the
charter allocation under the GHL would have been greater than under the CSP. Such statements
only document the charter industry's view that they should bear no responsibility for the
conservation of the resource and that declines in resource abundance should not change the
charter catch. Such a definition of what is fair and equitable does not comport with long
accepted principles of fishery management or with reality. The facts are that in the 2004-2011
period in Area 2C, the halibut resource declined 62% in abundance. The commercial catch
declined 76%. However, the charter harvest under the GHL declined only 45%. Further
illustrating the disparity in conservation burdens is the fact that between 2009 and 2011 the
halibut resource declined by 16%, the commercial harvest was reduced 53%, but the charter
GI-Il.,

quota was not reduced by one pound. As the Proposed Rule states: "The burden of a lower

exploitable biomass in Area 2C was borne entirely by the commercial sector in 2010." 76 Fed.
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Reg. at 44160. That the CSP asks the charter industry to assume a share of the conservation
responsibility for a declining resource is fair and equitable.
In Area 3A, the story is the same. In the 2004-2011 period, the resource declined 25%.
The commercial catch was cut 43%. The charter OHL quota was not reduced one pound. Again,
it is only fair and equitable that everyone share the responsibility for conservation when resource
abundance is declining. It is neither fair nor equitable for one sector, here the charter industry, to
argue it should be able to maintain or increase its harvests when the resource size is plummeting
and the commercial fleet is seeing its quota cut with the attendant serious adverse economic
consequences.
There are those who now argue that the Council never intended the 3A charter sector to
be managed with a one fish bag limit. The transcripts from the October 4, 2008 Council final
action deliberations, which are quoted at length in the CSP proposed rule comments submitted
by the Alaska Longline Fishermen's Association, contain ample evidence to the contrary. The
Council discussed and fine tuned through amendment the management tiers and triggers for Area
2C and Area 3A separately. The tiers and triggers of the Area 2C matrix are different from the
tiers and triggers in the 3A matrix; each was determined based on data specific to the area.
However, each area contains a combined charter and commercial catch level that triggers a one
halibut daily bag limit. There can be no question that the Council considered and prepared for
the one halibut daily limit management scenario in both Area 2C and Area 3A.
TABLEl
Area 2C Comnarative Charter Allocations

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total
1

GHL 1
1.432
1.432
1.432
1.432
0.931
0.788
0.788
0.788
9.023

CSP%
Allocation
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
17.3%

Weights in millions of pounds.
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CSP 1 Allocation
1.79
1.87
1.85
1.50
1.08
0.90
0.78
0.54
10.31
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TABLE2
Area 3C Coml!arative Charter Allocations
Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

2.

GHL

1

3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
29.20

CSP%
Allocation
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%
14%

csP 1
Allocation
3.97
4.01
4.01
4.18
3.90
3.55
3.30
2.52
29.92

The "Jink"

Charter representatives cite what they call the "jink" in the CSP as further evidence of the
alleged unfairness ofthe CSP. However, the so called "jink" about which the charter industry
complains was adopted at their request. During public testimony on the GHL and the CSP, the
_,,-...,,_

charter industry repeatedly asked for management stability and a higher harvest percentage at
low levels of halibut stock abundance, claiming they needed extra fish to keep their businesses
alive when stocks were scarce. The change in the charter harvest percentages which the charter
industry requested causes the so-called "jink." For example, under the CSP, when halibut
abundance permits a combined catch of 5 million pounds, the charter harvest is 755,000 pounds.

But if the halibut population drops and the allowed harvest falls 2% to be below the 5
million pound level, the commercial harvest drops 2% but the charter harvest increases from
755,000 pounds to 847,000 pounds. This counter-intuitive system was adopted only because the
charter industry did not want to reduce their harvest when the halibut population declined.
Instead, the CSP provides the stability in the charter harvest the industry sought by increasing the
charter allocation percentage when the halibut population drops, taking that increase from the
commercial fleet and making the commercial fleet bear the conservation burden. The Council
could have fixed the so called ''jink" by assigning the same allocation percentage to the charter
industry regardless of the level of halibut abundance. Instead, the charter industry was granted
protection when halibut populations fell, shifting conservation responsibility and lower catches
to the commercial fleet.
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3.

"Stale Data"

After working for years to delay conservation and management measures and the CSP by
filing lawsuits, changing previously agreed positions and endlessly demanding more halibut
despite declining stocks, the charter industry now alleges the CSP relies on stale data that do not
fully recognize current charter harvest levels. Charter plaintiffs made the sa~e argument in their
2009 lawsuit against management measures designed to enforce the GHL. There, charter
operators argued the GHL allocation was not appropriate and their allocation should be based on
"present participation," i.e., their current harvest levels. The Court rejected this argument and its
ruling provides essential insight. The Court stated:
Where overfishing by one group in recent years is the precise
concern that the regulation intends to address, it makes sense to
disregard the most recent participation data.
Van Valin v. Locke, 671 F.Supp.2d 1, 13 (D.D.C. 2009). The Court determined the charter sector
should not be rewarded for ignoring the OHL and for overfishing. The Court stated:
The Charter Operators' argument that the Secretary should have
relied on recent participation data is in essence a claim that they
are entitled to a greater allocation of the harvest because they have
been harvesting a greater amount in recent years, i.e., that they
should be rewarded for exceeding the guidelines year after year.
The Secretary understandably chose not to encourage such
overharvesting.
Id. Rewarding a sector for overharvesting would place the resource and the North Pacific
management system at risk.
4.

GHL versus CSP Management

Certain charter associations argue they are worse off under the CSP than under the GHL,
despite the increased percentage allocations to the charter industry, the historic analysis captured
in Tables I and 2 above, and the market-based mechanism that allows charter operators to

acquire more fish. Instead, the charter industry has presented information to NMFS and the
Council that allegedly compares charter allocations under the GHL and the CSP. See SEAGO
letter of September I 0, 20 IO to the Council. These comparisons are inaccurate and misleading.
First, the SEAGO comparisons are theoretical and lack any historical basis. Second, the charter
industry based its charts on projected Constant Exploitation Yield ("CEY"), rather than the
combined charter and commercial catch limit, which is the basis for the CSP allocations. The
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combined charter commercial catch limit is set after the IPHC Commissioners evaluate CEY,
apply appropriate harvest and management policies, and listen to public testimony. The Council
very deliberately elected to base the CSP allocations on the combined commercial and charter
catch limit to allow for the incorporation of these management factors. Creating graphs that
apply CSP percentages to the CEY is misleading at best.
In considering the charter industry's allegations, it is important to recall the analysis in
Part II(B)(l) of these Comments comparing the cumulative OHL quota harvest with the harvest
levels had the CSP been in effect. Indeed, the 2010 Area 2C charter allocation under the CSP
would have been 15.1% or 780,000 pounds. This compared to the OHL of788,000 pounds only 8,000 pounds different. The facts are that the 2011 charter allocation reductions that would
have occurred under the CSP, and about which the charter industry complains, result from the
resource decline discussed above and the need to proportionately reduce the harvest of both the
charter and commercial sectors. What the charter industry wants to forget is that the halibut
resource decline caused a 47% reduction in the 2010 commercial quota. The charter industry's
quota was not cut. Now, they are arguing that despite continuing resource declines, they do not
want to accept any quota reduction for conservation under the CSP.
With respect to Area 3A, the difference between the OHL and CSP allocations illustrates
what is unfair and inequitable about the GHL-namely that resource declines in Area 3A have
triggered a 44% reduction in the commercial quota over the past six years without triggering any
reduction in the charter GHL allocation. The CSP requires the charter sector to share in
conserving stocks and, therefore, reduces charter harvest at these low levels of halibut abundance
to allow stocks to rebuild.
When evaluating charter industry allegations, recall also that the CSP sets an allowable
range, not an inflexible fixed amount. Under the CSP, the annual charter catch is allowed to vary
from the allocation percentage by up to 3.5% in either direction. This harvest range equates to
about a 20% range around the charter allocation. To our knowledge, no other fishery,
commercial of charter, is allowed to exceed its allocation by 20% without immediate
conservation action. To illustrate, in 20 I 0, the allowable charter catch in Area 2C under the CSP
would have been from 600,000 pounds to 960,000 pounds with a midpoint of780,000 pounds.
A harvest within that range would mean no management action was required. In contrast, under
the OHL, if the charter catch exceeded 788,000 pounds in 2010, management action would be
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initiated to restrict charter harvest in subsequent years. While the Council clearly committed to
managing the charter sector over time to the CSP allocation mid-point, the CSP allows the
charter harvest to fluctuate by up to 20% of their allocation without changing charter bag or size
limits, thus giving the charter fleet greater predictability for marketing trips to clients. That the
management measures are limited to bag and size limits is further evidence of concessions to the
charter industry, which did not want any other management tools in the tool box. The charter
fleet repeatedly asked for predictability to assist in marketing charters to their clients and the
allocation range and management measure matrix were developed to accommodate the charter
business model.
The CSP provides another benefit to the charter sector when compared to the OHL
system. As halibut stocks rebuild, the CSP process will allow charter management measures to
be liberalized more quickly than is possible under the OHL. Under the OHL, Area 2C charter
clients will likely be limited to one 37 inch halibut per day for 3-4 years even as stocks rebuild
since the OHL relies on an end of the season evaluation of charter catch, which takes nine
months to verify after the season closes, and uses the Council/NMFS rulemaking process to
modify management measures. The CSP projects charter catch levels pre-season, uses the
Council approved matrix or tiers to identify appropriate management measures based on halibut
abundance and projected catch, and then relies on the annual IPHC management process to
implement changes. This innovative process will allow the size and bag restrictions to be
liberalized in response to stock recovery on a 1-2 year timeframe.
In sum, when the CSP versus OHL harvest level is plotted as in Tables I and 2 the
analysis establishes a very different story than that claimed to exist by the charter industry. Over
the long-term, the CSP grants the charter industry in both Areas 2C and 3A a larger halibut
allocation than was made under the OHL. When charter lobbyists cite the quota reduction
charter operators would have faced in 2011 under the CSP if it had been in place this year they
ignore the recent resource declines and corresponding commercial catch limit reductions,
abdicating their responsibility for sharing in conserving and rebuilding the halibut resource.
Moreover, the charter industry has ignored the advantage of the CSP during increasing halibut
abundance, which will allow management measures to be liberalized on a more timely basis.
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5.

Market-Based Transfer Mechanism: Leasing Commercial Quota

Furthering the fair and equitable nature of the CSP, the CSP allows charter operators to
lease QS from commercial fishermen to meet the harvesting desires of their clients. The original
Council CSP alternatives also included an option to allow charter operators to purchase a limited
amount of commercial quota share, but this option was removed at the charter industry's request.
Commercial fishermen will likely lease quota to charter operators for two reasons. First,
many commercial halibut fishermen currently do not have enough QS to pay the overhead of a
fishing trip. Second, rather than exceed their allocation, many commercial fishermen leave a
margin of their quota unharvested on their final trip. They can do this because commercial
operators are allowed to carry over to the next year 10% of their annual allocation. At a
minimum, it is that margin that could be leased with the understanding that charter operators
return any unused portion to the commercial quota holder at the end of the charter season, and
only pay for quota that is actually used by charter clients. In 2011, applying only the 10%
margin, the amount available for leasing if the CSP were in place would approximate 230,000
pounds in Area 2C and 1.4 million pounds in Area 3A, approximately I 0% of the quota in each
Area. Further, charter operators would only pay for the quota actually used, a win for everyone.
This leasing provision allows the market to resolve the allocation issue, removing the matter
from the political arena. It will also end the bitter feuds between commercial and charter
operators that have tom apart Alaska's coastal communities. In short, it is the win-win identified
by Dr. Lubchenco in her speech at the 2010 Recreational Fishing Summit.
The charter industry, however, asserts it will not be able to afford to lease fish because
the price will be too high. They are wrong. Some commercial halibut fishermen currently lease
part or all of their quota to other commercial fishermen and this precedent provides a reasonable
basis to estimate lease fees to charter operators. Although arrangements vary, a 50% split on the
ex-vessel value is the industry average. Halibut prices have varied over time, but the average
2010 ex-vessel price was approximately $4.50. This would place the lease fee at $2.25 per
pound. The average size halibut harvested in the charter fishery has varied over time, but 20
pounds is a reasonable average. Hence, the conversion from commercial QS to charter GAF will
likely be in that range. To complete the equation, a charter operator leasing QS will likely pay
approximately $45 per purchased fish. Given that a day of charter fishing costs between $150
and $300, charter fishermen regularly pay $2 per pound for processing, and charter fishermen
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can pay over $100 to ship their catch home, this added leasing expense is proportionately
reasonable, if not small.
6.

Accommodations to the Charter Industry - Fair and Equitable

The CSP has numerous benefits to the charter industry that amply demonstrate the CSP is
fair and equitable to that industry. First, the percentage allocations are at least equal to and
generally greater than the GHL allocations. Second, the charter industry can add to its harvest
percentage by leasing quota from the commercial fleet. Third, as noted in paragraph 1 of this
section, a retrospective comparison of charter quotas under the GHL versus the CSP shows that
charter operators would have been better off under the CSP over the 2004-2011 period. Fourth,
at the request of the charter industry, the CSP has no in-season harvest changes for the charter
fleet and harvest can vary within a range of the charter allocation without triggering changes in
bag or size limits. This provision was included based on testimony from the charter industry that
in-season changes to harvest regulations would be disruptive and that predictability in
management measures between seasons was important to their businesses. Fifth, at the request
of charter industry, conservation actions were limited to bag and size limits. Conservation
actions such as season limits and fishery closures were taken off the table.
Sixth, the CSP recognizes the charter harvest is difficult to predict. Instead of imposing
management restrictions based on a fixed charter quota, the CSP allows the charter harvest level
to fluctuate plus or minus 3.5% of the allocation percentage without changing bag or size limits.
Thus, in Area 2C, the 17.3% allocation is actually a range of13.8%-20.8% and the 15.1% is in
effect a range of 11.6%-18.6%. For Area 3A, the allocation of 15.4% becomes a range of
11.9%-18.9% and the allocation of 14% becomes a range ofl0.5%-17.5%. This harvest range
translates into approximately a 20% range in the charter allocation. Not only does this floating
percentage add an important element of flexibility for the charter industry, but it addresses the
concern in the charter industry that a fixed allocation amount and a no halibut retention rule once
that amount was reached would disrupt their business. Such a "hard cap" would, according to
the charter industry, be a disincentive for people to book charters assuming the only purpose of
the charter was to catch halibut. By providing the 3.5% upward adjustment, the Council avoided
the hard cap, thus giving the charter industry the room to exceed its in-season quota. The
Council then added the opportunity for the charter fleet to buy more quota. To our knowledge,
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no commercial or charter fishery is allowed to exceed an allocation by 20% without triggering
conservation actions.
Seventh, the Council increased the charter industry's allocation percentage when halibut
populations are low in order to protect the industry. The effect is to reduce the charter industry's
conservation responsibility and to shift that responsibility to the commercial sector since higher
charter quotas mean lower commercial harvests.
Eighth, by linking the charter allocation to halibut abundance, the charter industry avoids
the situation such as that which occurred in Area 3A when the allowable biological level of
removals, called the Total CEY, increased by approximately 11% from 2006 to 2007, but this
increase did not trigger a change in the OHL which was held at a constant level. In contrast, the
CSP allows the charter allocation to increase above OHL allocations. It also allows charter bag
and size limits to be liberalized more quickly as the halibut biomass rebuilds.
All of these concessions were adopted by the Council and are accepted by the
commercial fleet in an effort to fmally resolve the 18 year conflict between sectors, ensure the
resource is protected, and address the unacceptable inequities of the OHL.
7.

The GHL System is Unfair and Inequitable to Commercial Fishermen

Without question, status quo OHL management is unfair and inequitable to the
commercial sector. While the charter industry has been allowed to overfish its allocation without
consequence, the commercial sector has dutifully accepted painful quota reductions, some a
direct result of charter overfishing, and has never exceeded its quota. While the OHL and the
CSP allow the charter sector a continuous season of historic length, commercial fishermen must
stop fishing once their individual allocations are met. While commercial fishermen on average
received 80% of their historic harvest when the halibut QS system was implemented, the charter
industry received 125% of its historic largest harvests. At low levels of abundance, the charter
OHL is not reduced, forcing the commercial fishermen to bear the entire conservation burden.
Under the OHL management restrictions go unchanged for 3-4 years following charter overages,
almost ensuring measures will be inappropriate and inadequate by the time they are
implemented. And critically important, as discussed in part of the next section, the charter
industry has not borne its share of the responsibility for conserving the resource during these
times of low abundance, which shifts that responsibility to the commercial sector and
disadvantages both subsistence and sport harvesters.
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8.

Shared Conservation Responsibility

The CSP is fair and equitable because under the CSP both the charter industry and the
commercial fleet share in the benefits and burdens of changes in resource abundance. The
benefits and costs of managing the resource are shared because the amount of the sector
allocation adjusts directly with resource abundance.
Under the fixed poundage allocation of the GHL system, the charter industry may not get
to share in the benefits of a resource increase if the increase is not large enough to trigger the
next higher GHL allocation level. Similarly, the charter industry does not bear the conservation
burden of a decreased allocation when, as now, the resource is declining but the GHL is already
at its lowest level. In that circumstance, the entire conservation burden falls on the commercial
fleet which is unfair and inequitable to the commercial sector.
Under the status quo, the charter industry has overfished its Area 2C GHL allocation by
22%-115% in each year. In contrast, the commercial sector has never overfished its quota since
the 1995 implementation of the IFQ plan. Charter overfishing has to be accounted for
someplace. Either the resource pays the price with reduced abundance caused by overfishing or
the commercial fleet pays the price as its quota is cut to compensate for charter overfishing.
Under the status quo, both have happened. This is both unfair and inequitable to the resource
and to commercial fishermen.
The charter industry, however, complains that in Area 2C it has sustained conservation
related cuts because the GHL has declined. The charter industry forgets two facts. First, while
the GHL has declined from 1,432,000 pounds in 2003-2007 to 931,000 pounds in 2008 and
788,000 pounds in 2009, 2010, and 2011, the charter percentage decline from 2007 to 2011 of
45% is nowhere near the 73% decline from 2007-2011 experienced by the commercial fleet.

Second, the charter sector overlooks the fact that it has ignored the GHL, overfishing its annual
quota by as much as 115%.
In Area 3A, the story is much the same. The commercial fleet has seen its quota cut by
45% from 2007 to 2011 because ofthe need to conserve the resource. However, the charter
industry has never had its GHL reduced, and from 2004 to 2007 overfished its GHL by 9%
(320,000 pounds). However, if the CSP had been in effect, the charter allocation would have
been reduced from the 3.65 million pound GHL to 2.52 million pounds in 2011. This 21% quota
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reduction under the· CSP would have allowed the charter industry to do its part to conserve the
Area 3A halibut resource.
The charter industry also complains that if CSP had been in place in 2011, the charter
allocation would be lower. Such statements ignore the fact that in 2011 the commercial quota in
Areas 2C and 3A was cut from 2010 levels by 47% and 38%, respectively, while under the OHL
the charter quota was not reduced in either area. A fair and equitable allocation would have
reduced the quota for each sector by equal amounts. But the charter industry does not want fair
and equitable. It wants what is unfair and inequitable - that the charter industry not bear its full
share of the responsibility for conserving the resource - a conservation need caused in part by
years of overfishing by the charter industry.
9.

Public Trust

Some charter operators argue it is a violation of the public trust doctrine to allow
commercial fishermen to sell unused commercial quota to charter vessels. Reduced to its core,
the argument is that the fish belong to the public and commercial fishermen should not be
allowed to profit by selling a public trust. The problem with this argument is that it means no
one could ever harvest and sell fish because doing so would constitute the sale of a public trust
resource. It also means charter vessels would be put out of business because they are selling the
right to harvest a public trust resource. Further, it is well settled law that a government agency
charged with managing a public trust resource may allow private entities to harvest and sell the
resource. Here, commercial fishermen have been given that right. To whom a commercial
fisherman sells the fish, whether to charter vessels or to commercial fish processors, does not
implicate the public trust doctrine once the commercial fisherman has been given the right to
take the resource.
Charter fishermen have also argued that the GAF program is illegal asserting that a
charter operator who allows a client to harvest GAF becomes a commercial fisherman. Since
halibut harvested under the GAF program may not be so Id on a commercial market, such claims
are without merit. Further, a charter operator purchasing GAF is simply changing the overall
charter CSP allocation consistent with the applicable regulations. Moreover, the charter operator
is not selling fish to the client but is selling a seat on the charter vessel with the opportunity to
harvest one of dozens of fish that are eligible for sport harvest. Indeed, the charter client is not
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allowed to harvest more than the applicable bag or size limit, and is certainly not allowed to sell
the fish.
10.

Unguided Sport Fishing

The charter industry asserts it is unfair to not include unguided sport fishing and perhaps
subsistence fishing in the CSP. The Council's decision to include only the charter and
commercial sectors in the CSP was deliberative and well founded. The charter industry's
arguments do not comport with the facts. Neither the sport nor the subsistence harvest has
shown a definitive increasing trend over time. Rather, both have increased slightly in one year
only to fall again in the next. The Council rightly recognized that the halibut resource
conservation and allocation problems that currently exist are caused by the rapid growth of
charter harvest over the past decade, that the charter harvest increases are negatively affecting
sport and subsistence fishermen, and that the Council has a responsibility to control charter
harvest for the benefit of all who depend on the halibut resource. As the Council's CSP Problem
Statement clarifies: "The Council seeks to address this instability, while balancing the needs of
all who depend on the halibut resource for food, sport or livelihood." EA at xi.
Sport and subsistence fishermen have testified in support of charter harvest controls since
1993 when the issue of increased charter harvest first came before the Council. The Council's
problem statement for the GI-IL reflected these concerns stating: "The recent growth of charter
operations may be contributing to overcrowding of productive grounds and declining harvests for
historic sport and subsistence fishermen in some areas." 2001 Environmental Assessment at 13.
By tying charter harvest directly to resource abundance and by preventing charter overages, the
CSP addresses resource and access issues identified by the Council's GIIl... and CSP problem
statements.
Ignoring the history that the OHL and the CSP were created to protect the subsistence
and unguided sector from charter industry overfishing, charter operators now voice concern that
the CSP is unfair to charter operators because it does not include harvest controls on the
unguided sport sector. While arguing for controls on subsistence and unguided fishermen, the
charter industry fails to identify any problems caused by the unguided sport harvest that justify
harvest controls. Instead, charter operators simply claim the CSP will drive clients to harvest
halibut without their professional services and create safety issues because the charter industry
views unguided fishing vessels as less safe than charter vessels. As to alleged safety issues, no
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one has identified unguided recreational fishing as a safety issue. The facts are that Coast Guard
safety regulations currently require little more in the way of lifesaving equipment on a "six pack"
charter boat than on a sport boat. The charter industry's alleged safety concerns are unfounded.
As to more people choosing unguided fishing rather than paying for charter fishing, the facts are
that unguided sport fishing is perfectly legal. In that regard, it may be significant that the harvest
rate of unguided fishermen is generally significantly lower than guided clients. Thus, any
changeover to unguided sport fishing that may occur can be expected to reduce overall halibut
harvest and thereby reduce pressure on the resource. Jaenicke and White, ADF&G, 2007,
Summary Data for the Sportfish Fishery for Pacific Halibut in IPHC Area 2C.
A more valid concern than that raised by the charter industry is the growing practice of
"assisted unguided" fishing where some members of the charter industry are again trying to
subvert resource conservation for their own profit. It is well established that a charter vessel will
often lead a fleet of"unguided" vessels to the fishing grounds and then call directions to the
"unguided" fishermen regarding how to select and operate fishing gear. This obvious attempt to
circumvent regulations governing the charter industry targets a loophole in the definition of
"guided fishing" and should be fixed by action ofNMFS and the Alaska State Legislature.
In short, the charter industry is, once again, part of the problem and needs to be part of
the solution. Their complaints about the need to regulate unguided sport fishing ignore the facts
and ignore the role of the charter industry in creating any issue that might exist. While the
Coalition supports efforts to close regulatory loopholes that allow the charter industry to evade
regulations on guided fishing, that issue is not solved by delaying the CSP. Moreover, that issue
pales in comparison the resource issues associated with charter overfishing.
11.

Harvest Rates

Some charter operators are now accusing Area 2C commercial fishermen of overfishing
the resource, basing the accusation on a retrospective analysis of halibut stocks and on flawed
recalculated harvest rates. The target harvest rate, as identified by the IPHC, has varied over
time as the scientific understanding of stock dynamics has changed. Harvest rates can also vary
between areas based on biological indices determined through the stock assessment process. The
current target harvest rate in Area 2C is 20% and the 2011 commercial catch limits and OHL
allocation are established to control the actual harvest rate, to this level. Because retrospective
analysis allows a re-evaluation of older data and a testing of past assumptions based on data that
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did not exist at that time, comparing past target and actual harvest rates to current rates based on
new data is inappropriate at best. When questioned on this issue, IPHC Research Program
Manager Gregg Williams responded: "There is some lag in the data being reported. There's
also an issue of fish stock assessments in which the most recent year is frankly the most poorly
estimated one because you don't have as good a look at the younger age classes that you do as
you go down the road when those age classes get to be larger components in the stock. It's a bit
of a red herring to look at those high exploitation rates as being commercial overharvest. It's
more appropriate to look at each year on a stand-alone basis."
http://www.alaskajournal.com/Alaska-Journal-of-Commerce/September-2011/Fish
Bytes/index.php?cparticle= l &siarticle=0#artanc. Curiously, if the charter operators are now
arguing that the commercial catch limit should have been reduced in previous years based on a
new present-day understanding of past stock abundance, they must then also be arguing that the
charter GHL, and perhaps the CSP which is based in part on the OHL, should be lower since the
OHL was also set in accordance with what the charter industry is now calling an erroneous
understanding of stock abundance. The argument now presented by the charter industry is
specious and is nothing more than an attempt to confuse the issue.
12.

Net National Benefits

At the outset, it must be recognized that the primary goal of any fishery management plan
is conservation of the resource. The findings, purposes, and policy of the Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act ("MSA"), for example, make that clear for all
fishery managers. See 16 U.S.C. §180 I. This policy and priority is reflected in the Proposed
Rule that states: "While NMFS intends for the CSP to accommodate the guided sport industry's
need for predictability and sustainability, it believes conservation of the halibut resource should
be a priority under the CSP." 76 Fed. Reg. at 44173.
In considering our national policy of fisheries conservation, certain facts stand out.
Foremost among those facts is that in Area 2C, for example, the charter industry has exceeded its
OHL quota every year by 22%-115%, a level of overfishing which, as noted above, the IPHC

believes threatens the conservation of the resource. The situation in Area 3A is trending in the
same direction. The CSP was developed against the backdrop of the need to prevent charter
overfishing - something that had proven impossible to accomplish under the existing GHL
management system.
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In contrast, the commercial fleet has never exceeded its quota since the commercial IFQ
plan was instituted in 1995. Thus, it is no surprise that the CSP focuses on the one area of
overfishing that is occurring - charter industry overfishing. Although it is not possible to place a
quantitative value on ending overfishing, it is clear that there is a significant qualitative value and
national benefit. Indeed, the MSA requires as a matter of national policy that fishery
management plans "prevent overfishing." 16 U.S.C. §1853(a)(l0). The CSP seeks to implement
that national policy which comprises an important net national benefit to the nation.
The charter industry ignores this conservation reality and benefit, instead focusing on the
alleged economic impacts of the CSP to its industry. Before turning to this argument, it is
important to consider the Court's words in the case the charter industry filed to overturn
regulations designed to prevent charter overfishing. There, the charter industry made claims of
economic harm if they were regulated. The Court rejected the industry's argument finding "[t]he
Secretary gave little weight to quantitative estimates of the economic impact of the Rule because
it is not appropriate to compare the economic impact to the commercial sector with the economic
impact to the charter sector when their products are so very different." Van Valin v. Lock, 671
F.Supp.2d at 16.
Nevertheless, the charter industry persists. And again, the charter industry has chosen to
ignore critical facts. Among those facts, as discussed above, is that under the CSP the charter
industry receives an equal or greater percentage of the allowed catch than under the current GHL
management system. Equally important, if the CSP had been in place 2004-2011 instead of the
GHL, the charter industry would have been allocated more fish than under the GHL program. In
short, any quantifiable national benefits of the CSP to the charter industry over time would have
been, and will be, greater than under the status quo.
The argument made by the charter industry that in the short term their harvest under the
CSP will be lower than if the GHL system is retained confuses rather than clarifies the issue of
net national benefits. First, as discussed throughout these comments, the facts are that the halibut
resource is, and has been, declining. Throughout this decline, the commercial quota has been
significantly reduced for resource conservation reasons. Yet, in Area 3A, the charter industry
quota has never been reduced. In Area 2C, the charter industry quota has not been reduced in
any of the past three years and, before that, the GHL quota reductions were much less than the
corresponding cuts for the commercial fleet. Significantly, the charter industry offset much of
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their Area 2C quota reductions by overfishing their quota. There is clearly a net national benefit
in providing that both the commercial fleet and the charter industry be invested equally in
sharing the responsibility for conservation - a responsibility which heretofore has been borne
almost exclusively by the commercial fleet. Providing both sectors with an incentive for
conservation instead of providing that incentive to only one sector is a net national benefit.
In addition, as discussed above, there is a net national benefit in terms of jobs, income,
and economic output to the commercial halibut processing sector that comes from properly
managing the resource to prevent charter overfishing. That benefit also reaches to Alaska's
coastal communities who depend on the tax revenue and economic activity generated by the
commercial fleet.
Furthermore, there is a net national benefit to ensuring that the least fortunate among us,
those living near, at, or below the poverty level, who urgently depend on subsistence fishing
should be able to meet their nutritional needs. This cannot be done if they cannot find fish to
harvest. As discussed above, the localized depletion of the resource caused by geographically
concentrated charter industry overfishing inflicts a significant negative toll on resource
dependent subsistence fishermen.
The economic impact of localized depletion caused by charter overfishing is a huge force
throughout Alaska but particularly in isolated rural, subsistence communities. To estimate the
economic impacts, the Sitka Conservation Society, Alaska's oldest conservation society,
estimated that nearly one in four residents of Sitka, Alaska are subsistence fishermen. The
Society told the Council in September 2008: "The economic value of these [subsistence]
harvests to local communities is substantial. One accepted method of quantifying this value is to
estimate the replacement cost of a substitute, imported product. Had [the subsistence fishermen
in Sitka] purchased their fish at a grocery store in Anchorage the cost would easily have
exceeded $1.5 million at current prices for halibut fillets." If one considers the number of
subsistence users throughout Alaska, the net negative benefit of continuing to allow charter
overfishing and its associated localized depletion is enormous. This is a cost that those who
depend on subsistence fishing cannot afford.
In addition to ignoring the economic impacts of charter overfishing on subsistence
fisheries, the EA makes almost no effort to quantify the importance of the commercial sector and
the economic effects of the CSP. Instead, the EA focuses only on the charter industry which has
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presented misleading and incomplete information. A careful examination of the facts reveals
that virtually all of the economic analyses relied on by the charter industry can be ignored
because these analyses complain about the effects of reducing the charter harvest for
conservation reasons. Thus, these economic impact analyses rest on the false premise that the
charter industry should not suffer any quota reductions notwithstanding that the halibut resource
has been, and is, declining. Curiously, and as noted above, if the CSP had been in place in lieu
of the GHL from 2004-2011, the charter industry would have experienced a net positive benefit
because its quotas would have been larger. In contrast, as discussed above, the Area 2C
commercial fleet lost $15 million in harvest because of the decline in the resource caused in part
by charter overfishing and caused directly by quota reductions made to offset the amount of
charter overfishing. For Area 3A, the commercial loss due to charter overfishing was $1.6
million. These are real, direct, and quantifiable net negative benefits from the status quo that the
CSP will correct.
Analyses by the charter industry about their overall economic value should also be
discounted because all of the alleged total economic value is not, in fact, properly attributable to
halibut. Halibut is only one of 33 fish (3%) (halibut, five salmon species, rockfish, black cod,
ling cod, Pacific cod, flatfish, etc) which a charter client is allowed to catch in Area 2C and two
of39 fish (5.1 %) a charter client is allowed to catch in Area 3A. Thus, statements about the total
economic benefits of, or harms to, the charter industry must be reduced accordingly.
Moreover, as discussed in more detail below in Part IV of these Comments, the economic
benefit of the commercial sector within Alaska far outweighs the total economic benefrt of the
charter industry regardless of whether one considers total economic benefits or halibut specific
benefits. The total sport fish industry economic output in Alaska in 2007, the most recent year
for which data are available, was $1.6 billion. The comparable number for the commercial
fishing sector was $5.8 billion. The tourism related jobs in Alaska from all tourist industries
total 36,200. The comparable number for commercial fishing alone is 80,800. With respect to
halibut specifically, under the most optimistic scenario, only $200 million (see analysis below on
page 47) of the total $1.6 billion of alleged sport fish economic output can be attributed to
halibut in Areas 2C and 3A. For the commercial fishery, the comparable number for Areas 2C
and 3A is $478 million. In other words, actions which disadvantage the commercial sector, such
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as continuing the status quo GHL management system have quantifiable negative net benefits
versus a system such as the CSP.
In considering net national benefits, it should also be noted that seafood is one of very
few products shipped south out of Alaska by barge. This is an important net positive economic
benefit to Alaska's residents. By providing a freight "backhaul," these seafood "exports" from
Alaska reduce the cost of incoming or north-bound freight to Alaska by approximately 10%.
Indeed, both inside and outside the U.S., commercially caught halibut provides economic
benefits to transportation services, retail markets, and restaurants.
When discussing economic issues and benefits, the charter industry loudly asserts that
bag and size limits hurt the economics of their fishery and, therefore, net national benefits. Such
an argument ignores fundamental points. First, bag and size limits are designed to prevent
charter overfishing which harms the resource. Economics should never trump -fisheries
conservation. Indeed, overfishing and destroying the resource ultimately destroys any fishery
economics that once existed.
Second, try as they might, the charter industry cannot ignore the fact that it is the national
economy, not bag or size limits, that is affecting their current economics. The EA states the
number of charter trips has declined significantly between 2008 and 2010 in both Areas 2C and
3A. EA at 51. While Area 2C charter fishermen try to fix the blame for this on regulatory
changes designed to prevent their overfishing, bag and size limits have not changed in Area 3A.
Yet, both Areas have experienced significant declines in demand. The only conclusion is that
changing national economic conditions are the driving force behind the reduced demand for
charter services, not regulatory issues.
Although the preceding discussion focuses on benefits occurring in U.S. markets, one
should not overlook the benefits to the U.S. of halibut in the international market. In 2010,
approximately one third of the commercial halibut harvest was exported. These exports had a
value to the U.S. ofjust under $100 million and positively affected our balance of payments.
13.

Conclusion

When the charter industry asserts the CSP is unfair and inequitable, they forget that: ( 1)
they agreed to the CSP, but withdrew their support and just before final action by the Council
submitted a completely new plan to the Council, (2) their newly minted "fair and equitable"
proposal increased the Area 2C charter catch from 913,000 pounds to 4.9-5.7 million pounds,
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between 70%-80% of the allowed harvest, effectively putting the commercial fleet out of
business, (3) the OHL gave the charter fleet 125% of their then existing harvest levels and the
CSP gives the charter fleet an equal or higher harvest percentage than the OHL, (4) while the
commercial harvest has declined by 76% in Area 2C and 44% in Area 3A because of the
declining halibut population and the commercial fleet has not exceeded its quota, the charter fleet
has increased its harvest, exceeding its quota by 22%-115% every year in Area 2C and by lesser
amounts in Area 3A, (5) when the charter industry challenged Nl\1FS regulations designed to
keep the charter fleet within its quota, arguing they were now harvesting above their quota and it
was unfair to make them live within their quota, the Court rejected the challenge noting it is bad
public policy to reward overfishing, (6) charter overharvests are often subtracted from the
commercial harvest making the commercial fleet pay for overfishing by the charter fleet, (7)
reductions in the commercial quota caused by resource declines resulting in part from charter
overfishing and caused directly by subtracting the amount of charter overfishing from the
commercial quota has already cost the commercial fleet $15 million in Area 2C alone which
translates to $46.5 million using a standard economic multiplier, (8) charter overfishing results in
localized depletion of inshore areas meaning that subsistence fishermen who typically live close
to the poverty line cannot harvest the fish they need to feed their families because they do not
own boats allowing them to get to distant fishing areas, (9) the charter industry would have
received more quota under the CSP than under the GHL if the CSP had been in effect since
2004, (I 0) it is unfair and inequitable for the charter industry to not share equally in the
conservation of a declining resource, and (11) even if the CSP had been in effect in 2011, the
charter industry would have had a smaller percentage quota reduction for conservation than the
commercial sector.
C.

Conservation

A fundamental underlying predicate for the CSP is to promote conservation by
preventing overfishing. As noted above, in each year since the OHL was established, the charter
industry has overfished its Area 2C quota by 22%-115% and its Area 3A quota by lesser
amounts. It is intuitively obvious that fishing beyond the quota limit harms the resource. More
importantly, the IPHC has specifically found that charter industry overfishing threatens the
health of the resource. See Part I(B) above. Without the CSP, charter overfishing will likely
continue under the GHL, just as it has in the past.
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In contrast to the record of the charter industry, the commercial halibut fleet has never
exceeded its quota since the commercial halibut IFQ was implemented in 1995. Careful
monitoring of halibut dockside deliveries by processors, enforcement personnel, and IPHC
observers, as well as at-sea enforcement, ensures compliance with quotas. Every pound taken
off a commercial boat is weighed on a NMFS certified scale and the weight is reported on an
Alaska Department ofFish and Game fish ticket. In addition, a policy of allowing up to 10%
underage (with carry forward) and 10 % overage without penalty (overages are deducted from
next year's quota) provides a reasonable mechanism to stay within the commercial allocation.
The CSP is a better mechanism to address charter industry overfishing and the
conservation of the halibut resource than the existing OHL system. The principal reason is that
the pre-season specification of CSP management restrictions is designed to limit the charter
harvest to its annual quota before an overage occurs. Contrast this with the retroactive OHL
approach that implements corrective action only after the overages have occurred. While the
OHL management system allows charter overfishing to occur and then reacts, the CSP is
designed to proactively prevent such overfishing from occurring in the first place. Although it is
possible the 2011 GHL enforcement measures may be effective, it has taken seven years since
the OHL was created to get such measures because every year the charter industry has fought
politically or in court against conservation regulations.
The CSP establishes a matrix of management measures that correspond to biomass levels
and charter catch. The matrix clearly specifies bag and size limits to be implemented based on
the pre-season evaluation of halibut abundance and charter catch projections. This management
matrix is deliberately structured to be proscriptive in order to provide clear direction to the IPHC
on necessary charter bag or size limits. In this way, the Council clearly established CSP
allocations and management actions, engaging the.IPHC to conduct the mechanical part of
. implementing management changes.
The facts are that the CSP is more likely to prevent overfishing than is the OHL status
quo. The CSP establishes a percentage allocation for the charter fleet where catches are expected
to average the CSP percentage alJocation over time. In some years, the charter catch will be over
the CSP percentage allocation but under the upper limit and in some years the catch may be
under. The Council was aware that the allocation range might allow overharvest by as much as
3.5% of the combined charter and commercial catch limit, which is why it emphasized the need
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to err on the side of conservation. As stated in the Council's CSP management objectives: "In
meeting its conservation mandate while accommodating the charter industry's need for
predictability and stability, the Council will necessarily err on the side of conservation in
selection of management tools and season length, with the result that the sport charter sector may
not be able to harvest its entire allocation." EA at 7.
D.

Discrimination

Not only is the CSP fair and equitable and promotes conservation, but it does not
discriminate against fishermen based on state residency or any other basis. The CSP does not
establish or perpetuate any standard or requirement that allocates fish based on state residency or
any other basis.
The CSP does establish limits on charter clients without limiting unguided sport
fishermen. This differentiation is justified by the enhanced catch rates of the charter fleet versus
unguided operators and by the dramatic increase in charter harvest over the past decade. In stark
contrast to the charter industry harvest, unguided sport harvest has not demonstrated an
increasing trend, but has instead varied over time.
E.

There is No Concentration of Shares

The CSP does not allocate shares of the common pool. Thus, conso1idation of shares is
not an issue. The GAF program includes limits on the amount of GAF a charter operator may
lease, thus addressing the issue of any excessive share in this segment of the CSP.
F.

Delay Tactics

The Halibut Coalition is aware that some members of the charter industry have requested
that the CSP be delayed until federal funding is available to shift halibut quota from the
commercial sector to the charter industry. This is unrealistic and unwise. Current economic
conditions in this country make federal funding for any such endeavor highly unlikely. Even if
such funding is procured, the impacts of a compensated reallocation are substantial and need
careful evaluation. These impacts include reduced opportunities for subsistence and sport
fishermen, the loss of commercial fishing employment opportunities in harvesting and
processing, reduced consumer access to halibut, and increased risk to the resource of overharvest
given that catch accounting in the charter fishery is far inferior to catch accounting in the
commercial fishery. These complications, coupled with the dearth of available funding, clarified
to all stakeholders that this approach could only be considered as part of a longer-term
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management strategy that might modify the CSP. The Council did not want the obvious
conservation and allocation problems that would result from the charter industry's proposal to
delay the CSP. The CSP must be implemented immediately to protect the resource and all who
depend on the resource for sustenance and livelihood. Further delays will only allow continued
overfishing by the charter industry at the expense of the resource, the commercial industry, sport
and subsistence harvesters, and coastal communities. NMFS needs to call an end to the charter
industry's bait and switch tactics and implement the CSP.

III.

Participation in the Fishery
A.

The CSP Takes Into Account Present Participation

The charter industry asserts the CSP fails to take into account their present participation
in the fishery. These comments will not repeat all of the discussion in previous sections showing
how present participation was, in fact, taken into account. Rather, we incorporate by reference
as if repeated here all of the discussion in Part II addressing the present participation issue.
Included in Part II is a discussion showing that (1) the allocation percentages under the
CSP are greater than under the OHL, (2) had the CSP been in effect since the GHL was
implemented the charter industry would have been allocated more fish, (3) for Area 2C, the
Council included in the base CSP calculation the amount of fish harvested by the charter industry
in excess of the OHL, i.e. the amount of overfishing done by the charter industry, and added
25%, (4) for Area 2C, if the CSP had been in effect in 2010 the charter industry would have been
allowed to take 15.1 % of the combined commercial and charter catch versus 15.4% under the
OHL, a difference of only 8,000 pounds, and (5) for Area 3A the charter catch has approximated
the GHL and that is the base allocation used in the CSP.
The essence of the charter industry's complaint is that if the CSP had been in effect in
2011 their allocation would have been below their OHL levels. Such logic ignores the fact that
the principal reason for the reduction is a decline in resource abundance. In effect, the charter
industry is trying to use the present participation standard to subvert the national policy of
preventing overfishing. The charter industry's argument is that their allocation should not be cut
because the resource is declining. To do so according to the charter industry means they will
catch less fish and their "present participation" is adversely affected. This argument is without
merit. It contravenes our national fisheries policy to conserve the resource and to prevent
overfishing.
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Another aspect of the charter industry's argument is that because they have overfished
their GHL, any reduction in the fishing level to require them to live within their quota fails to
take into account their "present participation." As noted above, when the charter industry
presented this argument in court, the judge rightly rejected it, finding the charter industry should
not be rewarded for overfishing.
Finally, it should be noted that in 2008 and 2009, the charter industry refused to accept
the conservation measures intended to keep them within their OHL quota and sued in each year
to overturn the conservation measures. This had the effect of delaying the promulgation of the
Proposed Rule because many of the agency staff charged with bringing the CSP to fruition were
diverted from that task in order to respond to the charter industry's lawsuits. In short, the charter
industry's singular desire to oppose conservation regulations designed to prevent charter
overfishing contributed to the delay in promulgating the CSP about which the charter industry
now complains.

B.

The CSP Takes into Account Historical Participation In, and Dependence
On, the Fishery

As stated in Part Il(B) of these Comments, the CSP takes into account both historical and
present participation in the halibut fishery, as well as dependence on the halibut resource. In
identifying the charter allocations, the Council relied on the historic harvest under the OHL,
which allocated the charter fleet 125% of its historic catch and translated to 13% and 14%,
respectively, of the Area 2C and Area 3A combined commerciaVcharter catch limit. The
Council then reviewed the charter harvest levels relative to the GHL allocation, and elected to
use the most recent years' catch levels despite charter overharvest of the OHL in Area 2C and
the Court decision that the charter industry should not be rewarded for overfishing the resource.
Because the charter fleet was not satisfied with even these concessions, the Council
recommended allocation percentages for the charter fleet that are even higher during times of
low halibut abundance. This decision shifts the burden of conservation to the commercial fleet
during periods of low stock abundance. This is best illustrated by a comparison of commercial
and charter allocations over the past six years. In Area 2C, the commercial catch limit has been
reduced by 76% but the charter allocation 55%. In Area 3A, the commercial catch limit has been
reduced 44% while the charter allocation has not been reduced at all. In short, the CSP
establishes allocations that tie both sectors to present abundance, the CSP establishes allocations
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based on historical catch and the CSP updates the historical allocation to include the most recent
catch split between the charter and commercial sectors to account for dependence on the fishery.
Significantly, the CSP addresses "historical dependence" beyond the commercial and
charter fisheries. High levels of charter fishing activity adversely affect catch rates for unguided
sport anglers and subsistence harvesters because of localized depletion, making it difficult for
these harvesters to meet their subsistence needs. Charter catch is concentrated near towns, and
local depletion from this concentrated charter catch has been established through testimony
before the Council, court filings, and comments to the Secretary. Subsistence and sport
testimony before the Councii some of which is referenced in these Comments, document the
impacts of charter overfishing. Indeed, charter fishermen admitted the existence of localized
depletion when they testified to the Council during hearings on the halibut charter limited entry
program that they need to travel farther every year to find halibut for their clients because
inshore areas are "fished out." That testimony is hereby incorporated by referenced into these
Comments. Allowing the charter fleet to overfish the resource has had negative impacts on local
sport and subsistence fishermen. The failure to constrain charter-based catches will have
increasingly negative impacts on the people who have historically depended on the halibut
resource for sport and sustenance. The CSP protects the interests of these historic harvesters by
accounting for sport and subsistence needs before allocating the resource between charter and
commercial fishermen, by tying charter catch directly to resource abundance, and by establishing
management measures that prevent rather than react to charter overages. The failure of the
EA/RIR/IRFA to reflect the negative effects of the status quo on these historic harvesters and the
positive impact of the CSP should be corrected. See EA at xiii.
It has been argued that the leasing provision included in the CSP could harm unguided
sport and subsistence harvesters by allowing more charter effort. The Halibut Coalition shares
concerns relative to any reallocation, included compensated reallocation, and for that reason
supports the provision in the CSP that restricts quota transfer to 10% of the IPHC Area total.
This percentage provides ample opportunity for individual charter operators to meet the demands
of their clients without placing undue additional pressure on near-shore harvesting areas. Any
increased charter harvesting will be less than the disproportionately high (relative to halibut
abundance) charter harvest allowed under the GHL status quo.
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C.

The CSP Takes Into Account the Economics of the Fishery

Per the discussion in the two preceding sections and throughout these comments, the CSP
takes into account the economics of the fishery by protecting the halibut resource from
overharvest, tying the charter allocation to resource abundance, and maintaining allocations that
recognize historic and current participation as well as dependence on the resource. At the outset,
it is important to return to first principles -- fishery managers have a responsibility first and
foremost to protect the health and productivity of the resource. Economic considerations are
secondary to this objective. It should state the obvious that the economics of a fishery depend
completely on protecting and, in the case of the Areas 2C and 3A halibut resource, restoring the
health and productivity of the stock. The CSP safeguards the resource by preventing sector
overfishing, which in tum safeguards the economics of the halibut industry.
The CSP, however, specifically takes into account the economics of the charter fishery.
The CSP accommodates the charter business model by, among other things, providing a
continuous season of historic length, setting management measures preseason and holding them
constant throughout the season, creating a range around the charter allocations, holding charter
bag and size limits constant provided forecasted charter harvest remained within the established
range, and allowing charter operators to lease commercial quota if existing bag and size limits do
not satisfy their clients. These CSP provisions were all designed in response to testimony from
the charter sector and to Council consideration of charter business plans.
Importantly, the CSP also takes into account the economics of others who depend on and
enjoy the halibut resource, including harvesters, processors and consumers, by ensuring that
charter allocations are clearly established and closely tied to resource abundance, that the open
ended reallocation of halibut to the charter sector is finally stopped, and that charter management
measures are timely and effective in preventing charter overfishing. These are the critical
components requested again and again by sport, subsistence and commercial harvesters, halibut
processors, retailers, and Americans who love to eat halibut.
D.

The CSP Takes Into Account the Capacity of Fishing Vessels in the Fishery
to Engage in Other Fisheries

The CSP follows closely on the heels of the charter limited entry program ("LEP"). In
developing the LEP, charter stakeholders, charter industry members, and the Council carefully
reviewed issues of historic and present participation in the charter sector as well as the capacity
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of vessels that did not receive an LEP to participate in other fisheries. Those documents are
hereby incorporated by reference into these Comments. Similarly, the commercial halibut
fishery has been managed with an Individual Fishing Quota system since 1995. Adoption of this
program was preceded by a lengthy public and analytical process that included consideration of
the capacity of fishing vessels in the halibut fishery to engage in other fisheries.
E.

The CSP Takes Into Account the Cultural and Social Framework Relevant
to the Fishery and Affected Fishing Communities

The CSP is an innovative approach to sector management that resulted from Council
discussion, staff research, and extensive public participation. The Council received testimony
from representatives of coastal communities, Tribal organizations, and community-based
fishermen from all sectors. The CSP is the result of carefully balancing the cultural and social
framework of all who depend on the halibut resource for sustenance or livelihood. The CSP first
and foremost safeguards the resource from overharvest. Second, the CSP maintains historical
allocations, which protects traditional harvesters, processors, and communities. Third, the CSP
accommodates to the maximum extent possible the business plans and burgeoning needs of the
charter industry and their clients.
The charter sector has grown from next to nothing in the early 1990s to current levels
which, in 2011, are now comparable to commercial catch in Area 2C. For perspective, the
charter harvest in Area 2C increased 93% between 1997 and 2008. EA at 53. The 2010 sport
harvest in Area 2C was 2.55 million pounds while the commercial catch limit for 2011 is 2.33
million pounds. This explosive growth and the de facto reallocation from historical harvesters to
the charter fleet that resulted have created conflict in Alaska's small coastal communities, pitting
neighbor against neighbor. The inability of managers to resolve this conflict through an effective
allocation has torn southeast and south central Alaska communities apart. The CSP, which
establishes clear allocations, an effective management process, and a market-based transfer
mechanism between sectors, will finally end this conflict and restore the "social and cultural"
framework in these small communities.
F.

The CSP Takes Into Account Other Relevant Considerations

At its core, the allocation aspect of the CSP is between the small segment of the
population who can afford to access the halibut resource from fancy charter boats, and those who
have neither the resources nor the inclination to do so but have access to halibut via local
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restaurants and grocery stores. If one examines the ratio of sport licenses to the general public,
over 98% of the American public access the halibut resource through commercial fishermen.
This access is highly valued. It is telling that halibut ex-vessel prices (i.e., the price paid to
commercial fishermen at the dock) is at an all time high in 2011, having increased from an
average price of $5 per pound in 2009 to an average price of $7 in 2011, despite the economic
recession. In contrast, a 2011 report indicates that the number of visitors to the State of Alaska
has declined each year since 2007, and that the number of visitors travelling to Alaska by cruise
ship dropped 14.5% between 2009 and 2010. McDowell Group, Inc., Alaska Visitor Statistics
Program VI Interim Visitors Volume Report, March 2011. In this regard, the EA states that the
change in demand for charter trip cannot be estimated, but that ''the demand for charter trips is
expected to decline." EA at 61. Indeed, Table 15 in the EA establishes that the number of
charter trips decreased significantly between 2008 and 20 IO -- and that it decreased in both
Areas 2C and 3A (by 23% and 15% respectively). EA at 51. While charter operators in Area 2C
may try to blame this demand reduction on regulatory changes, bag and size limits in Area 3A
have not changed over this time period. The inescapable conclusion is that the reduction reflects
reduced demand from the public. The CSP takes into account the consuming public and protects
their interest in the halibut resource.
IV.

Economic Impact

Certain charter associations continue to claim that recreational fisheries are more
valuable than commercial fisheries and that the public and the Nation will benefit from a
reallocation of the allowable harvest. These statements are unsubstantiated and incorrect.
At the outset, it should be noted that the commercial sector delivers the fish to the public.
The charter sector delivers the public to the fish. Both provide the public with a~cess to the
resource, although the Coalition submits that the commercial sector provides access to a much
larger public, people who are either disinclined, unable, or cannot afford to travel to Alaska to
harvest fish for themselves. In terms of public access, it should also be noted that charter
industry growth has displaced subsistence fishermen, preventing subsistence fishermen from
having access to the resource because of the localized depletion caused by the charter fleet. To
place that growth in perspective: the charter harvest in Area 2C increased by 93% between 1997
and 2008. EA at 53. The economic impact on subsistence fishermen is huge. In one community
alone, the cost of replacing the subsistence halibut harvest with grocery store purchased product
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was a staggering $1.5 million - a cost that few people living below, at, or near the poverty level
can afford. See Part II(B)(12) of these comments.
Further, the numbers advanced by the charter industry to "prove" their alleged economic
dominance are incorrect. In 2007, the sport fish total industry output in Alaska (real estate
construction/repair, trip expenses, pre-purchased packages, equipment purchases, lodging, food,
etc.) for both fresh and saltwater was $1.6 billion. The comparable number for the statewide
commercial fishing sector was $5.8 billion. The Seafood Industry in Alaska, Northern
Economics, January 2009.
In considering the relative importance of halibut to the charter industry, it is also
important to note that in 2010 the daily sport fishing bag limit in southeast Alaska (Area 2C)
totaled 33 fish of which only one could be a halibut. In southcentral Alaska (Area 3A) the daily
bag limit is 39 fish (which does not include 6 species of cod for which there is no daily limit) of
which two could be halibut. Therefore, it could be argued that only 1/33 (3%) or 2/39 (5.1 %) of
the economic activity claimed by the charter industry is attributable to halibut. Indeed, no
charter fishing lodge advertises to its clients for halibut alone. Every species (halibut, cod,
rockfish (30+}, lingcod, sharks, salmon (5), steelhead, and dolly varden) that can possibly be
caught is mentioned as a reason to go to that lodge. In fact, some charter fishing lodges do not
even advertise fishing for halibut as an option, mentioning only other species. For a charter
client, one permit entitles that client to catch a multitude of species and target whichever is
seasonal, has the most appea~ or is most abundant to fulfill their fishing experience. The reality
is that the economic impact of travel lodging and food claimed by the charter industry is more
closely related to the fishing experience than to the number of halibut caught.
It may also be helpful to examine the actual 2007 data with respect to halibut fishing.
The 2007 Alaska Sport Fishing Survey indicates that slightly over 3,032,493 million fish of all
types were caught in the Alaska sport fish fishery. Ofthat number, 584,764 were Pacific halibut
(charter and unguided), which equates to 19% of the state-wide total.
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/sf/sportfishingsurvey/. Ofthe 584,764 sport caught halibut
statewide, 65% were caught by charter boats in 2C/3A. ADF&G Special Publication 09-11. To
complete the equation, Area 2C and 3A charter boats accounted for 12.5% of the 2007 state-wide
halibut sport harvest. Thus, of the $1.6 billion state-wide sport fish output, only $200 million
can possibly be attributed to the charter halibut fishery in Areas 2C and 3A. Economic Impacts
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and Contributions of Sportfishing in Alaska 2007 (Southwick Associates and Alaska Dept of
Fish and Game Sportfish Division), The Seafood Industry in Alaska's Economy 2007 (Northern
Economics).
The commercial halibut fishery accounts for 14% of the state-wide commercial fishery
economic output or $812 million. The Seafood Industry in Alaska, Northern Economics,
January 2009. Using a 2010 ex-vessel value of$194.5 million and a multiplier of3.l, the 2010
halibut economic output was $603 million. ASMI 2011. The Area 2C and 3A contribution to
the total was $478 million.
To place these gross numbers into perspective, Sitka, the major halibut charter and
commercial port in southeast Alaska, accounted for 28% of all southeast Alaska charter halibut
landings in 2009 and approximately 35% of commercial halibut landings. In 2008, the first
wholesale value of processed commercially caught fish landed by Sitka residents was $119 ·
million. The comparable number for the charter industry (gross business sales) was $29 million.
NMFS AK Region landings data (http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/ram/ifqreports.htm ); Sitka
Economic Development Association (http://www.sitka.net/Economy/reports.html ), revenue
-~

data.
The story is the same regarding jobs impact. In the 2008-2009 visitor season, visitors to
Alaska accounted for 36,200 full and part time jobs in Alaska. 2009 Alaska Economic
Performance Report, Alaska Department ofEconomic Development (http://www.dced.state.
ak.us/pub/2009_Performance_Report_web.pdf). This number includes visitor activity resulting
from all forms of tourism (skiing, hiking, wildlife viewing, cruise ships, bus tours, charter
fishing, etc.). In comparison, in 2007 Alaska's commercial seafood industry alone provided
employment for 80,800 people. Northern Economics, The Seafood Industry in Alaska's
Economy 2009 (Feb. 2011 ).
Under the status quo GHL management, commercial fishermen have borne a
disproportionate share of the economic impact from the decline in halibut stocks. Status quo
management allows the charter industry to overfish its allocation and fails to reduce the charter
allocation commensurate with the decline in halibut abundance. Commercial fishermen,
processors, seafood support industries, and coastal communities have all suffered as a result. To
supplement-the EA, a few examples of these impacts, in addition to those set forth in Part l(C)
above, are described below.
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In considering economic impacts to commercial fishermen, it is important to begin with
the fact that in order to harvest halibut in Alaska commercial fishermen must own Individual
Fishing Quota ("IFQ"). The facts are that commercial fishermen have made substantial
investments to purchase halibut IFQs. Over 60% of the quota has changed hands since the IFQ
program was implemented in 1995. Because ofthese investments in the fishery, the economic
impact of quota reductions caused by charter overfishing has been severe. Most fishermen
borrow money to purchase IFQ, which sells for $25-$35 per pound, and are now struggling to
pay loans that were taken out based on quota levels that were two or three times higher than
current levels. Some fishermen will not be able to make loan payments this year and may lose
their shares. Many currently owe more than they can make by fishing or by selling their shares
because of the quota reductions. For example, one young fisherwoman purchased halibut QS in
2007, leveraging a sizable loan to move from being a deckhand to vesting herself in the fishery.
Since that time, she has lost 76% of her quota, 76% which would have otherwise been available
to help pay the loan taken out to purchase the QS. She has been unable to cover her loan
payments by fishing her halibut shares in two of the past four years, notwithstanding the fact that
the ex-vessel price of halibut has increased. Another young gillnet fishermen from Juneau took
his savings, secured a loan, and· bought 5,600 pounds of Area 2C QS in 2006 for $18 per pound.
As a boat owner, he recognized that he needed to use his boat in more than one fishery to make it
pay for itself. Little did he know that his poundage would be reduced to the point where he
could not catch enough halibut to cover his QS loan payments. He now has 1,237 pounds ofQS
left, owes $70,000 on his loan. Ifhe sold his QS at current market value he could hope to
receive $35,000, half of what he owes on his loan. Another older fisherman took his $40,000
nest egg and bought 3,000 pounds of Area 2C halibut QS in 2007. Given the quota cuts, he has
approximately 800 pounds of QS left and the nest egg is gone. Another family from a small
Alaska community has invested over $700,000 in halibut QS since 2005, with all four members
of the family buying QS and fishing together to harvest it. The 76% quota reduction has made it
difficult for the family to afford their children's education and forced them to defer maintenance
on their boat. These are but a few of the examples of economic problems caused by the status
quo GHL management of the charter fishery and by the declining halibut resource.
Any consideration of comparative economic impacts must also take into account the fact
that charter operators offer their clients a large portfolio of species to target, and one license
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provides all of this access. The same is not true in the commercial fisheries. Most federal and
state commercial fisheries off Alaska are restricted through limited access programs and require
significant investment to enter. Commercial fishermen do not have the same flexibility that
charter operators and clients have to enter other fisheries and target species other than halibut. If
the commercial catch limit for halibut is reduced, the commercial halibut QS holders experience
direct revenue losses and direct economic impacts. While some commercial fishermen
participate in multiple fisheries, they do so only after a substantial investment ($35,000$300,000) in a limited access permit for that fishery.
In assessing relative economic benefits, one must also consider Alaska's coastal
communities that receive tax revenues from commercial fish processing and who use the
generated funds to maintain harbors and to provide other necessary governmental services. In
2010, this tax generated approximately $266,500 to local governments, in addition to revenue to
the state government. As commercial halibut quotas drop, so too do the commercial fish tax
revenues to communities and the State. By way of example, the ex-vessel value of commercial
halibut landings in Juneau declined between 2008 and 2010 from $50 million to $32 million, a
35% loss. Since commercial fishermen pay a percentage-based tax on this ex-vessel value to the
State and local community, this reduction has local and statewide impacts.
Charter fisheries do not pay a comparable landing tax to local communities. Therefore,
the reallocation of harvest to the charter industry caused by charter overharvest has imposed
economic stress on Alaska's coastal communities. Some rural Alaska communities, ~uch as
Pelican, Hoonah, and Port Alexander are struggling to remain viable in the wake of declining
commercial halibut quotas. As the residents of Pelican have learned, charter businesses leave
town when the infrastructure previously funded by the commercial fishing industry falls apart.
And when businesses leave town, schools close, health care faci1ities falter, and the future of the
community is bleak.
Declining halibut quotas have also resulted in reduced employment both in the harvesting
and processing sectors. As one report stated: "The trend in harvesting employment for the
halibut fishery has continued its slow but steady decline. From 2008 to 2009, 132 average
monthly jobs were lost." Alaska Economic Trends (Nov. 2010), http://labor.state.ak.us/trends/
novlO.pdf.
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Another report estimated the impact of shifts in halibut quota from the commercial to the
charter sector stating: "Based on 2005 prices (average of$3.08 and $3.07 in Areas 2C and 3A
respectively) and the labor income estimates described above, the economic impact of
reallocation of 100,000 pounds of halibut would be approximately $360,000 in personal income
in Area 2C and $300,000 in Area 3A. In terms of total economic output, the impact would be
just under $600,000 in both 2C and 3A." Economic Impact of the Commercial Halibut Fisheries
in Areas 2C and 3A (McDowell April 2007) at 16. The cost to the commercial fleet, due to
ineffective GHL enforcement and the reallocation of 100,000 pounds of halibut at the average
2010 halibut price of$4.58 is even more severe and has had a much larger impact on QS holders
who are struggling to meet loan payments and to make a living on reduced quotas.
The commercial fisheries also support other industries important to Alaska and Alaska's
isolated communities. Yet another report highlights by way of example the importance of
commercial fisheries to the Kodiak Island Borough. "Kodiak's status ~s the state's commercial
seafood capital is the reason many organizations are located there, including the U.S. Coast
Guard, University of Alaska Fairbanks' Fisheries Industrial Technology Center and Kodiak
Fisheries Research Center." Alaska Economic Trends (June, 2010), http://labor.state.ak.us/
trends/jun I 0.pdf.
The transportation sector and dependent Alaskans also rely heavily on the commercial
fishing sector. A spokesman for Lynden Transport, which employs 800 people in Alaska,
testified that transportation of the commercial seafood harvest from Alaska as a backhaul
significantly reduces the cost of freight to Alaska's remote communities. He estimated that
north-bound freight costs would be I 0% higher without the seafood backhaul. Since most of the
food and goods sold in Alaska are imported from the Lower 48, this increase in freight costs
would impose a substantial economic burden on all Alaskans, particularly on residents of
Alaska's remote coastal villages.
Finally, it is worth pausing to consider the nature of the commercial and charter fleets.
Virtually all Area 2C commercial halibut fishermen operate small boat family businesses
working from vessels less than 60 feet. In 20 I 0, approximately 60% were permitted to harvest
3,300 pounds or less of halibut and 90% could harvest less than 9,000 pounds. The average Area
2C individual commercial halibut fisherman grosses approximately $9,000 from halibut fishing
in this Area.
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The comparison to the charter fleet, particularly the large fishing lodges that dominate
harvest in the charter industry, became clear in 2009 when the charter industry sued to prevent
NMFS from enforcing the GI-IL harvest quota. The annual revenue from the smallest of the
charter plaintiffs was $100,000. Two charter plaintiffs reported annual revenues of$1.6 million
and $1.89 million. One charter plaintiff operated a corporate fleet of27 vessels catching
between 460,000 and 763,000 pounds of halibut annually. Another charter plaintiff was catching
between 93,000 and 148,000 pounds of halibut annually. In 2010, less than 1% of the Area 2C
commercial fishermen harvested 22,000 or more pounds of halibut in this area. In Area 3A, less
than 16% of commercial fishermen harvested more than 25,000 pounds. Pacific Halibut
Sablefish IFQ Report for Fishing Year 2010 at Table 3.12.
In sum, claims by the charter industry that their harvest has greater economic value than
the commercial industry are false. Claims that business losses are solely due to increased
regulation are also false. The facts indicate that the National economic recession has reduced
tourism to Alaska and that tourism spending per visitor has also declined, both forces driving
demand for charter boats downward. Further, charter boat operators are not the only ones
suffering because of a decrease in resource size. Commercial fishermen are also suffering, and
because the commercial quota has been reduced proportionately more than charter quotas, -the
economic impact of resource decline has been greater for the commercial sector. And one
cannot overlook the fact that charter overfishing is the cause of some of the economic harm
being suffered by the commercial fleet. The cumulative charter overharvest of3.77 million
pounds in Area 2C from 2004-2010 cost the 1,162 QS holders in the commercial sector over $15
million in lost ex-vessel value. The de-valuation of QS, which is now worth $25-30 per pound,
is an order of magnitude higher. The cost to processors includes the 76% reduction in product
flow from reduced commercial quotas, as well as the inability to retain a year-round employment
force.
Furthermore, it cannot be said that the agency has not prepared numerous economic
analyses of the halibut charter and commercial sectors and that the public has not had the
opportunity to comment on each. In addition to the analyses referenced in the EA and the
Proposed Rule, those analyses are found in the following documents.
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RIR/FRFA of a Regulatory Amendment to Revise Permit Endorsements for Charter
Halibut Businesses That Are Qualified to Receive Multiple Permits - Draft for
Secretarial Review, August 26, 2010
Categorical Exclusion for a Regulatory Amendment to Revise Method of Assigning
Angler Endorsements to Charter Halibut Permits, June 10, 2010
Public Review Draft RIR/IRFA for a Regulatory Amendment To Revise Permit
Endorsements for Charter Halibut Businesses that Are Qualified to Receive Multiple
Permits, June 9, 2010
Categorical Exclusion for Regulatory Amendment to Revise Charter Halibut Logbook
Submission Requirements, March 31, 20 I 0
Draft for Secretarial Review Regulatory Amendment to Modify Regulations Governing
Submission of Halibut Charter Logbooks - Regulatory Impact Review/Initial Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis, January S, 2010
EA/RIR/FRFA for Regulatory Amendment to Limit Entry in the Halibut Charter
Fisheries in IPHC Regulatory Areas 2C and 3A, November 6, 2009
Regulatory Impact Review/Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis/Environmental
Assessment for a Regulatory Amendment to Implement Guideline Harvest Level
Measures in the Halibut Charter Fisheries in International Pacific Halibut Commission
Regulatory Area 2C, March 26, 2009
Secretarial Review Draft RIR/IRFA/EA for a Regulatory Amendment to Implement
Guideline Harvest Level Measures in the Halibut Charter Fisheries in International
Pacific Halibut Commission Regulatory Area 2C, November 3, 2008
Secretarial Review Draft EA/RIR/IRFA for a Regulatory Amendment to Limit Entry in
the Halibut Charter Fisheries in IPHC Regulatory Areas 2C and 3A, April 25, 2008
Draft for Secretarial Review EA/RIR/IRFA for a Regulatory Amendment to Implement
Guideline Harvest Level Measures in the Halibut Charter Fisheries in International
Pacific Halibut Commission Regulatory Area 2C, November 27, 2007
Final EA/RIR/FRFA for the Regulatory Amendment to Modify the Halibut Bag Limit In
the Halibut Charter Fisheries in IPHC Regulatory Area 2C, April 11, 2007
Draft EA/RIR/IRFA for the Regulatory Amendment to Modify the Halibut Bag Limit In
the Halibut Charter Fisheries In IPHC Regulatory Area 2C, March 23, 2007
Environmental Assessment of the Guideline Harvest Level for the Guided Recreational
Halibut Fishery in International Pacific Halibut Commission Areas 2c and 3a, June 2,
2003
EA/RIR/FRFA for a Local Area Halibut Management Plan for Sitka Sound. FONSI
determination 09-14-99; NEPA Coordinator letter dated 09-16-99; EA dated 8-26-99
August 26, 1999
Finally, the charter industry is fond of quoting a study by Dr. Keith Criddle asserting the

study "proves" that the maximization of economic benefits in the halibut fishery occurs when the
commercial sector has 71 % of the allowed harvest and the recreational sector has 29%. After the
charter industry first presented this argument, Dr. Criddle stated in a September 28, 2008 email
that his study was "not intended to serve as a specific review of an optimal allocation of halibut
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in Alaska." Rather, his studies "we];'e intended to demonstrate the kind of information that would
be required if there were an attempt to determine an optimal allocation and to show the
impracticality of trying to do the analyses needed to determine an optimal allocation." In other
words, not only does the author of the study reject the charter industry's use of his work, but he
says his study demonstrates why the charter industry cannot even begin to argue there is such a
thing as an optimal allocation.
V.

Comments Specific to the Provisions of the Proposed Rule
A.

Allocation Clarification

In approving the CSP, the Council clarified that the CSP sets clear percentage-based
allocations for the commercial and charter sectors. Although the CSP allows the charter harvest
to fluctuate within a specified range of this allocation, the goal of the CSP is to restrain charter
harvest at or below the level specified by the target allocation percentage (midpoint of the
allocation range). The CSP regulations trigger management changes if pre-season projections
indicate charter harvest will fall outside the specified charter allocation range.
NMFS' previous decision to label the GHL a "benchmark" invited multiple lawsuits that
were costly to the industry, the public, and the resource. Following NMFS' lead, charter
plaintiffs in Van Valin v. Locke argued the GHL "merely set benchmarks and did not limit the
halibut harvest.', Van Valin v. Locke, 671 F.Supp.2d at 11-12. Noting all the references in the
record to the GHL as a cap on the charter harvest, see Part I(A) above, the Court responded to
Plaintiffs' argument stating: "This argument is unsupported by the Administrative Record." Id
at 12. The Court noted the word "benchmark" is to be understood in the context that the OHL is
only a "benchmark" in that it tells the agency when it is necessary to adopt appropriate
enforcement measures. Id. at 4, 12. Thus, the Court noted the OHL is not self-enforcing but sets
a charter limit that is to be enforced "by subsequent regulation." Id. at 4. While this court
decision finally forced effective restriction of charter harvest, the seven year lag between the first
charter Area 2C OHL overage and effective action undermined the productivity of the halibut
resource and cost the commercial halibut industry over $15 million directly in lost revenue,
which does not include indirect costs to commercial fishermen in the devaluation of QS, nor does
it include costs to the processing or support sectors of the commercial industry. The inadequacy
of the GHL system to protect resource health and the interests of all who depend on the halibut
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resource demands change and drove development of the CSP. The Coalition hopes NMFS will
avoid the use of words such as "benchmark" in describing the Gfil and the CSP.
The CSP sets clear allocations for the charter sector and a process to prevent allocation
overages before they occur. By identifying "unique management measures for the charter sector
that are associated with different allocations" the system allows federal regulations to be adjusted
as necessary prior to the start of the fishing season. EA at 49. This method eliminates the delays
that have been associated with GHL management and will ensure management measures
implemented pre-season via the IPHC process so as to protect the resource and historic users.
The CSP still allows the charter sector a continuous season of historic length and
guarantees management measures will not be changed in-season. It also provides a range around
the charter sector's allocation to minimize bag and size limit changes over time-again at the
request of the charter sector for predictability. Recognizing that these concessions could allow a
measure of charter overharvest, the Management Objectives section of the CSP ENRIR makes it
clear that managers are expected to err on the side of conservation and caution when projecting
charter harvest relative to allocation:
In meeting its conservation mandate while accommodating the
charter industry's need for predictability and stability, the Council
will necessarily err on the side of conservation in the selection of
management too ls and season length, with the result that the sport
charter sector may not be able to harvest its entire allocation.
CSP EA/RIR October 2008, Statement of Management Objectives.
In short, the CSP establishes sector allocations and directs managers to constrain charter

harvest at or below the allocations, which are the range mid-points. This built-in conservatism is
necessary to offset the imprecision in charter management and the lack of timely in-season catch
accounting. Thus, charter management under the CSP demands a measure of conservatism. The
ranges give managers time to finalize data and confirm harvest trends before changing charter
harvest restrictions. The ranges are not intended to allow an increase in the charter allocation.
As the motion to adopt the CSP stated:
The Council recognizes that management measures are imprecise.
Therefore a small variance can be expected to occur around the
allocation. The Council's expectation is that the variances will
balance over time to ensure IPHC conservation and management
objectives are achieved.
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All of these factors and issues must be reflected in the final rule.
B.

Catch Accounting in the Charter Sector

The CSP proposes the following process to convert commercial IFQ to GAF: "The
conversion factor for the current fishing year would be the ADF&G estimate of the average net
weight calculated from all halibut harvested in the guided sport fishery during the preceding
fishing year in that IPHC regulatory area." 76 Fed. Reg. at 44186.
This procedure can be expected to underestimate the weight of GAF since charter
operators are likely to lease quota to provide their clients the opportunity to harvest a larger fish
than is allowed under existing bag and size limits in the common pool charter fishery. For
example, in Area 2C in 2011, the 37" maximum size fish will result in a maximum net weight of
17 pounds, with the average weight likely to be lower. If an Area 2C client wants the
opportunity to catch a bigger halibut, the client can harvest a GAF and will likely not retain a
halibut until a larger fish is harvested. Accurate accounting for GAF, and hence resource
removals, requires that charter operators log and report the length of GAF fish and that ADF&G
and the IPHC use this data to set the GAF conversion rate the following year. Alternatively,
ADF&G and the IPHC could use the average weight of commercial caught halibut or IPHC
survey-caught halibut.
The Halibut Coalition strongly supports the proposal set forth at 76 Fed. Reg. 44180 that
GAF holders be required to allow ADF&G and IPHC scientific personnel access to private
property owned by GAF permit holders in order to monitor GAF and collect scientific data. This
data collection will result in a better size estimate for GAF and reduce the potential for over
harvest of the halibut resource.
The Coalition recommends NMFS clarify the regulatory language at proposed section
300.65(c)(6)(iv) titled GAF Use Restriction that states QS holders may only convert to GAF
commercial quota they held as of January I. One interpretation of this language is that a QS
holder would be eligible to lease IFQ as GAF only if that person held QS when IFQ permits were
initially issued for that year. To avoid any misunderstandings on the part of charter or
commercial fishermen, this section should be clarified.
At 76 Fed Reg. 44173, the Proposed Rule requests comments on the use of proposed
Methods A, B, C, or other potential methods to establish maximum lengths under the CSP. The
Coalition supports Method B. This is the most biologically conservative method proposed under
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the CSP and will provide the most benefit to the resource. The Coalition remains concerned
about the adequacy of catch accounting in the charter fishery, particularly relative to catch
accounting and mortality rates of"released" halibut, and believes any underharvest that may
result from Method B will provide a necessary conservation buffer. As catch accounting in the
charter fishery improves and regulators gain experience with size limit management in the
halibut charter fishery, it may be appropriate to revisit the algorithm and adjust the methodology.
Relevant to the issue of catch accounting, the Coalition supports the requirement that
charter operators be required to retain the halibut carcass when a maximum size limit is in place,
and not disfigure or mutilate a halibut such that the size and number of halibut harvested is
difficult to ascertain under any bag or size limit. The Coalition accepts that on-board filleting
benefits charter operations, and agrees with NMFS that while filleting on board can be permitted.
However, the fillets should be cut in no more than two ventral, two dorsal and two cheek pieces
to facilitate enforcement of bag and possession limits.
The Coalition supports the prohibition on charter operator, guide and crew retention of
halibut while engaged in guiding efforts in both Areas 2C and 3A. This prohibition will reduce
charter harvest by approximately 4.5% in Area 2C and 10.4 percent in Area 3A. These
reductions are consistent with CSP objectives and will ensure guided clients are provided
maximum opportunity to harvest halibut while still restraining the sector's catch to its
allocations. The Coalition also supports prohibiting an individual from using both a charter
halibut permit and Subsistence Halibut Registration Certificate during the same day. This will
discourage abuse of halibut subsistence harvesting opportunities and aid iri enforcement.
Finally, in managing and accounting for charter harvest, it is essential that NlVIFS, the
Council, and the IPHC remained firmly focused on the charter allocation as the management
target. The management range of 3.5% above and below the allocation is intended to minimize
changes to charter bag and size limits while still preventing resource overharvest. The Council
recognized that charter catch accounting and charter management measures are imprecise and
"therefore a small variance can be expected to occur around the allocation." That said, the
Council made clear that the goal is to achieve a zero variance over time: "The Council's
expectation is that the variances will balance over time to ensure conservation and management
objectives are achieved." EA/RIR/IRFA xix. The Halibut Coalition strongly supports this
commitment to manage the charter fleet to its percentage-based allocation.
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C.

Requested EA/RIR/IRFA Revisions

Throughout the EA, information is provided on the economic contributions of, and
impacts to, the charter sector. However, minimal information is included in the EA regarding the
economic impacts of the status quo to all who depend on the halibut resource, from harvesters
through processors, communities, and consumers. For balance and accuracy, the EA should be
amended to include these effects, and, more importantly, the benefits of the CSP. Because the
CSP directly ties charter harvest to resource abundance through a percentage-based allocation
and establishes a management system that prevents, rather than reacts to, charter overfishing,
there are clear benefits to the resource and quantifiable benefits to sport, subsistence and
commercial harvesters; commercial processors; distributors; and consumers. The Coalition has
identified and quantified some of the impacts of status quo OHL management in these
Comments and has also described and quantified the benefits of the CSP. The EA should be
supplemented to include this information.
The EA attributes too much weight to halibut in assessing impacts to the charter sector of
changes in management measures. The EA should be amended to more accurately reflect the
relative impact of changing management measures for one of the 33 or 39 species, depending on
the IPHC Area referenced, that can be retained in any given day by a charter client.
There are also specific sections of the EA that demand revision. These are set forth
below.
I. Page xxxviii. This section provides estimates of revenue to charter operators
from trip fees and should include estimates of ex-vessel revenues to commercial
fishermen.
2. Page xii. The discussion of impacts to communities in this section assumes
charter overfishing is an acceptable part of the status quo, when in fact that
overfishing has imposed significant costs. The costs, and conversely the benefits
of preventing charter overfishing, should be described. This section also includes
the comment repeated later at 50 that the one fish bag limit has decreased client
demand. The decrease in client demand should be evaluated relative to the State
wide decline in Alaska tourism, the reductions in tourism spending, and the
reduced availability of halibut-all of which are already discussed in the analysis.
The EA/IRFA at 155 suggests that the 2007-2009 recession "likely" played a part
in the decline of Area 2C bottomfish anglers. The following 2009 information
from The Juneau and Southeast Economic Indicators 2010 (Juneau Economic
Development Council 2010, available at http://jedc.org/forms/20l0_Juneau_
&_SE_Economic_Indicators_Final.pdf) demonstrates the scale ofthe recession on
the tourism business.
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•

From 2008-2009, Juneau's Leisure and Hospitality annual employment was
down 180 jobs.

•

From 2008-2009, passenger transportation indicators were down: ferry -12%,
Alaska Air -9%, Other Air -5%, cruise ship -1 %.

In sum, the statement attributing decline in angler demand to regulation is
unsubstantiated and should be evaluated in a larger context or struck.
3. Page 156. Substitution of species. As noted elsewhere, the daily recreational bag

limit varies from 33-39 or more in Areas 2C and 3A. In 2008, ADF&G Special
Publication No 09-11 (Tables 15 & 16) reported that saltwater guided vessels
caught a total of 807,618 fish in 2C/3A (not including sablefish and Pacific cod),
of which 42% were halibut. This indicates that saltwater clients already place
considerable importance (58%) on species other than halibut. The EA states:
"More restrictive regulation will reduce the profitability of this sector.... " This is
overstated and needs to be examined in light of the obvious substitution
occurring. This statement is also contradicted by the market that has developed
for charter permits. There is clear demand for the newly created charter halibut
limited entry permits, which indicates confidence in the future of the halibut
charter business. Since January 2011, 58 permits have sold for average prices of
$32,000 in Area 2C (April) and $58,833 in Area 3A (May). http://www.fakr.
noaa.gov/ram/charter/apps_permits.htm.
4. Page 159. Change "400 of fewer" to "400 or fewer".
5. Page 165. This section should note that most, if not all, charter trips target not
only halibut but other bottom fish such as lingcod, rockfish, shark, Pacific cod. In
addition, many charters also target salmon during a bottomfish trip and view
wildlife as part of their experience. The revenue numbers, therefore, do not
reflect a "pure" halibut trip.
6. Page 167. This text should be clarified to show that the term "hook-and-line
catcher vessels," as used in the SAFE, includes vessels harvesting not only halibut
but also sablefish and Pacific cod. The average gross income of $390,000 cited
does not align with the average halibut longline gross. The Coalition does agree
with the conclusion that most if not all halibut longline vessels qualify as small
businesses under SBA rules. This section should be carefully reviewed to
ascertain if vessel or QS holder average is the appropriate number to use. In the
SAFE, the title of Table 36 is "Number of groundfish vessels that caught or
caught and processed more than $4.0 million ...."
7. Appendix B, section 8.5. The regional economic impacts of changes that atfect

charter operations are discussed in this section. However, once again the regional
economic impacts of the status quo and of any changes to the status quo that
effect commercial fishermen are not discussed. These need to be added.
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8. Appendix B, section 8.6. This section should be revised to describe the impacts
to subsistence and sport fishermen of local depletion. Charter operations have
gradually increased their working radius from coastal towns seaward as they
deplete the more accessible fishing grounds. This forces resident sport and
subsistence fishermen to ·travel farther in search of halibut, which increases fuel
costs, heightens the risk of perilous fishing in more exposed areas of the ocean,
and increases the number of trips needed to find halibut.
VI.

Conclusion

The Halibut Coalition urges NMFS to implement the CSP without further delay. The
CSP marks 18 years of public discourse on halibut charter management that engaged hundreds of
people from all sectors of the halibut fishery: subsistence, sport, and commercial fishermen;
consumers; processors and distributors; and coastal communities. The CSP will allow halibut
fishery managers to achieve important conservation and management goals. It will provide a
measure of stability to the halibut fishery. Finally, the CSP will establish a market-based
mechanism to resolve the allocation conflict that has consumed the Council and tom apart
coastal fishing communities.
The almost two decades of testimony and analysis surrounding the development of the
CSP have resulted in an extensive and complete factual and legal record supporting the CSP - a
record that fully demonstrates the CSP is fair and equitable, takes into account present
participation in the fishery, and promotes conservation. Among those facts are the following.
•

The GHL and CSP were developed by committees dominated by the charter industry.

• When the charter industry decided at the last minute to oppose the CSP to which it
had previously agreed, the industry did so based on the assertion the CSP was neither fair nor
equitable. The charter industry's "fair and equitable" alternative proposed raising the then
existing Area 2C charter catch from 913,000 pounds to 4.9-5.7 million pounds, between 70%80% of the total harvest, effectively putting the commercial fleet out of business.
• The status quo OHL management program has resulted in the Area 2C charter
industry exceeding its quota by 22%-115% and by lesser amounts in Area 3A. The commercial
sector has never exceeded its quota since the IFQ program was established.
•

The IPHC has stated that charter overfishing is a threat to resource conservation.

• In Area 2C since 2005, the halibut resource has declined 62% and the commercial
quota has been cut 76%. The charter industry's quota was reduced by only 55% but the charter
industry offset those reductions by overfishing its quota by an average of 52%. While the
resource has been declining, the charter industry in Area 2C increased its harvest by 93%
between 1997 and 2008.
~-
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• Charter overfishing has resulted in direct reductions to the Area 2C commercial fleet
to offset the charter overharvest. These reductions have an ex-vessel value to commercial
fishermen of $15 million which translates to a $46.5 million economic loss using standard
multipliers.
• Charter overfishing causes localized depletion because it is concentrated in nearshore
areas. The charter industry admitted the existence of localized depletion in testimony on the
charter limited entry program.
• Localized depletion means the least fortunate among us, those who live near, at, or
below the poverty level, and who depend on subsistence fishing, cannot find the resources to
feed their families.
• The commercial processing sector has seen significant declines in the amount of
halibut available for processing, caused in part by charter overfishing, with a corresponding
impact onjobs and community wages.
• Alaska's coastal communities which depend on halibut and other commercial fish
landing taxes to support essential government services have suffered a dramatic loss of income
as commercial quotas have been cut to compensate for charter overfishing.
• The CSP awards the charter industry a percentage of the allowable harvest that is
equal to, or greater than, the OHL percentage in both Areas 2C and 3A.
• Had the CSP been in place in lieu of the OHL since 2004, the charter industry would
have received more fish in both Areas 2C and 3A.
• The CSP allows the charter industry to increase its allocation by providing a
mechanism for the industry to acquire more fish from the commercial fleet.
• The CSP makes substantial concessions requested by the charter industry, mostly at
the expense of the resource or the commercial fleet. Among those concessions are:
-

percentage allocations equal to or greater than the OHL allocations;

-

a program that allows the charter industry to increase its harvest by leasing
commercial quota;

-

no in-season harvest management changes;

-

allowing the charter industry to exceed its annual harvest limit by
approximately 20% with no new regulations to limit harvest;

-

management measures limited to bag and size limits with season limits and
fishery closures taken off the table as possible management measures;

-

an increase in the charter industry's allocation percentage when halibut
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abundance is low so that the commercial fleet bears the conservation burden;
and
-

a more flexible management system so that charter allocations can rise more
quickly when halibut abundance increases.

Despite these facts, the charter industry protests. Ignoring the fact that if the CSP had
been in place since 2004 instead of the OHL, the charter industry would have received more fish,
the industry asserts that their 2011 allocations, had the CSP been in place, would have been less
than their OHL allocations. This argument captures the essence of the charter industry's attitude
and the exact nature of the problem confronting fishery managers. The facts are that:
the difference between the 2010 CSP and the OHL Area 2C allocation to the
charter industry would have been only 8,000 pounds;
while the commercial fleet has seen its quota cut by 73% between 2007 and
2011, the charter industry quota was cut by only 45%, and none at all in the
last three years even though the resource has continued to decline and
commercial quotas have been slashed to conserve the resource;
-

in Area 3A, the commercial quota was cut 45% between 2007 and 2011 for
conservation reasons, but the charter quota was never reduced; and

-

in 2011, the commercial quota in Areas 2C and 3A was reduced from 2010
levels by 47% and 38%, respectively, while the charter quota under the OHL
was not cut by one pound.

A fair and equitable allocation would have reduced the quota for each sector by equal amounts.
But the charter industry does not want fair and equitable. It wants what is unfair and inequitable
-that the charter industry not bear its share of the responsibility for conserving the resource - a
conservation need caused in part by years of overfishing by the charter industry - overfishing
that has inflicted enormous harm on the resource, commercial fishermen, subsistence fishermen,
processors, and coastal communities.
There are clearly net national benefits to implementing our national policy of preventing
overfishing. There are national benefits to not inflicting economic loss on the commercial fleet
(and dependent processors and coastal communities) when the IPHC is forced to reduce the
commercial quota to offset charter overfishing and to conserve the resource. There is clearly a
net national benefit to ensuring that the least fortunate among us, subsistence fishermen, do not
lose access to the resource due to localized depletion caused by charter overfishing. And in
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considering net national benefits, one cannot forget that the charter industry would have received
more fish if the CSP had been in place since 2004 instead of the GHL. This means the benefit to
that industry would_have been, and will be, greater under the CSP.
The facts and the law are clear. The CSP can and must be implemented for the 2012
season.
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Appendix A: CSP Limits compared to GHL
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GHL vs CSL limits
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Data

Year

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Commercial
Limit

Charter
deduction

Combined
Catch
limit

GHL

CSP
rule

8.500
10.530
10.930
10.630
8.513
6.210
5.200
4.400
2.330

1.501
1.333
1.437
1.639
1.432
0.931
0.788
0.788
0.788

10.001
11.863
12.367
12.269
9.945
7.141
5.988
5.188
3.118

1.432
1.432
1.432
1.432
1.432
0.931
0.788
0.788
0.788

15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
15.1%
17.3%

Commercial
Limit

Charter
deduction

Combined
Catch
limit

GHL

CSP
rule

22.630
25.060
25.470
25.200
26.200
24.200
21.700
19.900
14.360

2.943
3.279
3.161
3.414
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650

25.573
28.339
28.631
28.614
29.850
27.850
25.350
23.550
18.010

3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650
3.650

14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%
14.0%

Charter
CSP
allocation

Lower
Range

Upper
Range

1.51
1.79
1.87
1.85
1.50
1.08
0.90
0.78
0.54

11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
11.6%
13.8%

18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
18.6%
20.8%

1.16
1.38
1.43
1.42
1.15
0.83
0.69
0.60
0.43

1.86
2.21
2.30
2.28
1.85
1.33
1.11
0.96
0.65

Charter
CSP
allocation

Lower
Range

Upper
Range

Lower
Number

Upper
Number

Guided
Harvest

10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%.
10.5%

17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%
17.5%

2.69
2.98
3.01
3.00
3.13
2.92
2.66
2.47
1.89

4.48
4.96
5.01
5.01
5.22
4.87
4.44
4.12
3.15

3.382
3.668
3.689
3.664
4.002
3.378
2.734
3.24

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

3A

Year

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

)

)

3.58
3.97
4.01
4.01
4.18
3.90
3.55
3.30
2.52

.

)

,-

